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ceo & coo message

Dr. Aditya Srinivas

The auto sector which is one of the major 
employment generators has also registered 
huge growth rate in terms of the sales in all 
segments. Auto sales for September 2020 has 

been on the rise. All two 
a n d  f o u r - w h e e l e r  
c o m p a n i e s  h a v e  
registered high sales. This 
is due to low base effect, 
coming festive season, 
preference to travel in 
private vehicle. Maruti 
sales up 33%, Hyundai 23 

%, Tata motors 162%, KIA 147% which is 
incredibly positive for the economy.

RBI monetary policy was on expected lines as 
there was no rate cuts in the policy rate. The 
interest rates are already at all time low with 
deposit rates in the range of 5 to 5.15 per cent 
and Home loan rates at 6.90 per cent. The RBI 
is also positive by Q4 of 2021 the GDP growth 
will become positive as unlocking of the 
economy has ensured that all the sectors are 
witnessing starting of the economy activities.

Welcome
Dr. Vispi Rusi
Bhathena,
PhD (h.c.)

to  magazine.Forum Views

Kindly subscribe to our 

YouTube Channel bbfindia 

and gain access to our 

various webinars.

Hope the festival of lights bring your
way bright sparkles of tranquillity, 
gratification, delight, and bliss which 
stays with you throughout this year
and in the years to come. 

May your home and life sparkle with 
harmony and prosperity today and 
always.

Have a jubilant Diwali!

INDIAN ECONOMY WITNESSING GREEN 
SHOOTS

The Indian Economy data seems to be having 
some improvement in the months of 
September-October 2020 with many macro-
economic indicators showing increase in 
demand and consumption.

• GST collection for September 2020 is Rs. 
95,480 crores (4 % higher than last year 
same time)

• E waybills generated 5.74 crore
• Exports up by $ 27 billion
• Exports up by 5.3%
• Demand of petrol up by 16%
• PMI index is at 56.8 highest in 8 years
• Railway freight up by 15%

The Purchase Manger Index is also witnessing 
the rise its highest jump in the last 8 years. 

Month PMI Reading
• April 27.4
• May 30.8
• June 47.2
• July 46.0
• August 52.0
• September 56.8

On the BBF front:

The monthly inflows of the Systematic 
Investment Plans (SIP) for the last 3 months 
have been more than Rs. 7,500 crores which 
means that the retail investors are having full 
faith in the India Growth story and prospects.

Webinar on SEBI Settlement
Scheme for entities who had
made reversal trades
in the F&O segment

Tuesday,
13th October

Webinar on ICCL
File Formats

Wednesday,
7th October
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MUSHTAQ KAPASI
Managing Director, Chief Representative Asia-Pacific

International Capital Market Association (ICMA)

Capital markets have 
shown that they can 
weather the storm 
and will be an 
important contributor 
to the economic 
recovery and have the 
capacity and the 
potential to do good 
in the face of 
enormous 
environmental and 
social challenges.
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It has not only been the active measures taken by 
governments that have been helpful. Whether out of 
pragmatism or mercy, regulators have also shown 
forbearance on consultation and implementation deadlines 
and reporting requirements, even if they have remained 
absolutely firm that standards of conduct and ethics must 
remain as high as ever. 

It is not an accident that, despite the widespread disruption 
at a global scale, these have been the busiest times ever in 
the capital markets. For example, for the first half of the 
year the issuance volume of international bonds was up 
44% globally versus 2019 and the US investment grade 
markets were up a massive 90%, crossing the 
psychological one trillion US dollar level, well ahead of prior 
years. For government bond issuers in developed markets, 
volumes were up more than 40%. 

To maintain this level of activity, will need clear 
coordination and cooperation among official sector bodies 
around the world. Companies across the globe are likely to 
need to diversify sources of funding with as few barriers as 
possible. So the need to increase international coordination 
in the governance of the financial markets-and avoid 
regulatory fragmentation-will be more important than ever 
in the recovery from COVID-19. 

Apart from the role of the official sector, over a short period 
of time we are seeing an extraordinary amount of change to 
working practices. Basically, we have learned, to our relief, 
that financial markets can still function under lockdown. I 
will describe a few specific examples related to the 
international bond markets. 

The most obvious example is that bankers are no longer 
traveling constantly. Indeed, they are not even traveling to 
the office; they are working from home. This was 
previously unthinkable. Common wisdom was that 
complex international bond deals would be impossible to 
pull off without traders on the trading floor and sales staff 
meeting investors in person. But it is now working well for 
the most part. Perhaps in some ways even better. We are 
seeing shorter deal timetables for initial offerings, and with 
“remote roadshows,” marketing periods have been 
reduced from a couple of weeks to just a few days.

Also, we have seen e-signing come of age-by sheer 
necessity. The flexibility of contract law in England and 
other jurisdictions proved very useful in terms of executing

THE PANDEMIC AND LESSONS LEARNED FOR
THE INTERNATIONAL BOND MARKET

The 2020 pandemic has been a test in more than one 
way, and these times make me and my colleagues at 
ICMA ever more grateful for good health, and mindful of 
those who are not so fortunate-those taken from us by 
the virus, their loved ones who grieve for them, and so 
many others who have suffered from the lockdowns 
and forced isolation. 

While it is too early to conclude where it will all end-in 
terms of its lasting impact on economies, corporate and 
bank balance sheets, or simply how we go about our life on 
our fragile planet-the two things that have stood out for me 
are our individual and collective resilience and, for the 
financial industry at least, the quick adoption and 
integration of technology and how successful working from 
home has proven to be. 

ICMA a global non-profit trade body with over 600 
members in 62 countries, including all the major 
institutions active in the international bond market, that 
is,issuers, banks large and small, asset managers, law 
firms, credit rating agencies, exchanges, clearing houses 
and others. Our work is focused around developing and 
promoting universally accepted market practice standards 
for issuing and trading international bonds. We are a truly 
global organization active not only in major financial 
centres but also in emerging markets, where we work with 
members, central banks, and regulators to support market 
development. 

What have we, as an international banking association, 
have learned this year from the pandemic? We have 
certainly seen plenty of volatility, uncertainty, complexity 
and ambiguity. Markets everywhere have been under 
extreme stress. 

Overall though, the global regulatory framework put in 
place since the crisis of 2007-2008 has proved robust. And 
the swift and thoughtful actions of regulators and central 
banks across the world, including emerging markets in 
Asia, have been crucial to the smooth functioning of 
markets during this time. 

Central bank intervention has been critical to ensure that 
the bond markets continued to function. Not only did this 
provide a reliable buyer for a large section of the market, 
more importantly it restored confidence. Even so, this does 
raise the question of whether the success of these policies 
might create moral hazard, and market dependency on 
central bank intervention, particularly in times of stress.
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supervision - how to ensure that financial professionals are 
acting ethically and in line with licensing and reporting 
regulations, when they are no longer in the office or quite 
possibly not even in the same country. In particular, the use 
of surveillance tools for compliance purposes raises 
questions on the boundaries between privacy at home and 
working remotely, and the use (and potential misuse) of 
personal data. Reconciling compliance and privacy requires 
careful balancing.

Finally, we cannot talk about major trends in the capital 
markets today without a discussion on one major theme 
that is becoming central to the economies of the world, 
even more so in the pandemic. That is sustainability.

The global pandemic is a social issue that threatens the 
well-being of the world’s population, especially the elderly 
and those with underlying health problems. In addition, 
millions of people around the world are suffering, or will be 
suffering, from the mass bankruptcies, rising 
unemployment, and social isolation brought on by the 
pandemic.

Fortunately, we are now seeing an increasing focus on 
sustainable finance. In particular, we are seeing a massive 
increase in the issuance of social bonds in response to the 
crisis. These social bonds enable funds to be raised by 
companies and governments for specific projects which 
are designed to meet some of the challenges that the 
pandemic has created. They are being used to increase 
capacity and efficiency in provisioning healthcare services 
and equipment, medical research, SME loans and other 
projects specifically designed to prevent and alleviate 
unemployment stemming from the pandemic.

The issuance of green bonds, where the funds raised go 
towards projects which protect the environment, has 
paused slightly, but issuance is starting to pick up again. 
And with the global emphasis on the need to ‘build back 
better’ we expect this form of financing to be increasingly 
important, backed by governments around the world. The 
bond markets in Asia including India are leaders in this field. 
And we at ICMA are proud to be the main international 
agency providing market standards and driving this 
forward.

In conclusion, these are extraordinary times for all of us and 
extraordinary changes are happening in our own lives and in 
capital markets. Capital markets have shown that they can 
weather the storm and will be an important contributor to 
the economic recovery and have the capacity and the 
potential to do good in the face of enormous environmental 
and social challenges.

documents for new bond issues while working remotely. 
Legal processes that still relied to paper and wet ink in 
2019, largely bound by tradition, have now gone fully 
electronic. This has actually increased efficiency and 
reduced settlement risk.

It has not been without some bumps in the road. During the 
initial stages of the global pandemic, especially March and 
April, we did see a sizeable, albeit temporary, increase in 
settlement fails during the height of the crisis. This is largely 
attributed to operational challenges. Interestingly, many of 
these problems were a result of the truly international 
nature of finance today. For example, if an operational hub in 
India ceases to function temporarily, this can delay or 
evenshut down trading in Hong Kong, London, and New 
York.

Mushtaq Kapasi, Managing Director, Chief Representative Asia-Pacific, 
International Capital Market Association

Capital markets will be absolutely 
vital to funding the recovery, and 
fortunately for all of us, they have 

continued to work as designed.

Looking specifically at bond funds, it was estimated that 
only 30 bond funds with €11 billion of asset under 
management had to temporarily suspend dealings. This is a 
tiny drop in the bucket when you consider almost $100 
trillion assets under management globally. The majority of 
suspensions were driven by issues in pricing of high yield 
corporate bonds. Oddly enough, these mostly involved 
bond funds managed from Denmark, where funds have to 
price several times throughout the day.

Nevertheless, these and other disruptions have proven to 
be isolated temporary incidents, and the global financial 
infrastructure in place has been resilient and flexible enough 
to weather the crisis - at least so far. Capital markets will be 
absolutely vital to funding the recovery, and fortunately for 
all of us, they have continued to work as designed.

Another effect of the pandemic is to accelerate the move to 
fully electronic trading, driven by technological advances 
and the need for regulatory reporting. Now, we know that 
electronic trading itself cannot solve the problem of liquidity 
- one lesson we have learned during the pandemic related 
volatility, and the temporary dollar funding squeeze, is that 
buyers and sellers in a crisis situation want to deal with 
someone they personally trust. But it is clear that electronic 
trading is a welcome development, particularly in 
expanding the participants in the market beyond the 
traditional banks and securities firms. 

While technology has in many ways improved efficiency 
and allowed work to be done from anywhere, this freedom 
of location has also forced us to re-think regulatory 
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KEIKO NAKADA
Director, Corporate Communications

Japan Securities Dealers Association (JSDA)

Amid the COVID-
19 pandemic, 
people seem to 
have heightened 
their awareness of 
the value of asset 
building to 
overcome difficult 
times in the 
future.
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The BBF is a key member of ICSA, the global organization of 
nineteen securities industry associations. Founded in 1988, 
ICSA provides a forum for member associations to understand 
developments, exchange views, and collaborate to work for 
better global capital markets. (www.icsa.global).

ICSA members have been invited to submit contributions to 
Forum Views. The following is from the Japan Securities Dealers 
Association.

recorded a 19.4% increase. The Japan Securities Dealers 
Association(JSDA) has published data showing that investment 
amounts through the general and DCA NISA accounts at 
securities firms hit a record high during the same quarter. Also, in 
the JSDA’s recent survey of individual investors, many from the 
younger generation, particularly those in their 20s and 30s, 
replied that they started or increased stock investment during 
the COVID-19 pandemic. According to recent mediareports, the 
inflow of individuals’ money to index-linkedmutual funds suited 
for long-term regular investment reached a new high, exceeding 
1.16 trillion yen (11.2 billion dollars) during the first half of 2020. 

Why did people turn their attention to long-term securities 
investment during the COVID-19 crisis? The substantial decline 
of stock prices in March could be pointed to as an immediate 
trigger which allowed people to sense a moment of opportunity 
to start securities investment. But COVID-19 may have induced 
more fundamental changes in people’s attitudes toward asset 
building. 

Many Japanese people, particularly the working generation, had 
been inclined to rely on employment income, not giving much 
thought to gains from investment. The COVID-19 crisis aroused 
people’s concerns about losing their jobs or suffering wage cuts 
and could have woken them up to the merits of asset building. 
Along with that, a number of emergency measures to cope with 
COVID-19 are likely to bring more difficulties to the Government’s 
fiscal management, which had been already overstrained under 
the ever-progressing population ageing, and add further pressure 
on future public spending for social welfare including public 
pensions and medical care benefits. The importance of self-
reliant asset building efforts may have become recognized more 
clearly as a cornerstone for securing a comfortable life over the 
course of an individual’s ever-growing lifespan. 

Amid the COVID-19 pandemic, people seem to have heightened 
their awareness of the value of asset building to overcome 
difficult times in the future. As the unprecedented 
precariousness has paradoxically brought about a renewed 
appreciation for securing stable income over the long term, the 
securities market and industry are expected to continue to 
perform as the functional infrastructure to provide the public with 
useful advice and efficient tools for asset management-to help 
people as they reach kanreki, and beyond. 

COVID-19: JAPAN’S AGEING SOCIETY AND
INVESTMENT BEHAVIOUR 

raditionally in Japan, the age of 60 has been called 
“kanreki,” which means the completion of one fullcycle of Tthe 60 Oriental zodiac symbols, and which has historically 

called for a celebration of a person’s living to a ripe old age. 
Nowadays, however, 60 is not conceived of as old. The world 
average life expectancy has reached 72.0 years and that of 
Japan has reached 81.41 years for males and 87.45 for females. 
Due not only to longer life spans but also to the declining birth 
rate, the ageing of the population has been progressing very 
rapidly in Japan compared to other countries. The population 
aged 65 and over has already exceeded 28% of the total.

Amid an ageing society, the tremendous amount of household 
financial assets held by Japanese people, a sum exceeding 

1
1,845 trillion yen (17.7 trillion dollars ),is an area of great 
potential. That said, the portfolio profile is fairly low-return. 
Accordingly, it has been a prolonged challenge to encourage 
Japanese people to make use of their financial assets in more 
efficient ways and direct their attention to products that assist 
their life-long asset management.

To this end, in January 2014, the government and industry set up 
NISA (Nippon Individual Savings Account), which was modelled 
after the Individual Savings Account (ISA) in the UK. In January 
2018,Tsumitate NISA (Dollar-Cost-Averaging (DCA) NISA), a 
scheme more oriented toward long-term regular investment, 
was introduced. As of the end of March this year, more than 14 
million accounts have been opened and more than 19.54 trillion 
yen (187.9 billiondollars) invested under the general and DCA 
NISA schemes.

With the COVID-19 pandemic, individuals became more active in 
stock investment. In Japan, as in many other countries, 
individual investors, particularly day-traders, actively traded 
stocks during the stockmarket fall in March and through the 
subsequent recovery path, aiming at short-term gains from the 
unprecedented market volatility. It is noteworthy, however, that 
such short-term players were not the only ones reacting to the 
market-people interested in long-term asset building were also 
responsive to the stock market fluctuation.

During the first quarter of 2020, the number of DCANISA 
accounts showed a marked increase (a 16.2%increase 
compared to the end of the previous quarter),led by the younger 
generation. Notably, accounts owned by people in their 30s 

Disclaimer: The views expressed here are solely those of the writer. Any views 
and forecasts described are based on information available when the article was 
written and may not reflect subsequent developments. 

1. All the dollar figures in the article are calculated as reference at JPY 104 to USD 
(the rate as of the end of July 2020).

Keiko Nakada has been on secondment from the Japan Securities Dealers 
Association in Tokyo to the International Capital Market Association in London 
since January 2020. Her current role is Director, Corporate Communications.

The JSDA is a self-regulatory organization (SRO) and an interlocutor for the 
securities industry. Its 500 members are securities firms, banks, and other 
financial institutions operating securities businesses in Japan.
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ALISA PLOCO
Digital Marketing and Personal Branding Strategist

Owner, Your Biz Mentor LLC (Louisville, Kentucky, United States)

Make sure you are 
leveraging digital 
trends to your own 
advantage before 
COVID19 comes 
to an end. Those 
who neglect it,will 
be the ones who 
are left behind. 
This article is 
about current 
trends and what 
we can expect in 
the future of the 
digital marketing 
world.
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time outside. They were in a lockdown. They used Google maps 
less than before. 

Service-oriented businesses who already had an online presence 
and whose services were in a high demand, had an opportunity to 
shift completely online. Good examples are financial brokers, 
mortgage brokers, insurance brokers, accountants, digital 
marketers, IT professionals, and many more. Some of them, like 
digital marketers and IT professionals, could easily serve the 
global clients. The whole market is online. And, with the help of 
the major B2B social media platform - LinkedIn, networking with 
global communities and potential clients has never been easier. 
True, almost everyone was in shock in the first few months. But 
quickly, they have bounced back, and continued with content 
creation, with an inbound marketing, social selling, webinars, 
webconferencing on Zoom, and more. The market has witnessed 
the increased number of remote jobs. Along with that the need for 
an online teamwork tools such as Monday and Trello, has 
increased. 

There has been a real boom in a newly introduced digital 
marketing trends since 2019. These trends continued in 2020 as 
well. In my opinion, top five digital marketing trends in 2020 are:

Digital content consumption has 
increased. Especially in the form of a video. Video content is 
present on all social media platforms. LinkedIn Live, Facebook 
Live, and YouTube Live have made a major impact and 
contribution to the online visibility for companies and 
personal brands. New social media platform - Tik Tok has 
become a real attraction too with short funny videos targeting 
younger audience. When it comes to the LinkedIn, video 
content is consumed the most by business professionals. 
Video content with captions is simply easier to consume than 
an article or a text post. Many professionals are scrolling 
through the LinkedIn content while at work and their mobile 
sounds might be off. In that case, when they see video with 
captions, it might keep their attention longer and they might 
view the content in full. Another important thing about the 
video content is that customers like to see the authenticity in 
a video, genuine person, vulnerability, someone who shares 
his personal story. That brings us to the other trend, and it is 
an influencer marketing. This one is closely related to the 
other marketing trend -client reviews and testimonials. In 
other words, clients are more influenced by the video referral 
or testimonial, even though it might be coming from an 
influencer. 

are now mainly conducted on mobile 
devices. Therefore, it is a must for your website to be mobile-
optimized. Customers are now very demanding. Slow 
website can easily ruin their experience with your company. 

 As businesses are cutting 
their marketing budgets, Google and Facebook are both losing 
out on ad revenue. As a result, ad-buying market is less 
competitive. Facebook ads are, for example, 15% cheaper, 
but also conversions are dropping too, since customers are 
adjusting their buying as well. 

• Video Marketing. 

• Online searches 

• PPC advertising is cheaper now.

Video Marketing, Influencer Marketing, Personal Branding... 
Have you integrated any of these in your digital marketing 
strategy?

Make sure you are leveraging digital trends to your own 
advantage before COVID19 comes to an end. Those who neglect 
it, will be the ones who are left behind. This article is about current 
trends and what we can expect in the future of the digital 
marketing world.

I remember the beginning of Covid19 in the US. Everyone was in a 
shock. People were afraid of the unknown. They started 
stockpiling the pantries. Stockpiling the toilet paper. Interestingly 
enough, we even had a lack of water in the retail stores. Another 
major trend was buying weapons. People felt threatened. They 
did not know what to expect or how long it will last. This scarcity 
and uncertainty lasted for almost six months. During this time, I 
have noticed that businesses were in a shock as well. Many of 
them even paralyzed by the fear of the unknown. Many of them in 
debt. Many filled for bankruptcies. 

There is an old saying “Patience by the first strike!”. After the 
initial shock, fear, uncertainty, and lockdowns, people started 
adapting to this, now called, “new normal”. So did the 
businesses. The most vulnerable ones were the ones from the 
hospitality field, restaurants, coffee shops, travel agencies, even 
retail store who were predominantly present as a brick and mortar 
businesses. Large retail chains like Walmart not only survived 
these changes, but even thrived well in it. They have already 
shifted part of their business online prior the Covid19. And, during 
the Covid19 they started adapting even more. Their pickup 
service suddenly boomed. Initially, the problem was with the lack 
of the workforce, but quickly they have adapted to the new 
customer requirements. They even initialized employee 
replacement with robots in some places. They have started 
collaborating with Shopify stores. Amazon, that once represented 
the biggest threat for them, had Walmart as the main competitor 
now. Walmart was adapting fast to the sudden changes, and its 
earnings sky-rocketed as well. Walmart reported in its Q1 
earnings in the US, 74% increase in its online sales (READ).

In August 2020 Walmart released its Q2 earnings. Its U.S. online 
sales were up 97% - an increase attributed to more customers 
shopping online during the pandemic, stocking up on household 
supplies and shopping for grocery items online (READ).

On the other side, we were all witnesses of the small businesses 
that managed to cope with this sudden change and those who 
were left behind and lost their battle. They filed for bankruptcies 
even before the government issued grants for small businesses in 
the US. Those who won were the ones who already had strong 
online presence. They were already offering pick-up service and 
online orders. They were not relying only on Google My Business. 
Typing the keyword + near me does not work the same now as 
before. The main reason is that customers were spending time at 
home, ordering their food and clothes. They were spending less

DIGITAL MARKETING TRENDS DURING COVID19 -
TOP FIVE DIGITAL MARKETING TRENDS IN 2020
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At the end, hang on there, wherever you are. It shall all come to an 
end. Make sure you are leveraging digital trends to your own 
advantage even before it comes to an end. Those who neglect it, 
will be the ones left behind. 

Major changes that came along with the Covid19 were the 
necessary transition from traditional to online businesses. The 
increase in freelance economy, Increase in E Commerce, 
customers are spending more time online. Customer trust is an 
all-time low. Companies are turning more and more to social 
selling i.e. to building relationships. Direct selling is not working. 
B2B companies are turning more and more towards LinkedIn as 
the major global B2B networking hub. Business professionals, 
entrepreneurs even investors and millionaires are all on LinkedIn 
to search for clients to collaborate find projects to invest in, to find 
the content that they want to consume. LinkedIn has become a 
major platform where more than “80% of B2B leads are 
generated, and 94% of B2B marketers use LinkedIn to distribute 
content. Great content on LinkedIn can lead B2B decision makers 
back to your site, too. One average, 46% percent of social media 
traffic coming to B2B company sites is from LinkedIn.” Read 
more about LinkedIn stats. 

Companies are using this chance to stay in touch with their 
customers, to educate them to show empathy and to offer 
help. Once all this is over those who exercise this strategy 
will benefit from it.

• In 2020 already more than 50% of all online searches are 
conducted by a voice search. That is another major digital 
marketing trend. Companies who do not incorporate 

 as a part of their SEO strategy, will be soon left behind. 
We are all witnesses of the increased use of Alexa, Cortana, 
Siri, Google Assistant, and similar devices. Incorporate voice 
search with your website to be easily found when your 
customers search for you by voice. Customer voice search 
queries are longer than the ones typed on a Google search. 
We tend to type two-three words in a search bar. But, with a 
voice search, we use the whole sentence in our query. 

 is on the rise. Businesses continue to grow 
through shoppable posts, social commerce plug ins and apps. 
Ecommerce for the essential goods is on the rise. Non-essential 
and luxury goods sold on ecommerce sites is decreasing. 
Deloitte: “Traffic from social media has grown quickly. In Q1 2019, 
the share of traffic coming from social media was 6%. This 
jumped to 8% for Q1 2020. 14% of shoppers are making purchases 
through social media. Digital sales growth by 18% in Q1 2020 
compared to Q1 2019." (READ)

 Digital Marketing trends are constantly changing and 
evolving. It is challenging even for the digital marketers to cope 
with the new updates and digital trends. The two most related 
online industries, with constant and rapid changes are, IT industry 
and digital marketing industry. I believe that is the good enough 
reason to have a confidential partner - a digital marketing 
strategist that will guide you in navigating this constantly 
changing world. 

We can expect 
to see algorithm changes as search providers, as Google, 
continue to refine the quality of search results. Video content will 
continue to be the most consumed content online. You are on the 
right track if you provide value in this content. Social Selling is on 
the rise. Direct selling is not working any more. Customers rely on 
testimonials. Customers are conducting research about you on 
Google, YouTube, LinkedIn, even TikTok, looking for answers, 
reviews, and more. Influencer marketing will continue to rise. 
Virtual reality and augmented reality integrations with websites 
will be on the rise. Improving customer experience with chatbots 
will increase too. In a highly competitive market, companies will 
strive to provide better experience and retain customers. 

Lastly, be prepared to use digital marketing and the new trends to 
differentiate your brand from competitors. Brands will be shifting 
their digital marketing focus from general brand awareness to 
competitive advantage. Customers will want to know what 
makes this brand special. How is this company different from 
three other ads listed on the top and below their search online? Do 
not underestimate the organic reach on LinkedIn as one of the 
major trends as well. Use the chance to promote your business or 
your personal brand for free on this powerful platform. 

Need help with personal branding? Reach out. That is one of my 
specialties.  will open many 
doors for you, collaboration requests, client inquires, business 
partnerships. With the right strategy, the sky is the limit. 

voice 
search

Social commerce

What can we expect in the future of the digital marketing 
world?

So, what else is coming as a new digital trend? 

Strong personal brand on LinkedIn

Alisa Ploco is a Digital Marketing and Personal Branding Strategist. The owner of 
Your Biz Mentor LLC, a corporate trainer, LinkedIn influencer and a LinkedIn course 
creator. She has seventeen years of corporate and consultancy experience within 
multiple industries gained by working on three continents. Alisa is a 
philanthropist, and a passionate giver as well. She is a member of multiple 
nonprofit organizations. She is a multilinguist. She speaks five foreign languages. 
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M&A ACTIVITY IN ASIA PACIFIC: SELECTED SECTORS
Although utilities remained one of the most active sectors, showing a 43% YTD increase in deals volume, the value of deals had a 10% YoY shrinkage. 
Telecommunication service had a 351% YoY growth in the value of deals, while energy experienced a 107% YoY growth.

M&A ACTIVITY IN ASIA PACIFIC: SELECTED COUNTRIES
Year to date, Taiwan and Philippines are the 2 regions that had the most growth in both the deals volume and the deals amount. Taiwan experienced a 13% YoY 
increase in deals volume while Philippines showed an outstanding 1088% YoY growth in deals amount. On the other hand, there was a 33% YTD contraction in deals 
volume for Indonesia and a 75% YTD contraction in deals value for Malaysia.

Source: S&P Global Market Intelligence as of October 1, 2020. Figures 
are based on M&A announcement dates. Includes both closed and 

pending transactions as well as those without transaction values. Charts 
are provided for illustrative purposes. 

Key Threshold (No. of Deals)

0  - 11

>11 - 63

>63 - 127

>127 - 190

>190 - 254

>254 - 317
No. of Deals and Value YTD Activity (20’ vs. 19’)

No. of Deals and Value by Country/Region (Sep’20)

Country No. of  Deals Value of Deals ($USDmm)

China 317 41,900.40
Australia 122 2,367.60
Japan 93 47,147.60
South Korea 76 2,932.40
India 56 886.2
Hong Kong 36 1,849.30
Malaysia 34 424.5
Vietnam 27 8.7
Singapore 26 2,277.30
New Zealand 23 250.9
Thailand 17 565.8
Taiwan 11 1,003.00
Philippines 9 227.3
Indonesia 5 1,243

20 YTD 19 YTD YoY Growth 20 YTD 19 YTD YoY Growth

Jan 1, 2020 -
Sep 30, 2020

Jan 1, 2019 -
Sep 30, 2019

YoY Comparison
Through

Sep 30, 2020

Jan 1, 2020 -
Sep 30, 2020

Jan 1, 2019 -
Sep 30, 2019

  

YoY Comparison
Through

Sep 30, 2020

No. of deals Value of Deals ($USDmm)

China 16%
Australia 1,007 1,071 29,622 38,102 -22%
Japan 1,037 1,100 92,600 50,763 82%
South Korea 516 518 24,201 25,412 -5%
India 549 766 -28% 20,208 47,079 -57%
Hong Kong 265 291 22,797 14,141 61%
Malaysia 230 271 -15% 2,246 9,060 -75%
Vietnam 275 290 2,077 960 116%
Singapore 239 312 -23% 27,860 23,098 21%
New Zealand 140 151 -7% 3,585 2,043 75%
Thailand 155 187 -17% 3,460 9,142 -62%
Taiwan 60 53 3,742 1,329 182%
Philippines 57 54 2,530 213
Indonesia 89 133 -33% 2,450 3,183 -23%
Total 6,960 7,773 -10% 449,355 406,937 10%

2,341 2,576 -9% 211,974 182,412
-6%
-6%
0%

-9%

-5%

13%
6% 1088%

Source: S&P Global Market Intelligence as of October 1, 2020. Figures are based on M&A announcement dates. Includes closed and pending transactions as well as those without transaction 
values. NSD - No Sector Disclosed. Tables are provided for illustrative purposes. Transaction value and % change are color coded with highest value in green to lowest in red.
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Key Threshold (No. of Deals)

0

>0 - 22

>22 - 43

>43 - 65

>65 - 86

>86 - 108

Source: S&P Global Market Intelligence as of October 1, 2020. Figures are 
based on M&A announcement dates. Includes both closed and pending 

transactions as well as those without transaction values. Tables are 
provided for illustrative purposes. 

Year to date, Indonesia continued to have the highest YoY deals volume growth (75%) while Vietnam remained as the region that had the highest YoY growth in terms 
of deals value. The 160 million USD private placement of Ho Chi Minh City Development Joint Stock Commercial Bank contributed to the 888% YoY rise of deals value 
in Vietnam. 

No. of Deals and Value by Country/Region (Sep’20)

No. of Deals and Value YTD Activity (20’ vs. 19’)

PRIVATE EQUITY INVESTMENTS & BUYOUTS: SELECTED COUNTRIES

20 YTD 19 YTD YoY Growth 20 YTD 19 YTD YoY Growth

Jan 1, 2020 -
Sep 30, 2020

Jan 1, 2019 -
Sep 30, 2019

YoY Comparison
Through

Sep 30, 2020

Jan 1, 2020 -
Sep 30, 2020

Jan 1, 2019 -
Sep 30, 2019

YoY Comparison
Through

Sep 30, 2020

No. of deals Value of Deals ($USDmm)

Country No. of  Deals Value of Deals ($USDmm)

China 108 12,232.70
Japan 26 127.4
India 25 2,399.40
South Korea 20 610.1
Singapore 12 2,464.30
Australia 5 422.4
Indonesia 4 166
Hong Kong 3 370
New Zealand 1 0
Taiwan 1 40
Vietnam 1 0
Malaysia 0 0
Philippines 0 0
Thailand 0 0

China 17% 126%
Japan 257 199 29% 10,629 -38%
India 180 -22% 12,572 12,112 4%
South Korea 161 141 14% 9,496 8,147 17%
Singapore 59 43 4,050 3,727 9%
Australia 78 63 24% 5,993 3,115 92%
Indonesia 21 12 2,244 477
Hong Kong 13 14 -7% 489 476 3%
New Zealand 16 11 1,512 203
Taiwan 7 8 -13% 123 83 48%
Vietnam 15 16 -6% 864 87
Malaysia 5 14 -64% 47 1,579 -97%
Philippines 3 4 -25% 132 283 -53%
Thailand 4 4 0% 121 153 -21%
Total 1,523 1,362 12% 101,735 71,291 43%

704 601 53,461 23,681
17,169

232

37%

75% 371%

45% 645%

888%

INITIAL PUBLIC OFFERINGS BY COUNTRY

Source: S&P Global Market Intelligence as of October 1, 2020. Figures 
are based on public offerings offer date. Includes all closed transactions. 

Tables are provided for illustrative purposes.

Key Threshold (No. of IPOs)

0

>0 - 12

>12 - 24

>24 - 35

>35 - 47

>47 - 59

Similar to last month, China listed most companies and raised the highest amount through IPOs. YTD 2020, Philippines saw the most significant hike in aggregated 
deals value (3768%), followed by Thailand who had a 375% advancement. India listed 50% fewer companies yet had an 11% growth in capital raised via IPOs on a YoY 
basis.

No. of IPOs and Value by Country/Region (Sep’20)

No. of IPOs and Value YTD Activity (20’ vs. 19’)

20 YTD 19 YTD YoY Growth 20 YTD 19 YTD YoY Growth

Jan 1, 2020 -
Sep 30, 2020

Jan 1, 2019 -
Sep 30, 2019

YoY Comparison
Through

Sep 30, 2020

Jan 1, 2020 -
Sep 30, 2020

Jan 1, 2019 -
Sep 30, 2019

YoY Comparison
Through

Sep 30, 2020

No. of deals Value of IPOs ($USDmm)

Country No. of  Deals Value of Deals ($USDmm)

China 59 10,870.90
South Korea 10 571.1
Japan 9 489.9
India 5 524.7
Indonesia 5 37.9
Australia 4 108.2
Hong Kong 2 34.2
New Zealand 1 58
Singapore 1 225
Vietnam 1 2.5
Malaysia 0 0
Philippines 0 0
Taiwan 0 0
Thailand 0 0

China 130%
South Korea 55 52 6% 2,772 1,427 94%
Japan 54 52 4% 1,203 1,437 -16%
India 27 54 -50% 2,597 2,346 11%
Indonesia 38 38 0% 302 787 -62%
Australia 25 26 -4% 262 478 -45%
Hong Kong 24 32 -25% 1,213 6,166 -80%
New Zealand 3 2 99 158 -38%
Singapore 12 17 -29% 890 2,230 -60%
Vietnam 6 18 -67% 17 35 -51%
Malaysia 19 28 -32% 189 485 -61%
Philippines 2 1 284 7
Taiwan 2 10 -80% 13 118 -89%
Thailand 6 16 -63% 2,818 594 375%
Total 665 542 23% 75,447 43,518 73%

392 196 100% 62,789 27,249

50%

100% 3768%
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MARKET ATTRIBUTES: INDEX DASHBOARD

ŸAsian equities ended Q3 with gains, with the S&P Pan Asia 
BMI up 9%.  Most single-country indices posted gains, with 
Korea in the lead.

ŸMost factors and sectors rose. Momentum and Growth were 
the leading factors, whilst Consumer Discretionary and Info 
Tech were the top performing sectors.

ŸVolatility mostly declined across Asia, with the largest 
decrease in the S&P/JPX JGB VIX . 

ŸCommodities rallied, with Silver as the leader, up a 
remarkable 25%.

ŸPerformance for Asian fixed income indices was mostly 
positive.

Summary

Source: S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC and/or its affiliates. Data as of October 1, 2020. Index performance based on total return. Numbers in brackets are closing price levels for the corresponding 
indices. Returns for single country indices and single country strategies are in local currency, otherwise USD. Sector contributions to the S&P Pan Asia BMI are calculated over the prior month. 

Charts and graphs are provided for illustrative purposes. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. For more information, please visit our website at www.spdji.com

VENTURE CAPITAL INVESTMENTS: NON BUYOUTS BY COUNTRY
China led the table with the highest number of deals completed and the greatest total deal volume. Hong Kong continued to have the highest YoY growth in deals 
volume and a corresponding 49% YoY growth in deals value. In September 2020, Taiwan had a 1635% improvement in the total deals' amount on a YoY basis.

Key Threshold (No. of Deals)

0

>2 - 31

>31 - 61

>61 - 92

>92 - 122

>122 - 153

Source: S&P Global Market Intelligence as of October 1, 2020. Figures are 
based on transaction announcement dates. Includes both closed and pending 

transactions as well as those without transaction values. Non-buyouts will 
include all features except for leverage buyouts ( LBO), management buyout 

or secondary LBO. Tables are provided for illustrative purposes.

No. of Deals and Value by Country/Region (Sep’20)

No. of Deals and Value YTD Activity (20’ vs. 19’)

20 YTD 19 YTD YoY Growth 20 YTD 19 YTD YoY Growth

Jan 1, 2020 -
Sep 30, 2020

Jan 1, 2019 -
Sep 30, 2019

YoY Comparison
Through

Sep 30, 2020

Jan 1, 2020 -
Sep 30, 2020

Jan 1, 2019 -
Sep 30, 2019

YoY Comparison
Through

Sep 30, 2020

No. of deals Value of Deals ($USDmm)

Country No. of  Deals Value of Deals ($USDmm)

China 153 7,156.30
Japan 47 181.3
India 44 2,281.90
South Korea 18 183.5
Singapore 14 2,484.00
Australia 5 19.2
Hong Kong 5 371.8
Indonesia 5 166
Taiwan 4 114.8
New Zealand 2 8.9
Philippines 2 15.2
Thailand 2 12
Vietnam 2 0
Malaysia 0 0

China 58%
Japan 432 402 7% 6,432 2,607 147%
India 380 413 -8% 12,085 10,715 13%
South Korea 149 125 4,092 3,057 34%
Singapore 144 139 4% 5,306 1,541 244%
Australia 83 80 4% 2,742 2,444 12%
Hong Kong 34 21 560 375 49%
Indonesia 69 63 10% 2,398 591 306%
Taiwan 15 13 15% 243 14
New Zealand 19 14 62 66 -6%
Philippines 6 8 -25% 140 288 -51%
Thailand 10 9 11% 135 107 27%
Vietnam 26 34 -24% 867 394 120%
Malaysia 8 16 -50% 41 1,288 -97%
Total 2,402 2,301 4% 75,943 49,374 54%

1,027 964 7% 40,840 25,888

19%

62%

1635%
36%

-0.13%

-0.05%

-0.01%

0.01%

0.03%

0.07%

0.08%

0.11%

0.39%

0.91%

0.92%

1.07%

2.60%

2.90%Japan

China

South Korea

Taiwan

India

Australia

Singapore

Malaysia

Hong Kong

New Zealand

Pakistan

Philippines

Indonesia

Thailand

S&P Pan Asia BMI Country Contribution 
Q3 2020
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ASHUTOSH SINGH
CEO
NSDL Payments Bank

NSDL PAYMENTS BANK: NSDL JIFFY -
A WHOLE NEW WAY OF DIGITAL BANKING

Can you tell us about the integrated offering that NSDL 
Payments Bank has launched for all the standalone 
DPs/Brokers?

Can you elaborate on how does it work ?

What about POA. Is it possible to collect a PoA from the 
customer ?

To further bolster the vision of our parent company NSDL 
,i.e. simplifying the trading experience and making 
investing in the share market a safe and secure endeavour 
for the customer, we have launched an extremely unique 
offering where we integrate the client’s bank account with 
his demat and trading accounts so that the trading 
experience is seamless and yet extremely safe and secure. 
The idea is to make the whole enterprise a WIN-WIN for all 
parties involved - the broker, the bank and most importantly 
the customer.

So essentially we provide the customer with the option to 
transfer funds through 3 channels.
1) He can do so from his mobile bank app without knowing 

the broker bank account details
2) He can simply authorize the fund transfer request which 

the Broker employee will raise in the bank portal. 
Customer only needs to click on the notification and 
authorise the fund movement by entering his MPIN

3) Customer can move the funds through an integrated 
flow on the broker’s app also.

Traditionally the only way to move funds was the last one 
and that again happens through a PG flow and Net banking 
mechanism. 

Our interactions with the broking community make us 
believe that very shortly PoA will be a thing of the past. 

NSDL Jiffy is extremely
user-friendly and 

comprehensive mobile banking 
app. It also provides expert 

solutions to the capital market 
customers like Seamless 
transfer of funds between 
Savings and Trading a/c, 

AutoPay and Expert statement 
for trading transactions.

What we have conceived as a solution is a forward-looking 
arrangement which offers the same convenience of the PoA 
but at the same time keeps the customer in charge. It’s 
called AUTOPAY. This is something where the customer can 
go on NSDL Jiffy (banking app) / bank portal and set up a 
mandate in favour of his broker for a fixed cumulative 
amount and for a fixed period not exceeding 90 days.

Does the broker get the money the same day or like in 
some cases as it happens in PG fund transfers, he gets it 
the next day. Also who bears the Fund transfer charges/ 
IMP charges ?
You will be happy to know the broker get the money the 
same instant the customer approves the Fund transfer from 
any of the 3 channels as pointed above. Also since these are 
internal fund transfers, there is ZERO cost involved in Fund 
transfer. So no one pays any charges 
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Ashutosh Singh, a successful FINANCE LEADER who comes with close to 2 
decades of experience in the Financial Services Industry in broking and banking 
spanning organizations such as Kotak, Motilal Oswal, Axis and now with NSDL 
Payments Bank. 

He has a Triple PG - CA, MBA and M.Com. He has a wealth of experience in 
starting businesses and taking them to market leadership positions.

beneficiary validation feature- a first of its kind where 
you can actually check the bank account details of the 
beneficiary before doing any large fund transfer so that it 
doesn’t go in the wrong account.

2) You can tag all the transactions and write your 
narrations. This again is quite revolutionary and will give 
customers peace of mind. For instance, at the year-end , 
he can simply take a print out of only the Txns pertaining 
to capital markets and give to his CA for computing his 
profit/loss from capital market txns. This again is a 
feature that we have introduced like the AUTOPAY 
feature by listening to the broking community.

3) A healthy 4% interest rate at a time when most others 
are 3% or below.

4) A Zero balance account introductory offer for our Broker 
customers.

5) A bank account from one of India’s premier group of 
companies - NSDL- A name that inspires trust and 
confidence.

I can go on and on but I trust this should suffice 

Yes, we have recently launched an account specifically for 
NBFC arrangement.

It is an individual current account opened in the name of the 
customer but will be operated by the DP / NBFC partner 
through Corporate Internet Banking. The Bank shall obtain 
the customer declaration for this at the time of account 
opening along with a PoA from the customer to operate the 
said account. The customers under this account will be 
onboarded by the DP / NBFC Partner using our assisted on-
boarding app. KYC requirement for this account is same as 
Savings Account hence will be on-boarded using 
biometric/XML process. Customer shall be notified about 
the account opening via a welcome SMS and shall be 
notified each time of any txn in the account.

Do you also open a bank account for NBFC 
arrangement? How does it work ?

Seems like quite a comprehensive solution with 3 
modes of Funds transfer and an Auto Pay mandate as 
well. Zero costs of transfer and money the same instant. 
You must be on a roll with your sign-ups with brokers?

How does one get started ? How does a broker partner 
with you ? What else can the broker do in the 
partnership ?

All in all, it seems quite compelling from the broker 
standpoint. But what about the customer. What’s the 
story there?

So, honestly, the product development has been in the 
works for some time now and we have gone live with the 
offerings only recently. But yes, the response has been 
encouraging as expected. The thing is -these products have 
been in some way or the other made by the Broker/DP 
community only. We have been engaging with DPs across 
the spectrum of all sizes and scale and have made what we 
believe should find takers across all categories of players. 
The key is to listen to your business partners and make 
what they ask for as opposed to making something we 
believe is good and then trying to push it in the market. So 
yes, I am very optimistic about achieving scale very rapidly.

We onboard the DP/Broker as our Banking correspondent 
through a Bank-BC agreement in addition to a 3 in 1 
agreement. As a BC, he becomes eligible to participate in all 
the products the bank offers and therefore has opportunities 
to diversify his operations and revenue base. As an 
example, we have products such as Prepaid cards, Aadhaar 
ATM, Micro ATM , Mobile recharges, BBPS payments etc. 
Given the context and strengths of each broker they may 
pick and choose products or offer the whole stack.

Glad you asked this question. This of course is the most 
important piece. Just as there are enough and more 
reasons for the brokers to engage in this partnership, there 
are very strong reasons even for the customers such as
1) NSDL Jiffy (mobile banking app) is an extremely user-

friendly and comprehensive app that the customer can 
use for all his banking needs. One can use it for making 
payments through UPI, IMPS, NEFT. You can also do all 
your and your family members’ mobile recharges and 
bill payments of all types such as electricity, gas, dth, 
telephone, mobile etc. You can even pay your credit card 
bills through the app. Investments in mutual funds and 
insurance can be done from here. We have also added a 
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PANDEMIC IS PUSHING ‘SUSTAINABILITY’ TO THE MAINSTREAM NOW

Why is corporate valuation shifting towards intangibles ?
Valuation of corporations is a topic of great debate and 
discussions over time. Historically, it leaned towards the tangible 
financial aspects including fixed assets, mining or exploration 
rights, location, earnings power and earnings quality, rate of 
growth and so on. Slowly, the importance of pure financial 
evaluation is coming down and shifting to brand, reputation, 
governance, shareholder value creation through capital 
reallocation (increase in buy backs, dividends etc), Sustainability 
etc because these intangibles are driving the competitive 
advantage and make the real difference in value creation. 

Sustainability adoption and 
reporting is a win-win for 

shareholders and 
stakeholders in the long 

term and its an idea whose 
time has come. 

Amazon, Google, Apple, and many other leading companies have 
come out and announced their emission targets over the next 1-2 
decades. The climate risk was always a known devil but 
pandemic has given a big warning as to what may happen if the 
human race does not act on it now. Not only it will have 
environmental consequences but significant social 
consequences which would in turn result in economic 
contraction. The dawning of this realisation may become one of 
the biggest positive side effects of the pandemic. 

Many corporations have come out and announced their voluntary 
targets of becoming carbon neutral, or net zero or energy positive 
over the next few decades. And this is happening across sectors 
including oil and gas, technology, cement, automobiles, retailers 
and so on. Some of the countries (China), cities (New York, 
London) and states (California) have announced their targets as 
well. If the US elections result into a change of power, the world 
might see a lot more pace towards the common goal of keeping 
the global temperature between 1.5-2 degrees higher by 2050 
than the pre-industrial levels. In the event of the world failing to 
achieve this and the temperature rising 3 degrees or so above the 
pre-industrial levels we could see a large scale destruction 
including heat waves, poor agriculture productivity, sea waves 
going up and displacing millions from their homes etc. The 
damage could be much worse than what we have seen in terms of 
pandemic, widening the social and financial inequality. This 
temperature control and mitigation of climate risk requires a) 
significant reduction of carbon footprint and emission of 
greenhouse gases, b) water conservation, c) protection of 
biodiversity, d) investment in renewable energy, e) recycling of 
waste and so on. The cooling of the planet is the responsibility of 
all and corporations would play a big role in it.

Considering above imminent issues, ‘Sustainability and its 
management’ could be the single most important factor for 

What could be the consequences of rising global 
temperatures and how corporations can play a role to 
mitigate that risk?

How is Sustainability measured and how is it impacting 
company business models?

Why sustainability and stakeholder value are becoming 
important?
The emergence of ‘Sustainability’ is the most profound change 
and would become mainstream in the near future for successful 
investment decisions. It is not a new concept but has been 
pushed into the spotlight following Covid-19 which has been 
responsible for affecting the lives and livelihoods of millions in 
terms of their health, safety and jobs. This one event seems to 
forever change the investment decision making to ‘stakeholder 
value creation’ from ‘shareholder value creation’ ie the resources 
of a corporation should be beneficial to its employees, suppliers, 
customers and society as a whole and not just for its equity share 
owners. The impact of pandemic is so strong that several US 
corporations want to move ahead and implement their pledge of 
being socially and environmentally responsible (187 companies 
signed the BRT in 2019 and now the figure is 220+). Microsoft, 
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This would mean that the fossil fuel industries need to practically 
halt their expansion, invest in new technology and renewable 
energy. Overall investment must increase in green buildings, 
green cities, water recycling, shared mobility, electric vehicle 
production, biodiversity, carbon capture, hydrogen etc. This shift 
to ‘Sustainability’ is not possible without a lot of innovation and 
use of technology. Some Indian companies have done a great job 
so far in this area including ITC’s paper unit, ACC, Ambuja, 
Ultratech, Dalmia Bharat, Godrej group, Mahindra Group, Tata 
Motors, Tata Power, Tata Steel, Adani Green, Paint companies, 
Marico, Hindustan Unilever, Nestle etc. While the statutory 
requirement is to publish a ‘Business Responsibility Report’ along 
with the annual report, we now see several leading companies 
publish a ‘Sustainability Report’ or an ‘Integrated Report’ which 
gives a comprehensive idea about its progress on the ‘ESG’ 
factors. In the Indian context, a big catalyst would be Reliance 
Industries moving towards its target of achieving net zero 
emissions by 2035, by far one of the most audacious target by 
any global oil and gas major. Just like in many other sectors, this 
could also catapult India’s position in the ‘renewables’ sector and 
make it self-sufficient in new technologies such as carbon 
capture, fuel cells, and hydrogen.

While some of the Indian mutual funds have set up dedicated ESG 
funds/schemes and others have adopted ESG in their evaluation 
framework, a lot more is still to be done. Only a fraction of the total 
multiple billion dollar AUM is yet earmarked for dedicated ESG 
funds. The understanding of ESG factors is still very low in the 
retail investor segment and that is no different from many other 
countries. The rising disclosures in the company reports and 
other financial literature would improve the awareness over time. 
The mutual fund, insurance, pension funds along with banks will 
play a vital role in ensuring the implementation of ESG practices 
by the corporate sector. They would decide their cost of capital 
and shape their perception, hold them accountable. If the capital 
raising in past required financial track record, dividend payment 
etc in future raising of green/social bonds or equity would require 
a solid commitment to the ESG parameters measured through 
performance vs targets. 

In summary, ‘Sustainability’ adoption and reporting is a win-win 
for shareholders and stakeholders in the long term and its an idea 
whose time has come. The shareholders benefit in terms of a) 
reduction of risk, b) cost savings and increase in earnings, c) 
reduction in capital cost, d) ability to raise funds through 
green/social bonds and e) increase in market value. For 
stakeholders, the benefit is in terms of reduction in GHG 
emissions, reduction in income inequality, increased financial 
inclusion and better quality of life for people, increased jobs and 
conservation of all the natural resources. 

How can we ensure a wider ESG adoption?

How is sustainability adoption a win-win for all stakeholders?

corporations to report and investors to evaluate in the coming 
days. The standards for reporting these sustainability measures 
are still evolving. Some corporate are following that of 
Sustainability Accounting Standards Board(SASB) and some 
Global Reporting Initiative(GRI). The big four accounting firms are 
working on arriving at a common standard of reporting on the 
climate and social risks. Several industries have come together to 
set up industry forums or platforms to address challenges on 
reducing the carbon foot print, deforestation, recycling of water, 
treatment of labor etc. Many are integrating the United Nation’s 
17 Sustainable Development Goals(SDG) in their business 
strategy and making it a part of their corporate purpose. Given 
that a lot of research is happening in this area, awareness is 
getting created it is quite easy to catch the companies which are 
just paying a lip service by engaging in green washing or 
outsourced CSR activities. Globally, large funds are increasingly 
aligning their investment strategy and allocation towards ESG 
(Environmental, Social and Governance) parameters which 
ensure that their investments are in companies which are 
embracing ‘Sustainability’ and not merely shareholder value 
creation. In fact, the street has been assigning higher valuation to 
companies which are rapidly shifting to become cleaner 
companies and that is putting pressure on everyone to change for 
the better. ESG funds have out performed the broad markets since 
the outbreak of pandemic in February 2020. Over the past 4-5 
years the combined value of clean energy companies has gained 
more than the combined value of fossil fuel companies. Not only 
that, these fossil fuel companies run the risk of loosing their 
earnings power, dividend payouts and saddled with stranded 
assets. Some companies are becoming multiple-energy 
companies, especially in Europe where the ‘Sustainability’ 
movement is the strongest. Equinor (formerly Statoil) of Norway, 
Tesla, Unilever, Bosch, Bain& Co, Infosys are already carbon 
neutral and many more have announced targets to become 
carbon neutral, net zero or energy positive over the next few 
decades. The companies making progress in becoming carbon 
neutral or net zero etc would undoubtedly become more valuable 
because they would cut risk for their own survival, earnings and 
growth substantially. As the world moves forward to 2030 and 
2040, the pressure to reduce the carbon footprint and GHG 
emissions would increase. It is inevitable that some form of 
carbon tax or penalty would be applicable in most countries. The 
investment in renewable assets will become significantly more 
expensive. The corporations who are ahead in devising their 
‘Sustainability’ strategy faster and executing them better would 
create both shareholder and stakeholder value. 

In the Indian context too the climate risk is significant because it 
is the one of the largest GHG emitters after China, US, and Japan. 
India’s energy system is largely built on coal, oil and gas but its 
Government is placing a lot of emphasis on creating renewable 
energy assets and has significant ambition in the areas of solar 
and wind power generation, electric vehicles and 
decarbonisation by 2030-2040. There is significant amount of 
renewable energy investment done in the past decade or so but it 
is yet less than 12-13% of the total energy production. Over the 
next few decades this needs to move towards 40-50% of the total. 

How is India and Indian companies placed in adopting 
Sustainability?
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ALL ABOUT PPM AUDIT
he Securities and Exchange Board of India (‘SEBI’) has 
mandated Audit of compliance with the terms of the TPrivate Placement Memorandum (‘PPM’) for 

Alternative Investment Funds (‘AIF’) registered with SEBI. 
This requirement was notified through SEBI Circular no 
SEBI/ HO/ IMD/ DF6/ CIR/ P/ 2020/ 24 dated February 5, 
2020 to be read with clarifications in SEBI Circular no SEBI/ 
HO/ IMD/ DF6/ CIR/ P/ 2020/ 99 dated June 12, 2020 (‘PPM 
audit’).

PPM audit is the mandatory annual audit of compliance 
with the terms mentioned therein read with the 
Contribution Agreement and the Investment Management 
Agreement. A PPM is a contract entered into by the AIF 
with the investors, that lays down terms of the functioning 
of the AIF. Audit shall be carried out at the end of each 
Financial Year (‘FY’) beginning from FY2019-20. The 
findings of audit along with corrective steps, if any, shall be 
communicated to the Trustee or Board or Designated 
Partners of the AIF, Board of the Manager and SEBI. 

The report is required to be submitted within six months 
from the end of the Financial year. For the Financial Year 
2019-20, the above requirements shall be fulfilled on or 
before December 31, 2020.

PPM audit is applicable to all the categories of AIFs. i.e. 
Category I, Category II and Category III AIFs, except 
Category I - Angel Funds.

The scope of PPM audit is to ensure the compliances with 
the contractual terms of the PPM as compared to Statutory 
Audit that focuses on Financial Sanctity and Fulfilment of 
SEBI, Tax and Exchange Control Compliances. There are 
certain areas of review which may overlap. Further, SEBI 

What is PPM Audit?

Is it Applicable to all categories of AIFs?

How is it different from Statutory Audit? 

The report is required to be 
submitted within six months 
from the end of the Financial 
year.For the Financial Year 

2019-20, the above 
requirements shall be fulfilled 
on or before December 31, 

2020.

Any other exemptions?
The Circular exempts the following AIFs from the 
abovementioned requirements of following the prescribed 
template of PPMs and carrying out an annual audit of 
compliance with PPMs:

• ‘Angel Funds’ as defined in SEBI (Alternate Investment 
Funds), Regulations 2012.

• AIFs in which each investor commits to a minimum 
capital contribution of Rs. 70 crore (USD 10 million or 
equivalent, in case of capital commitment in non-INR 
currency). Such AIFs are required to apply to SEBI for 
exemption in a prescribed form.

has mandated to provide corrective steps in case any 
deviations are found during PPM Audit. A Statutory Auditor 
shall report non-compliance and issue a qualified opinion if 
required.

The requirement of the audit of PPM of AIF shall not apply if 
the AIF has not raised any funds from their investors. Such 
AIFs are required to submit a certificate from a Chartered 
Accountant to the effect that no funds have been raised, 
within 6 months from the end of Financial Year.

I am newly set up Fund, is it applicable?
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Who can audit?

Can the statutory auditor be appointed for PPM Audit?

Where is the report required to be submitted?

What is the intent of this Audit?

Will SEBI take cognizance of findings for any action 
against the AIF?

The audit can be carried out be either internal or external 
auditor/legal professionals.

PPM audit by the Statutory Auditor may be perceived as 
conflict of interest. PPM Audit report shall be akin to an 
internal audit report that the Statutory Audit would want to 
refer to and rely on.

The findings of audit shall be communicated to the Trustee 
or Board or Designated partners of the AIF, Board of the 
Manager and SEBI. It is mandatory for the AIF to submit the 
report to SEBI.

The intent is to protect the interest of the investors in the 
Fund and that the Fund is being operated as per the terms of 
the placement memorandum as agreed by the Investors. 
Further, the audit intends to streamline the processes of the 
Fund as per the global best practices.

The intent of this audit to protect investor interests and 
assist the AIF to improve the processes. SEBI Circular 

Kriyang has 14 years of professional experience, including 10 years in Large 
Accounting Firms, specializing in cross border taxation issues, regulatory and 
tax compliances, double tax treaty planning and FATCA.

His experience includes advising clients in the Financial Services industry and 
has worked on a number of tax advisory and compliance assignments with large 
Mutual Funds, Banks, NBFC, and finance companies.

He has also provided income-tax and regulatory advisory services to private 
equity players on structuring their investments into India, including, capital 
structuring, jurisdictional structuring for intermediate companies, permanent 
establishment issues.

He has carried out more than 125 tax due diligences across various industries 
including Oil & Gas, FMCG, NBFCs & Micro Finance Companies, Manufacturing 
and Telecom.

He is a FATCA & CRS expert and has assisted large financial institutions to 
comply with FATCA & CRS. He has been a speaker at BSE Brokers’ Forum and 
ANMI for FATCA / CRS for last three consecutive years

SELECT PROJECTS

Set-up Alternate Investment Fund, including drafting of PPM and other 
necessary documents, under the new PPM format prescribed by SEBI.

Assisted a large motor manufacturing company with pending litigation for 
several years, including representing before tax authorities at all levels.

Assisted large private sector bank and multi-country fund in India to comply with 
FATCA & CRS regulations.

categorically states that corrective steps be suggested by 
the auditor. Any gross negligence or major deviation from 
terms may be taken up by SEBI with the AIF for necessary 
actions.

The views provided herein are of the author’s own. 
Kriyang Karia and Urvi Janani
Kaytes Business Consultants LLP
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CYBER SECURITY ADVISORY - PREVENTION OF DDoS
CYBER ATTACK AND CYBER SECURITY PREPAREDNESS

Market participants are advised to ensure all internet 
links and services are adequately protected from Cyber 
Attack including DoS / DDoS attack. We have firewalls 
protecting our servers. Are they considered as adequate 
protection?
Along with increased online business, availability of online 
services and systems has become inevitable and basic 
necessity. Average investor has started asking for internet 
and mobile trading services. Think of a situation when your 
client is not able to trade during market hours from your 
online trading platform; think of the goodwill and actual 
clientele loss that can occur. The primary purpose of latest 
advisory is to make the market infrastructure and 
participant’s infrastructure safely available to clients. 

DoS / DDoS attack’s primary purpose is to overwhelm the 
infrastructure and make the services unavailable. 

Firewall’s basic function is to stop unwarranted traffic 
reaching to the assets protected behind the firewall. 
However, it alone will not be able to prevent DoS / DDoS 
attacks. There are certain ports which need to be kept open 
for legitimate business needs. If attack happens on open 
ports, they will not be visible to firewall. Certain types of 
attacks (such as SYN attack) have the ability to exploit 
firewalls by overwhelming their state tables with excessive 
traffic and exploiting their limited bandwidth.

Firewall can be thought of an important component in 
defence strategy. However, only firewall will not be sufficient 
protection against DDoS attacks. Basic steps needed for 
DDoS prevention includes:

Reference: Notice Number 20200923-4 dated 23 Sep 
2020

Every attack has early 
warnings. If you are alert, 

you can postpone an attack.

• Strong security practices on devices and network plays 
as foundation for preventing cyber attacks including 
DDoS to some extent.

• DDoS prevention and response should be part of overall 
Business Continuity Planning. 

• Warning signs such as slowness in network, patchy 
connectivity, website shutdowns should serve as early 
warning signals in order to prevent full-fledged attack

• Continuous watch by Security Operation Centre with 
sophisticated SIEM and other threat monitoring tools can 
play vital role in recognizing the attack at early stage and 
preventing them to full blown attack.

Preventions, precautions and continuous readiness to 
handle the incidence if it happens, are the only way to handle 
omni present threats such as DDoS attacks.

When a malicious actor positions himself between two 
parties and is able to eavesdrop the communication and 
possibly alter it, it is man in the middle attack. Few of the 
basic security practices that one can adopt for 
safeguarding against man in the middle attack includes,
• Strong Encryption of the communication. Using VPN or 

encrypted communication makes it difficult for 

Market participants are advised to ensure enough 
safeguards are put in place to protect private networks 
from man in the middle type of attacks and shall use end 
to end encryption for communication channels / 
protocols. What are the safeguards we should build in 
our private network?
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cyber-attack. The legitimate resources which should be 
available to applications for efficient functioning are diverted 
or misused by attackers. Hence, continuous monitoring of 
availability and response time is one of the important risk 
mitigation activity. There are two methods of monitoring 
continuous availability and response time. First is active 
method and second is passive method. Real user monitoring 
components are used for active monitoring. User 
experiences in terms of response time, through put time, 
down time and many more parameters are monitored. 
Passive monitoring uses synthetic users (BOTs) for 
monitoring system availability and response time. No agents 
are installed on servers. One or more BOTs continuously keep 
performing certain tasks on the system and capture 
downtime or slowness in the system. Both active and 
passive methods can set trigger points for alerting the 
security team. When systems are down beyond acceptable 
percentage of down time, or response time is higher than the 
acceptable threshold, an alert is generated for system admin 
team, security team and other relevant stake holders. 
Application availability and response time monitoring is 
generally considered as ‘Application Performance 
Engineering’ activities. However, it can provide vital early 
signals about existence or early stage of cyber-attack.

 eavesdropper to interfere with the communication.
• Strong authentication. Ideally two factor authentications 

with one factor dependent on personal information or one 
time authentication is one more measure to prevent the 
exploitation by eavesdropper. 

• Security practices including network security is 
considered as basic hygiene needed for preventing cyber 
attacks 

Continuous exposure is the need of business and continuous 
protection is the need of secured business. Continuous 
incidence and threat monitoring are the keys for ensuring 
continuous protection. If the business size and the 
infrastructure are large enough, the monitoring mechanism 
can be established on premise with strong SIEM tools and 
expert monitoring team. If business size and infrastructure 
are small, a third-party service provider can be engaged for 
continuous protection.  A sample continuous protection 
mechanism is depicted in diagram below which is AQM's 
innovative subscription based continuous security 
monitoring solution - iSOC.

Continuous availability of application is today’s business 
need. Frequent down time of system or slowness in the 
system can be significant signs of upcoming or ongoing 

We are supposed to review vulnerabilities of business 
applications and ensure enough safeguards for targeted 
application attacks. Use of applications for business 
purpose is a continuous process. How do we protect our 
applications on continuous basis?

In latest advisory issued by exchanges, we are expected 
to continuously monitor applications and services for 
their availability and good response time. How is this 
linked with information security?
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CANADA - ONE OF THE BEST COUNTRIES IN THE WORLD
TO STUDY, WORK, INVEST, DO BUSINESS OR RETIRE!

The Canadian economy was 
boosted by lower mortgage 
rates and stimulus packages 

introduced by the government 
to counteract the effects of 

the pandemic. This is what is 
reflected in the technology 

sector of the Canadian stock 
market which has shown a 

gain of almost 25%. 

health care plan. Its health care system is advanced and 
well-equipped.

vi. Due to free medical care, affordable education and housing, 
most Canadian cities offer a high quality of life coupled with 
a comparatively low cost of living. 

vii. Canada is a world leader in many sectors such as forestry, 
fisheries, hydro power, aerospace, mining and natural gas. 
Recently large diamond deposits have also been 
discovered. Canada has the largest number of fresh water 
lakes in the world and fresh water is one of its biggest 
natural resources. 

Why has Canada become a popular destination among 
Indians in recent years? 

Canada is a unique country that has implemented an open 
immigration policy since decades. Preceded only by the USA, 
Canada accepts the highest number of immigrants per year 
(275,000-300,000). Its immigration policy is progressive and 
immigrant friendly, which is why most students who go to 
study in Canada are able to receive immigration after their 
study. Its Federal Skilled Worker (FSW) program and Provincial 
Nominee Programs (PNP) are designed to attract the best 
qualified and educated professionals in the world. This 
openness has made Canada a very popular destination, 
especially amongst students and professionals. 

There are other important reasons that make Canada an 
attractive prospect. These include: 

i. Canada has been consistently voted as one of the best 
countries to live in by various global agencies and for the 
right reasons. A very large country with a small population, 
Canada has abundant natural resources and is endowed 
with breathtaking natural beauty. 

ii. Canadians value multiculturalism and human rights very 
deeply. It is a country which is known for its human rights 
values and its empathy towards refugees. 

iii. Canada is the largest trading partner of the USA. Because 
of the NAFTA agreement between Canada, the USA and 
Mexico, Canada is often used by many immigrants as 
backdoor entry point into the USA. 

iv. Canada has some of the best and oldest universities and 
colleges in the world. The tuition fees charged by these top 
class institutions are quite reasonable when compared to 
similarly ranked institutions in the USA. This is due to the 
fact that educational institutes in Canada are funded by the 
government and most of them still operate as nonprofit 
organizations. 

v. Canada offers its citizens and residents a free universal 

Why does Canada attract so many immigrants from around 
the world?
To maintain its population and ensure consistent economic 
growth, Canada has devised an open and welcoming 
immigration policy. In general, it can be said that Canada aims 
to attract 1% of its population per year under different 
immigration programs. This is not only true for Canada, but also  
most western countries who wish to attract selected type and 
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estate market is doing extremely well. It must also be noted 

that this market is well regulated and well managed, cutting 

the risk of extreme highs and extreme lows substantially. 

The real estate markets of Vancouver and Toronto are doing 

exceptionally well, so much so that the municipalities of these 

two cities have introduced an additional 15% tax for foreign 

investors who wish to purchase real estate in these two metro 

cities. This is essentially to protect the interests of locals who 

can buy the same real estate at a cheaper price.

COVID-19 has had no significant effect on the housing real 

estate market in Canada but a noticeable shift has been seen in 

the commercial and industrial sectors. Tenants and occupants 

of these real estates are now asking for additional services 

(upgraded and more secure facilities) from building owners. 

Some of the ideal opportunities to invest in real estate in 

Canada are student housing facilities around university 

campuses and senior citizen facilities (old age homes). These 

two types of housing facilities are doing extremely well in 

terms of rental income and property appreciation. 

As per the Housing Association of Canada data published on 

15th September, 2020, “home sales recorded over the 

Canadian MLS® Systems increased a further 6.2% in August 

2020, raising them to another new all-time monthly record.

Unlike the previous two months in which activity was up right 

across the country, sales in August were up in about 60% of 

local markets. Gains were led by the Greater Toronto Area 

(GTA) and British Columbia’s Lower Mainland. With on-going 

supply shortages in so many parts of Canada, it is interesting to 

note that the GTA and Lower Mainland also saw a considerable 

amount of new supply become available in August.

Actual (not seasonally adjusted) sales activity posted a 33.5% 

y-o-y gain in August. It was a new record for the month of 

August, and the sixth-highest monthly sales figure of any 

month on record. Transactions were up compared to last 

August in almost all Canadian housing markets.”

Canada has always remained in the shadow of its more 

illustrious neighbor, the United States of America, and has 

always been considered as the second best option after the 

USA. Indian multinational companies and other big players 

have not yet taken advantage of the Canadian economic 

policies as much as they should have in order to enter the North 

American market.

A classic example of this is the information technology (IT) 

sector. Indian IT companies have entered the Canadian market 

pretty late as compared to their entry in the U.S. market. 

What are the opportunities for Indian multinationals and 

public limited companies in Canada? 

number of immigrants to their countries for various reasons. 
What we are witnessing today is a period of highest selective 
and elective migration that humankind has ever seen. 

Let us first talk about the history of the Canadian stock market. 
Canada has three major stock exchanges - Montreal, 
Vancouver and Toronto. The most popular and well-known is 
the Toronto Stock Exchange (TSX).

The Toronto Stock Exchange is based in Toronto, which is the 
capital of the province of Ontario. TSX is the ninth largest 
exchange in the world by market capitalization. The exchange 
was started in 1850s. 

This exchange operates from EY Tower in Toronto's financial 
district. 

The TSX is a wholly owned subsidiary of the TMX Group for the 
trading of senior equities. A broad range of businesses from 
Canada and abroad are represented on the exchange.

As I had mentioned in my previous article on the USA, a general 
perception is that stock market movements reflect the 
economy of a country. But nothing could be further from the 
truth. In fact, stock market movements are dependent on the 
loss and gain on investment made by investors in the stock 
market. 

After the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic, a rise in Canadian 
stock markets surprised many. The COVID-19 crisis has hit 
businesses of all kinds and sizes. However, SMEs do not trade 
on stock markets and they are the ones who are most affected. 
Companies that are on the stock market are doing reasonably 
well in Canada. 

Tech companies in particular are doing very well. This is what 
is reflected in the market. In case of certain sectors, the COVID-
19 situation has shown that bigger the problem, greater are the 
opportunities. In the present circumstances, tech companies 
are enjoying unbelievable growth as the physical world is 
gradually morphing into a digital and virtual one. 

Furthermore, the Canadian economy was boosted by lower 
mortgage rates and stimulus packages introduced by the 
government to counteract the effects of the pandemic. This is 
what is reflected in the technology sector of the Canadian 
stock market which has shown a gain of almost 25%. 

On the other hand, mutual funds (MF) and exchange traded 
funds (ETF) of certain sectors are not doing well. Investors 
have pulled out their investments from these products and 
reinvested the amount in tech companies. 

There are more than 300,000 immigrants coming to Canada 
each year. Because of low mortgage rates, the Canadian real

How are the financial markets doing in Canada?

How is the real estate market in Canada?
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VII. The intention to start a business in Canada by purchasing 

an existing business or a franchise business or start a 

business in partnership with someone with minimum 

investment of $200,000 CD or $100,000 CD and more in 

certain rural areas. 
VIII. Prepared a detailed business plan of doing business in 

Canada and this should be related to his/her past business 

experience outside of Canada.

It goes without saying that one needs to provide extensive 

paper work to meet the above requirements which is verified 

by a government approved Canadian CA firm.

Indian businesspersons and SMEs are not taking advantage of 

these programs as one might expect and there are several 

reasons once can cite.

Some of which include: 
i. Entering into a family business is inherently cultural to 

many Indian business communities. Such businesses do 

not operate with a business plan and, most often than not, 

are self-sustaining and do not need professional help. 

Hence most SMEs do not have the necessary documents, 

paperwork and business plan that are needed to apply for a 

Canadian business visa.
ii. Most Indian businesspersons are not big risk takers, 

especially when it comes to getting out of their comfort 

zones. We cannot generalize but what I have observed is 

that established businesspersons are less of risk takers 

than novice ones who are ready to take a leap of faith. 

When we talk of successful Indian businesspersons in 

countries like the USA and the U.K., we must remember 

that these individuals went to these countries as 

workers/sponsored family members and slowly worked 

their way up to establish themselves as successful 

entrepreneurs. 
iii. Rather than approaching qualified lawyers and related 

professionals to assist them in entering the Canadian 

market, most Indian businesspersons prefer to consult an 

array of agents and consultants. Google search and the 

University of Whats app have become universal sources

of information. Friends and relatives in Canada often 

become misplaced sources of guidance. Due to this 

(mis)information overload, Indian businesspersons often 

find themselves in a state of confusion regarding the true 

state of affairs. 
iv. Many Indian SMEs wish to start/ purchase a business in 

Canada that is very different from the one they have actual 

experience in operating and managing in India.
v. There is a certain cost involved in the process as per 

international standards and many Indian SMEs are 

unwilling to pay for these costs.

These requirements don’t seem very stringent. Then how 

come Indian businesspersons and SMEs are NOT taking 

advantage of these programs? 

Rather than using Canada as a base to serve American 
companies, the strategy used by Indian IT companies was 
exactly the opposite. They made USA a base to serve their 
Canadian clients. Most Indian IT companies are interested in 
manpower supply which was allowed in the USA but not in 
Canada under the existing visa rules. Hence Indian IT 
companies ignored Canada for a while and set up shop in the 
USA. 

Indian IT companies could have established a base in Canada 
and served North American companies with much lower 
operating costs than the USA, but it was not to be. Similarly, 
other Indian companies can use Canada as a base to serve the 
North American market under the North American Free Trade 
Agreement (NAFTA). 

Though bilateral trade between Canada and India started many 
years ago with the Team Canada Mission in 1995 headed by 
the then Prime Minister of Canada, Honorable Mr. Jean 
Chretien, India has still not established great trade links with 
Canada and vice versa. 

It is a fact that SMEs, unlike multinational companies, prefer to 
do business by themselves rather than appointing country 
managers and CEOs. In this situation we need to closely look at 
the business immigration rules of Canada. 

Canadian states are known as provinces and there are 10 
provinces and three territories in Canada. The Federal (Central) 
government of Canada and each of these provinces have their 
own business immigration programs to welcome SMEs of the 
world to Canada. 

It is not possible to discuss all these programs here, but suffice 
it to say that these programs are designed in a way to meet the 
economic and social needs of the country as a whole and the 
particular province in question. 

In general if one meets the following requirements, there is a 
fairly good possibility of obtaining the necessary visa to 
establish business in Canada. 

These requirements are as follows:

The Indian businessperson must have - 
I. Net assets $500,000 CD and above (2.5 crores INR) in 

India in his/her name, including spouse’s assets. Family 
assets belonging to parents and siblings (in their name) 
are not acceptable.

II. Two to three years of business experience in his/her own 
business or managerial experience in a large corporation.

III. Been involved in a profit making business on a full time 
basis for at least 2 years.

IV. Education level 12th grade pass and above.
V. Working knowledge of the English language.
VI. Undertaken or should undertake a business exploratory 

trip to Canada.

How can Indian SMEs enter into and conduct business in 
Canadian markets?
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in the field of corporate and migration law and international trade. He assists HNIs 
and UHNIs in making investments outside of India in real estate, stock markets, 
businesses and a second passport. 

In recent times he has spoken at various financial events in India on the subject, 
“Why and how should Indian HNIs consider investing abroad?” 

He is a member of the International Bar Association (IBA) and has addressed the 
IBA Annual Conference as a speaker on two occasions (Cancun-2001 & Durban-
2002). Over the years he has authored a number of articles for various media and 
publications. 

In January 2019, he published a first of its kind book,“Millionaires On The Move”, 
which is available on Amazon.in. This book explains how one can obtain a second 
passport through business immigration by investing in residency and citizenship 
programs and Start Up programs of several countries. 

His second book,“How to plan for your child’s foreign education in 2020ne - Myth 
v/s Reality”, is available on Google play and Amazon.in. It is a handy reference for 
Indian parents who wish to send their children abroad for higher education.

resident of Canada, your child will have less difficulty in 
finding suitable employment during and after completing 
his/her education as compared to international students. 

ii. In the event you are unable to take up residency in Canada 
for whatever reasons, your children can still study and stay 
in Canada. However, the cost of living and education has to 
be paid in Canadian dollars. Hence it would be prudent to 
invest in Canadian stock market or real estate and park 
your money in advance in Canada at lower exchange rates 
and reduce currency fluctuation risk. In other words, you 
are doing personal hedging of dollars for your child’s 
education. 

iii. Investing in Canada also helps to reduce currency and 
political risk by diversifying the portfolio. 

iv. Investing and saving in Canada may also assist your child 
in obtaining a student visa to Canada (if you do not want to 
opt for residency). 

These are some of the important points to keep in mind: 
i. Plan early if you wish to send your child to Canada for 

higher education. Most parents start seeking advice after 
their children have passed 12th grade or after they have 
completed their Bachelor’s degree. This limits their 
options and choices. 

ii. Post-Graduate Diploma (PGD….) is not equivalent to a 
Master’s degree program. It is a 2 or 3 year program, 
usually offered after a high school diploma (grade 12). It is 
more or less like a Diploma program in India which can be 
undertaken after passing grade 10 or 12.

iii. Understand the education system of Canada before 
applying for any particular program or at any particular 
education institution.

iv. After study in Canada, employment and residency are not 
automatic. There is a process to follow.

v. There are a number of other options available in Canada for 
study and / or settlement. 

For studying in Canada, what are some important things 
we should know and keep in mind as parents and 
students? 

vi. There are very few experienced and qualified lawyers in 
India who can advise and assist Indian SMEs to go global. 
The Indian market is dominated by unregulated 
professionals who give conflicting information, further 
complicating the matter. 

During my two and a half decades of practice, I have observed 
that unlike Indian SMEs, SMEs of many Asian countries are 
taking full advantage of the aforementioned Canadian 
business programs and establishing their presence in Canada. 
Physical presence and know-how of doing business in Canada 
give a head start to these SMEs as compared to their Indian 
counterparts, especially in the field of import and export. 

There are tremendous opportunities for Indian start-ups who 
wish to enter the North American market. Canada is the first 
country in the world to introduce the Start-up Visa Program to 
welcome start-ups from all over the world. 

The criteria to qualify under this program are very easy to fulfill.

A brilliant idea in any sector which can have commercial 
applications for Canada, the USA or the world and which is 
accepted by a Canadian government approved incubation 
center or angel investor or VC is the primary requirement.

English language requirement is also very achievable  - 
minimum 5 bands in IELTS exam. 

Up to five founders can apply under the same start-up idea. 

If Indian start-ups need assistance, there is professional help 
available from Canada. 

Following Canada’s example, 22 other countries in the world 
have introduced a start-up visa program to attract start-ups 
from the world over. Indian start-ups must definitely take 
advantage of these programs because there is no dearth of 
talent and ideas in our country. 

Unfortunately, even many IT associations and VC associations 
in India are not aware of these Start-Up Visa Programs. 

Why not, I ask? There are number of reasons why Indian 
investors must seriously consider Canada as a potential 
investment destination. 
I. If as a parent you want your child to study in Canada, the 

first option I would advise you would be to consider 
immigration under Canada’s business immigration 
programs. This is because once you and your family 
become Canadian residents, your child will be entitled to 
free education until grade 12 and his/her post-secondary 
and university education fees will be reduced by 80%. As a 

What are the opportunities for start-ups in Canada? 

Why should Indian investors invest in Canadian financial 
markets or real estate or even consider immigrating under 
Canada’s business immigration programs? 
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NO REWARD WITHOUT RISK -
THE LAW ON INSIDER TRADING

Hence there is a legal presumption which operates against an insider 
and it is for him to rebut this presumption. The PIT Regulations allows 
an insider who has traded bonafide, to take umbrage under certain 
circumstances to prove his innocence. It provides that an insider may 
prove his innocence by demonstrating the circumstances including 
factors provided for under the said regulations to show that he has 
acted in a bona fide manner.

The core principle of insider 
trading is that no one should 
benefit from exploitation of 
information not generally 

available to public. The justice 
theory states that any kind of 

discrimination of the less 
advantageous is unethical.

Please explain the law governing prohibition of trading by 
insiders when in possession of UPSI ? 

“Every right implies a responsibility; every opportunity an 
obligation, every possession, a duty.” 

- John D. Rockefeller

Law draws a line which clearly defines a conduct which is illegal and 
provides for consequences of crossing the line. This brings in a 
degree of certainty and predictability in the applicability of law thus 
providing for a transparent and efficient regulatory mechanism. The 
necessity for fair market principles given the disparities and 
information asymmetries has led to the constant evolution of the law 
for trading in the securities markets. One such fair market code is 
provided under the SEBI Prohibition of Insider Trading Regulations, 
2015 (“PIT Regulations”) that prescribes the general set of do’s and 
don’t’s for various stakeholders.

One of the core principles of the PIT Regulations is to prohibit insider 
trading by an insider while in possession of Unpublished Price 
Sensitive Information (“UPSI”). The principle of strict accountability 
has been embodied in Regulation 4 of the PIT Regulations which 
provide that no person who is an insider shall trade in securities, 
when in possession of UPSI. Pursuant to the recommendations of the 
T.K. Vishwanath Committee, which led to the Securities and 
Exchange Board of India (Prohibition of Insider Trading) 
(Amendment) Regulations, 2018, an explanation was added to the 
Regulation 4 of the PIT Regulations. The explanation provides that 
when a person who has traded in securities has been in possession 
of UPSI, his trades would be presumed to have been motivated by the 
knowledge and awareness of such information in his possession. 

Insider Trading is the reverse of speculation. It is 
reward without risk...

-George Will

What are the defences available in connection with allegations 
of insider trading?

The fundamental premise on which trading when in possession of 
UPSI is prohibited, is that when an insider is in possession of such 
information, he would be assumed to be influenced by the nature of 
the UPSI in his possession, which others in the market would not 
have access to. This would give him an unfair advantage. The PIT 
Regulations provide for an inclusive list of defences by which the 
insider may prove his innocence by demonstrating the 
circumstances therein. The defences inter alia include a) an off-
market inter-se transfer between insiders who were in possession of 
the same UPSI without being in breach of Regulation 3 and where 
both parties had made a conscious effort and informed trading 
decision, b) Transaction carried out through the block deal window 
mechanism between persons who were in possession of the UPSI 
without being in breach of Regulation 3 and both parties had made a 
conscious and informed trade decision; c) the transaction in question

The core principle of insider trading is that no one should benefit from 
exploitation of information not generally available to public. The 
justice theory states that any kind of discrimination of the less 
advantageous is unethical.
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was carried out pursuant to a statutory or regulatory obligation to 
carry out a bona fide transaction. For Example – To achieve minimum 
public shareholding requirements as per the Securities Contract 
(Regulation) Rules, 1957; d) Transaction undertaken pursuant to the 
exercise of stock options in respect of which the exercise price was 
pre-determined in compliance with applicable regulations; e) in case 
of non-individual insider (i) the individuals who were in possession of 
such UPSI were different from the individuals taking trading 
decisions and such decision-making individuals were not in 
possession of such UPSI when they took the decision to trade; and 
(ii) appropriate and adequate arrangements were in place to ensure 
that these regulations are not violated and no UPSI was 
communicated by the individuals possessing the information to the 
individuals taking trading decisions and there is no evidence of such 
arrangements having been breached; For Example – A discretionary 
portfolio manager who is himself not in possession of UPSI; f) the 
trades were pursuant to a trading plan. The very concept of trading 
plan is for persons who are perpetually in possession of UPSI. 

While the above are only some defences illustratively provided under 
the said Regulation, it may be argued that the insider may also 
demonstrate similar circumstances wherein trading was bonafide 
and that the insider did not trade on the basis of such information. 
While explaining the term ‘basis of the information’ the Hon’ble 
Securities Appellate tribunal in the case of Rajiv Gandhi v SEBI 
[Appeal No 50 of 2007 dated 9th May 2008]held that if an insider 
trades or deals in securities of a listed company, it would be 
presumed that he traded on the basis of the UPSI in his possession 
unless he establishes the contrary. Facts necessary to establish the 
contrary being especially within the knowledge of the insider, the 
burden of proving those facts is upon him. The presumption that 
arises is rebuttable and the insider shall have to furnish some 
reasonable or plausible explanation of the basis on which he traded. 
For Example:- If an insider who sold the shares were to plead that he 
wanted to raise funds to meet an emergency in his family say, 
marriage of his daughter or bypass surgery of a close relation and 
could establish that fact, it would be reasonable to hold that even 
though the insider was in possession of UPSI, the motive of the trade 
was to meet the emergency. In such a situation, the insider would not 
be guilty of the charge of insider trading.

In the matter of Emami Limited [Adjudication Order No. EAD/ BJD/ 
VS/ 21-27/ 2018], the Securities and Exchange Board of India 
(“SEBI”) examined whether trades admittedly between two or more 
promoters of a listed company, having equal symmetry of access to 
information can constitute violative insider trading. In the instant 
case the transactions were done on-market.

The trades that were assailed with the charge of violative insider 
trading under Regulation 4(1) of the PIT Regulations were trades in 
the equity shares of Emami Ltd. executed among the promoters of 
Emami Ltd, with full and formal pre and post transaction disclosure 
on the floor of exchange. The basis of the charge levelled by SEBI 
against the promoters was that at the time the trades were executed 
the promoters were assumed to be in possession of UPSI and that the 
promoters were allegedly guilty of insider trading because they 
traded on-market whereas they would not be guilty if they traded off-
market.

Would trades between two or more promoters or entities within 
the same group having equal access to UPSI constitute insider 
trading?
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The Promoters contended that the sole basis on which the charge of 
breach of Regulation 4(1) of the PIT Regulations was levelled, is that 
the trades between the Promoters were on-market and not off-
market which is allegedly not one of the defences provided in the 
proviso to Regulation 4(1) of the PIT Regulations. It was further 
contended that the defences enumerated in the proviso to Regulation 
4(1) are illustrative and not exhaustive Hence the charge was denied 
and contested by the promoters.

While accepting the preliminary argument made by the promoters, 
the Adjudicating Officer agreed that the list of defences envisaged 
under regulation 4(1) of PIT Regulations are not exhaustive and the 
promoters cannot be precluded from bringing on any other defences 
that are not listed under Regulation 4(1). The Adjudicating Officer 
held that in the present case the said transfers were primarily inter-se 
in nature and pre-arranged. When the Promoters intimated to the 
exchanges that the said transfers would be effected by way of inter-
se transfers through registered stock broker at market price, the 
same was intended to be carried out on-market. In view of the facts 
and circumstances, the Adjudicating officer held that the promoters 
having asymmetrical access to information had made a conscious 
and informed trade decision as the same was pre-arranged and in 
light of the same the defence of the Promoters was accepted and 
they were cleared of the charges levelled against them.

Therefore, it was held in the said case that trades between 
two or more promoters or entities within the same group 
having equal access to UPSI would not constitute violative insider 
trading.
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 PORTFOLIO MANAGERS IN
INTERNATIONAL FINANCIAL SERVICES CENTRE (“IFSC”) 

SEBI videOperating 
Guidelines for Portfolio 
Managers in IFSC has 
crystallized the path to 

widen the scope of 
investment advisory 

services at IFSC and to 
keep a close watch on 

PM(s) as to whether they 
adhere to all the 
compliances as 

specified.

This is our thirtieth release in the series of 
awareness articles on IFSC

1.0 Synopsis of the previous release 

2.0 Coverage in the current release 

3.0 Applicability of Operating Guidelines for Portfolio 
Managers in IFSC Portfolio Managers (PM) setting up/ 
operating in IFSC should comply with: 

4.0  Registration of Portfolio Managers 

In our last releases, we had discussed the“Types of Debt 
Securities” for raising fund in International Financial 
Services Centre (“IFSC”).

SEBI has issued SEBI (International Financial Services 
Centres) Guidelines, 2015 (hereinafter referred to as ‘IFSC 
Guidelines’) on March 27, 2015 for facilitating and 
regulating financial services relating to securities market in 
an IFSC set up under section 18(1) of Special Economic 
Zones Act, 2005. Further SEBI has issued Operating 
Guidelines for Portfolio Managers in IFSC on September 09, 
2020 to increase the scope of Portfolio Manager Services at 
IFSC. 

a) SEBI (Portfolio Managers) Regulations, 2020 (‘PMS 
Regulations'). 

b) SEBI (International Financial Services Centres) 
Guidelines, 2015 (‘IFSC Guidelines’). 

c) The applicability of these operating guidelines is subject 
to such conditions that may be prescribed by the SEBI, 
Reserve Bank of India and other appropriate authority 
from time to time. 

Registration shall be made in accordance with the 
provisions of the SEBI (PM) Regulations, 2020: 
a) No person shall act as a portfolio manager unless it has

(FCA, ACS, B. Com)

I) Any SEBI-registered intermediary (except trading 
member or clearing member) or its international 
associates in collaboration with such SEBI-registered 
intermediary may provide portfolio management 
services in IFSC, by setting up a branch in IFSC, subject 
to the prior approval of the Board. Further, it shall ensure 
that: 

obtained a certificate of registration from the SEBI 
(herein after referred as Board): 

b) An entity, being a company or a limited liability 
partnership (LLP), which has the minimum prescribed 
net worth as specified herein can act as a PM in IFSC, in 
th efollowing forms- 
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 Net worth Requirement Minimum investment
amount

Segregation of
funds

Amount to be paid as fee

i) PM is set up as a branch, net worth requirement 
is to be met by the parent entity.

ii) PM is set up as a subsidiary, net worth 
requirement is to be met by the subsidiary itself. 
However, if the subsidiary does not meet the 
criteria, the net worth of the parent entity will be 
considered.

iii) The PM/ parent entity shall fulfill the aforesaid 
net worth requirement, separately and 
independently for each activity undertaken by it 
under the relevant regulations.

PM operating in IFSC 
shall not accept from 
the client, funds or 
securities worth less 
than USD 70,000.

PM operating in 
IFSC shall keep the 
funds of all clients 
i n  a  sepa ra te  
account to be 
ma in ta ined  by  
them in the IFSC 
Banking Unit (IBU) 
as permitted by 
RBI

I) Application fee USD 
1,500

ii) Registration fee for 
grant of certificate USD 
15,000

iii) Registration fee every 
three years from date of 
grant of certificate USD 
7,500

watch on PM(s) as to whether they adhere to all the 
compliances as specified. This should definitely boost the 
confidence of investors who are seeking to invest in/ 
through IFSC.

7.0   Conclusion:
SEBI videOperating Guidelines for Portfolio Managers in 
IFSC has crystallized the path to widen the scope of 
investment advisory services at IFSC and to keep a close 

For more information & queries, please contact JPNR Corporate Consultants Private Limited
www.jpnrgroup.com

• Exclusive manpower shall be allocated for providing 
portfolio management services from the branch in 
IFSC. 

• The branch shall comply with all the provisions (except 
obtaining Registration) specified in the operating 
guidelines. 

• The parent entity shall be required to ring fence its 
domestic operations, legally, financially, operationally 
and technologically, from its operations at IFSC. 

ii) Other entities (that is in the form of a corporate or LLP or 
any other similar structure recognized under the laws of 
its parent jurisdiction), based in India or in a foreign 
jurisdiction, desirous of operating in IFSC as a PM, may 
form a company or LLP to provide portfolio management 
services. However, the formation of a separate company 
or LLP shall not be applicable in case the applicant is 
already a company or LLP in IFSC. 

iii) The Board may grant certificate/ approval if it is satisfied 
that the applicant fulfils the requirements as specified in 
the PMS Regulations read with these operating 
guidelines. 

iv) Applicants referred herein above shall have a net worth of 
not less than USD 750,000. 

5.0 Eligibility of the clients to avail Portfolio Management 
Services 
a) As per Clause 9(3) of the IFSC Guidelines, in order to avail 

investment advisory or portfolio management services in 
IFSC, the client shall be: 
(I) a person resident outside India; 
(ii) a non-resident Indian; 
(iii) a financial institution resident in India who is eligible 

under FEMA to invest funds offshore, to the extent of 
outward investment permitted; 

(iv) a person resident in India having a net worth of at 
least US Dollar one million during the receding 
financial year who is eligible under FEMA to invest 
funds offshore, to the extent allowed in the 
Liberalized Remittance Scheme of Reserve Bank of 
India. 

Provided that clients referred to in clauses (ii) to (iv) may 
be provided services, subject to guidelines of Reserve 
Bank of India. 

b) PMs shall ensure that, when dealing with persons 
resident outside India and non-resident Indians seeking 
portfolio management services from them, the PM 
complies with the applicable guidelines issued by the 
relevant overseas regulator/ authority.

6.0   Operational Compliances to be complied with
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“Romeo oh Romeo, where art thou” are 
the immortal words imprinted in the 
minds of people who have read the 
eternal classic Romeo and Juliet. This 
has inspired the title of this article 
where the markets are looking for the 
investors and the investors are looking 
at the markets - an ever present 
relationship. 

Investors are the lifeblood of the 
securities market. When the fear of 
novel Coronavirus gripped the
markets, a few investors decided to 
pull out their investments as they were 
exper ienc ing  losses  and  the  
uncertainty in the markets left them in 
the lurch. During the same time 
however, a new crop of investors took 
to investing in order to make the most 
of the current market scenario and with 
the hope of revival in their minds. This 
was further encouraged by some far 
reaching initiatives taken by SEBI, such 
as eKYC.

The slump in markets seemed a 
lucrative opportunity and a new breed 
of investors emerged. Their level of 
activity in the securities market is one 
of the factors that determines the state 
of the economy. However, making 
investment decis ions without  
understanding the risks involved and 
overlooking other critical factors result 
in unforeseen losses. There was a time 
when there was limited access to 
news and information and people relied 
on newspapers for investing tips and 
tricks. Today, with the mushrooming of 
social media platforms and a plethora 
of varied sources of information, the 
investors are spoilt for choice. 
Researching and finding appropriate 
information before investing, has taken 

are entrusted with the responsibility of 
sifting through the mass of information 
in these different types of news feeds 
and check if listed companies have 
made the due disclosures of UPSI 
( unpub l i shed  p r i ce  sens i t i ve  
information) as required under the 
Listing Regulations.

Most investors direct their flow of 
savings in the financial markets in hope 
of good returns. There area diverse 
array of financial products and 
instruments available in the market 
that can be suited to the needs of 
borrowers and lenders. However, 
before investing money in the financial 
markets, it is essential to devote time 
and energy to educate oneself about 
the nitty-gritties of investing in the 
financial markets.

This situation shows a crying need for 
Investor education. It is extremely 
significant as it helps investors to take 
well-informed decisions, assist in risk-
taking as well as enhance stock market 
participation. 

Market regulators across the globe are 
placing increasing emphasis on and 
encouraging investor education by 
introducing several activities to 
safeguard investors. Amidst growing 
retail participation in the capital 
markets, it is essential to increase the 
outreach of investor education 
programmes so that investors 
understand the securities market 
better, make informed investment 
decisions and then invest accordingly. 
Investor education will not only
look into protecting investors

‘A well-informed investor is a well-
protected investor’

The use of digital 
technology has 

become 
significant in every 

aspect of our 
lives, and the 

same has been 
witnessed 
amongst 
investors.

a backseat. According to certain 
studies, 84% of investors, trust 
recommendations from family and 
friends more than any other forms of 
advertising, which may be misleading 
and very unprofitable.

This approach is incorrect as there are 
a lot of false news and rumours which 
do the rounds on social media. The use 
of digital technology has become 
significant in every aspect of our lives, 
and the same has been witnessed 
amongst investors. While they are 
dependent  on technology for  
information, they need to sift through 
reams of (sometimes conflicting) 
information in a way that is beneficial 
for their investment purposes. 
Investors must avoid hearsay, tips, get 
rich quick schemes, unrealistic returns 
and ensure that they do their research 
well before acting on any news shared 
in the print, electronic and social media 
platforms. Finding relevant information 
from trustworthy sources will save 
them from any form of reckless 
investment. In fact, stock exchanges

INVESTOR OH INVESTOR!
WHERE ART THOU?

By Khushro Bulsara
Chartered Accountant, Cost Accountant, Company Secretary
Head, BSE's Investor Protection Fund (IPF)
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interests but also help in promoting 
investor confidence and foster investor 
engagement in financial planning and 
decision-making. In fact, the need for 
investor education was highlighted, 
post the 2008 global financial crisis as 
a lot of investors were exposed to 
complex products posing multiple 
risks, which were never explained to or 
understood by the investors. Of course, 
t he  i s sue  o f  m i s - se l l i ng  by  
intermediaries including banks, etc. is 
a bigger and widespread issue - but 
that is a topic for another day.

Investor education focuses on
several issues and information needs 
pertaining to individuals who 
participate or are willing to participate 
in the financial markets. In addition, 
investor education helps investors to 
take informed decisions and better 
assess the relevance and suitability of 
investment advice. 

Asking questions is the first step to 
information gathering. Most of the 
times, investors are confused and with 
the uncertain developments in stock 
markets currently, they are unable to 
make investment decisions that will 
support their financial goals. What is 
the purpose of this investment; is it to 
meet a short-time goal or is it for a long-
term investment. Ask these questions 
to yourself  and also to your 
broker/agent to know more about the 
risks and rewards before investing. 

With clear objectives in mind for 
investing, one can invest in financial 
markets and reap profits. BSE, Asia’s 
leading stock exchange, has been in 
the forefront to educate and enlighten 
the investors by making the necessary 
information available to them. 
Protecting the interest of the investors 
dealing in securities is one of the main 
objectives of BSE and especially its 
Investors’ Protection Fund that was set 
up in July 1986. To educate and
create awareness among investors, 
BSE conducts several awareness 
programmes for investors across the

country, through its Investors 
Protection Fund - only last financial 
year, it executed 6149 programmes in 
coordination with SEBI, CDSL and its 
phalanx of professional resource 
persons.

develop programmes to improve and 
grow the quality of research on Indian 
markets.

Even in this pandemic period wherein 
physical seminars cannot be held for 
investor education and awareness, 
BSE under the guidance of SEBI, has 
conducted several webinars and 
connected with different category of 
investors especially those novice 
investors who are participating in the 
capital market first time, through online 
mode. The Exchange has realised the 
importance of making these investors 
more aware about the precautions to 
be taken while dealing in securities 
market and educating them about their 
rights and obligations. 

Most of these investors have obtained 
online trading facilities by opening 
trading and demat accounts with the 
stock brokers. As such, it becomes 
very important to educate them on the 
various aspects of online trading and 
specific precautions to be taken while 
using the technology. 

When public money of such a high 
magnitude is involved in the capital 
market, the task of the regulators 
becomes more important and difficult, 
to ensure safety of investments of the 
investors. Greed, fear and a herd 
mentality are certain basic instincts 
that tend to mislead investors from a 
disciplined approach. SEBI as the 
capital market regulator has played an 
important role in establishing systems, 
processes and procedures for putting 
in place robust risk management 
measures which have engendered the 
faith of not only domestic investors, 
institutions but also FIIs and FPIs. The 
regulatory framework established by 
SEBI and implemented through
the Stock Exchanges in terms of 
trading and clearing and settlement 
processes, are the best practices 
followed internationally. The risk of 
brokers defaulting (default risk) which 
is the most important risk in the capital 
market is mitigated when Exchanges

Market regulators 
across the globe 

are placing 
increasing 

emphasis on and 
encouraging 

investor education 
by introducing 

several activities 
to safeguard 

investors.

Another important objective of the BSE 
Investor Protection Fund (BSE IPF) is to 
meet the legitimate claims of investors 
against defaulter Members, in 
accordance with the Guidelines issued 
by  the  Min is t ry  o f  F inance ,  
Government of India. 

BSE IPF works with a broad range of 
schools, colleges, universities, 
research centres, policy advisory 
entities, trade associations, and 
others. The collaboration typically is in 
the form of support to events, 
conferences, seminars, etc. - the 
support is contributed through financial 
resources, manpower, educational 
material, and other content for such 
events, across the length and breadth 
of the country. The awareness 
programmes are also held in
regional languages so that investors 
understand and identify the risks, Dos 
and Don’ts of investing, better.

The Trust also launched focused efforts 
to collaborate with academia and is 
actively consulting with leading 
academic researchers in India to
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accessible at www.scores.gov.in. 
Complaints can be filed against entities 
like Listed companies, Stock Brokers, 
Stock Exchanges, Depository / 
Depository Participants, Registrars to 
an Issue / Share Transfer Agent and any 
other intermediary registered with 
SEBI.
Conclusion: The capital market can 
flourish only when investors find it safe 
for them to invest; they also need to be 
rest assured that the rules existing in 
the market are fair and common to all 
the players. More investors bring more 
liquidity which in turn brings in more 
investors. India’s markets are safe, 
give comparably good returns and 
have robust r isk management 
measures in place that attract both 
domestic and international investors 
alike, in droves. This gives a huge fillip 
to fund raising of much needed capital 
for India and is a pre-requisite for us to 
reach the target of a $3 trillion 
economy. Jai hind!

such as BSE provide counterparty 
guarantee through their respective 
Clearing Corporations, for every single 
trade executed on their platform, by 
providing full novation - i.e. Clearing 
Corporation becomes the CCP or 
Central Counter Party for each trade 
and interjects itself between the buyer 
and the seller of each trade. Despite the 
robust risk management system, in 
case there is default by any member in 
meeting its obligation arising out of 
trades on the Exchange, Indian 
Clearing Corporation Ltd. (ICCL), 
guarantees the settlement of the same 
on the scheduled day through its 
Settlement Guarantee Fund. 

BSE as an Exchange has played its role 
very effectively in this direction and 
provided a highly secured state-of-the-
art technology super-efficienttrading 
platform offering various products of 
interest of the investors at large in 
different segments - all with an order 
speed of 6 microseconds (one second 
divided into 10 lakhs equal parts, yields 
one microsecond).

BSE’s website is a rich source of 
various types of information for the 
investors and plays an important role in 
educating and creating awareness 
amongst them. Some of the important 
features in which it serves the 
investors is as under.
• Focal point for information 

d i s s e m i n a t i o n  f o r  l i s t e d  
companies.

• Trade information - Live prices & 
Volumes across all segments as 
well as Historical information.

• Corporate information - Quarterly 
Results, Shareholding Patterns, 
Annual Reports & other information 
of listed companies.

• Real time corporate announce-
ments by all listed companies.

• Other Features - Personal Portfolio 
Management (Valuation)/Watch 
list.

• Website available on both Mobile 
and Tablets through Apps.

Lastly, BSE also provides a robust 
investor grievance redressal and 
arbitration mechanism, to provide a 
forum for dealing with investors 
grievances, complaints, etc...BSE 
provides these facilities to the 
investors through its 24 Investor 
Service Centres spread across almost 
entire geographical area of the country, 
where investors can register their 
complaints, either against the stock 
broker or companies, at their 
convenience. The claims finalised
by Investor Grievance Redressal 
Committee and Arbitration Committee 
are binding upon the parties and the 
Exchange takes the responsibility of 
implementing the decisions in favour of 
investors against the stock brokers.

Even in this Covid-19 pandemic 
situation where investors are not able 
to physically visit the Investor Service 
Centres, there are facilities available to 
them to register their complaints online 
either with Exchange or with SEBI. 
SEBI has a designated portal for this 
purpose called SEBI COmplaints 
Redressal System (SCORES) -

Khushro Bulsara is a qualified Chartered 
Accountant, Cost Accountant, Company Secretary 
and LL.B. Since July 2020 he has taken over as Head 
of BSE’s Investor Protection Fund (IPF).

Before this, he was the Chief General Manager with 
BSE Ltd. (formerly Bombay Stock Exchange) heading 
the Listing Compliance & Legal Regulatory functions.

In his 30 years of work experience, he has spent over 
24 years with BSE and has rich experience with 
several departments of the Exchange such as 
Surveillance, Inspection, Clearing & Settlement, 
Debt, Derivatives, Mutual Fund business and of 
course, Listing Compliance. He was responsible for 
setting up the Exchange’s popular Mutual Fund 
platform called StAR MF in 2009 and since 2012 he 
was heading the listing compliance and legal 
regulatory departments at BSE.

With inputs from Ravindra Palande | DGM, BSE IPF
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ecision Making. Isn’t that the 
primary outcome of our brain Dactivity as investors, traders, 

analysts? To make the crucial 
decisions to buy or sell or hold or be 
heavy on cash. When? Which 
stocks? Decisions on portfolio 
allocation? 

We usually believe it is the mind that 
makes our decisions - yes it is the 
software but what about the hardware. 
One would agree that generally by the 
end of the trading day we don’t remain 
feeling as mentally ‘fresh’ and are 
feeling tired although most of the time 
has been spent sitting in a chair and 
working without much physical 
activity. So, what has got tired? Is it the 
mind - but the mind is intangible. It is 
the hardware, the Brain that has got 
exhausted. The brain is an organ, but 
the mind is not. The mind is the 
manifestation of thought, perception, 
emotion, determination, memory, and 
imagination that takes place largely 
within the brain. Mind is often used to 
refer especially to the thought 
processes of reason. Your brain is part 
of the visible, tangible world of the 
body and will get tired like any other 
part of the body with usage.

The human brain on an average, 
weighs around 1.5 kg and has about 
100 billion neurons or nerve cells. 
These are intricately interconnected 
with each other leading to around 100 
trillion connections in the brain. It has a 
capacity to store and process more 
information than a supercomputer and 
to create a network of connections that 
far surpasses any social network. This 
single organ controls every aspect of 
the body, ranging from heart rate and 
hunger to memory, emotion, anxiety 

held beliefs about the brain were 
simply medical myths. The Brain is 
plastic throughout life - It is constantly 
changing. Just like your physical body, 
it is now scientifically proven that the 
brain can and does change its physical 
form and function throughout a 
person's lifespan; and, just like the rest 
of our body, our brains require regular 
exercise. This naturally adaptive and 
organic change is  known as 
Neuroplasticity or Brain Plasticity. It is 
a common term in neuroscience, 
referring to the brain's ability to 
physically change at any age - for 
better or worse. This flexibility plays an 
incredibly important role in our brain 
development (or decline) and in 
shaping our distinct personalities.

It is a physical process. Gray matter 
can shrink or thicken; neural 
connections can be forged and refined 
or weakened and severed. Changes in 
the physical brain show as changes in 
our abilities. Often, people think of 
childhood and young adulthood as a 
time of brain growth - the young person 
constantly learns new things, embarks 
on new adventures, shows an 
inquisitive and explorative spirit. 
Conversely, older adulthood is often 
seen as a time of cognitive decline, 
with people becoming more forgetful, 
less inclined to seek new experiences, 
more "set in their ways". But what 
recent research has shown is that 
under the right circumstances, the 
power of neuroplasticity can help adult 
minds grow. Although certain brain 
machinery tends to decline with age, 
there are steps people can take to tap 
into plasticity and reinvigorate that 
machinery.

How does the brain change?

What if you could 
specifically look at 
neural networks in 

the brain 
responsible for 

executive functions 
like decision 

making? And get 
them regulated to 
perform better.

and fear. All this constant activity 
consumes our energy. 33% of your total 
energy consumption is by the brain! 
Yes, a third of what you eat is used up 
by your brain and for those of us 
engaging in greater amount of mental 
activity than others this energy 
consumption could go much higher 
than 33%.

What if you could optimize these neural 
connections or networks? So that they 
work more efficiently and effectively. 
What if you could specifically look at 
neural  networks in the brain 
responsible for executive functions like 
decision making? And get them 
regulated to perform better. Separately 
how about the network responsible for 
anxiety? Isn’t our decision making also 
affected by fear, stress and anxiety? 
What if you could improve your natural 
response to stress and lower your 
anxiety.

A few decades ago, the brain was 
supposedly fixed and unchangeable 
once it reached adulthood. Medical 
science has realised that these long 

HOW THE SUPER ACHIEVERS ARE
ENHANCING THEIR DECISION MAKING
USING NEURO TECHNOLOGY

By Kumaar Bagrodia
Founder of NeuroLeap
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Yes, now you can use advanced 
neurotechnology to understand the 
activity of your brain and then improve 
its performance. Brain-computer 
interface (BCI) is a collaboration 
between the brain and a device that 
enables signals from the brain to direct 
some external activity. The interface 
enables a direct communications 
pathway between the brain and the 
object. It is an evidence based, risk free 
approach, proven to have helped 
leading businessmen, athletes, 
celebrities, and just about anyone in 
enhancing all aspects of their 
performance.

Developed in the US with support of 
NASA, DARPA (Defence Advanced 
Research Projects Agency), the US 
Department of Defense (the US army, 
navy and air force) and the US National 
Institute of Health.

The first step itself is revolutionary: 
with the NeuroLeap Brain Function 
Assessment now you have a 
completely scientific and proven way 
to measure and understand your 
brain’s function, feelings, behaviour 
and performance without having to 
answer any questions but only using 
technology. 

It involves placing sensors on the head 
to understand neurometric data from 
your brainwaves after which a detailed 
report is available from US FDA 
registered technology. A consultation

Change that is lasting. Almost any 
brain can be trained to function better 
using this technology. Over many years 
we have used technology for our 
health: thermometer, blood pressure 
monitor, ECG, blood glucose monitor, 
the list goes on. Now, the smart 
achievers are using advanced 
neurotechnology for their brain.

session with the client then helps them 
understand the findings of the data and 
relate it to their own behaviour and 
performance. This understanding is 
invaluable to a person to know their 
strengths, areas of improvement, the 
root of their habits and behaviour. Then 
over a series of technology based 
sessions at the centre, one can 
improve several aspects of the brain 
function including depression, anxiety, 
adhd, insomnia, migraine, executive 
functions, attention, memory, focus 
and concentration, help quit smoking 
and more. 

Importantly, there is no medication 
needed and the tech is completely non 
invasive, with no electric current, 
radiation, ultrasound, magnetic waves 
involved. Hence absolutely free
of any side effects. It leverages 
neuroplasticity, the ability of the brain 
to  change and uses operant  
conditioning to help the brain self-
regulate. 

It uses real time measurement of the 
brain activity and provides instant 
rewards upon optimal neuronal
activity through feedback which is 
simply given audio visually. So the 
subconscious activity of the specific 
brain networks let’s say for anxiety or 
decision making are rewarded if they 
perform well and this reinforces the 
brain at the subconscious level to 
change itself. 

Kumaar Bagrodia, Founder of NeuroLeap, India's 
leading applied Neuroscience company leveraging 
Brain Computer Interface technology for better 
mental health and brain Enhancement. Often called 
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degree from the University of Oxford, is a Country 
Champion and Ambassador for the Oxford Business 
Alumni in India. He is a member of the national 
startup council of CII and is a member of Apex 
Council of the India Innovation Initiative by the 
Government of India. He has been featured in
various media in India and abroad including 
Knowledge@Wharton, Wall Street Journal, India 
Today, The Economic Times, Hindustan Times, 
Bloomberg TV, Times NOW, CNN News18, Fortune 
and Forbes to name a few. He co-authored an article 
in Harvard HBR. He is a speaker at leading podiums 
including IIT - Indian Institute of Technology, Mint 
Digital Innovation Summit, has chaired international 
leader sessions in Israel, China, Singapore and has 
spoken at fora under the banner of Australian 
Government, United Nations Environment Program 
and the Government of India. He was a speaker at 
G20 Summit yea in China 2016 and in the G20 
Summit yea in Germany 2017. He was a speaker at 
the Commonwealth Heads of Government Meeting in 
London in 2018 and was also an invitee to the palace 
by His Royal Highness Prince of Wales. Was a 
keynote speaker at the World Neuron Congress in 
Finland and at the World Brain Congress in UAE. He 
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Philip Kotler at the Global Peter Drucker Forum in 
Vienna. Lead discussions at London School of 
Economics, was invited to the House of Lords, UK, 
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one of few startup founders invited by Government of 
India to speak at Global VC Summit.
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any organizations whose 
business transactions are in Mforeign currencies are 

directly linked with exchange rate 
fluctuations on a day to day basis 
which is highly ignored in most of the 
business houses. Admittedly some 
large corporates deploy their in-house 
forex exchange risk management 
practices but the SME vertical largely 
keeps the forex hedging practices on a 
secondary basis and in-fact many of 
the SMEs are not aware of the 
advantages of forex hedging. There are 
some instances that many SME in the 
interior part of India do not hire staff 
who can understand the FX dynamics 
thereby they missed several hedging 
opportunities on a regular interval. 
Companies mainly Exporters and 
Importers who are in expansion phase 
should be aware that sudden currency 
fluctuations can hit their revenue 
topline and probably may force to re-
shuffle their business plans or to some 
large extent may need to close down 
the business as we have witnessed 
during Brexit Referendum period in 
mid-2016 when Pound-Rupee pair fell 
over 14% from 101 to 87 in a matter of 
few hours after the Referendum results 
was announced. 

On a matter subject of how Forex 
Advisory can help to mitigate the risk of 
day-to-day currency fluctuations is the 
prime objective of this article. Initially 
for scaling-up any business model 
requires thorough risk analysis before 
executing any decisions. Similarly, 
Forex Risk Analysis is as important 
before confirming any overseas 
business order. Forex Risk Advisory 
process involves understanding the 
business cycle and accordingly finding
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in expansion 
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aware that sudden 

currency 
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101 to 87 in a 
matter of few 
hours after the 
Referendum 
results was 
announced.

the major events in the foreign 
exchange market during which the 
expected cash-flows in foreign 
currencies are about to come from the 
export side or upcoming import 
payment obligations taking place
and after screening the market
analysis need to identify suitable forex 
hedging instrument available in the 
market. Admittedly the way things
are changing frequently in forex 
exchange avenue that lead to several 
uncertainties to make proper business 
decisions. We have briefly outlined a 
few important events lined-up in just 
next two months which can be a 
decisive factor for currency move 
for the rest of 2021 and in the later 
part we have mentioned key hedging 
instruments and their suitability 
based on business cycle duration.

As widely known due to US election 
market volatility has increased 
substantially and further US Dollar 
moves will be guided based on the 
outcome of the election. Presently 
Biden is leading over Trump and the 
currency market remains nervous 
about the possible US Fiscal Stimulus 
which is yet to be announced from the 
US Congress. Historically the US 
Presidential race always remains last 
minute surprises and accordingly forex 
hedging decision is highly required 
before the event kicks-in. We can 
expect a wide move of 4-5% in Dollar 
Index after the election announcement 
and any unfavorable move can turn a 
big hit in exporter revenue or import 
payment expenditure schedule. 

Key Events:

US Election on Nov the 3rd: 

FX RISK ADVISORY -
OPPORTUNITIES AND CHALLENGES

By 
CIO (Chief Investment Officer)
SMC Private Wealth

Ayush Aggarwal
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Final Brexit on December the 31st:

Second Wave of Covid:

The Brexit discussion remains in the 
headlines and after four and half long 
tedious years, nothing conclusive has 
arrived. Apparently, the UK Prime 
Minister stated they will opt for a deal 
that can be free from any European 
Union interference which signifies 
there are a lot more to go in the Brexit 
transition process before 31st 
December and the pound will keep 
swinging based on what headlines will 
come. Under such a scenario, 
businesses whose revenue are highly 
invoiced in pounds may be caught in 
the wrong-foot if proper forex risk 
management is not yet placed.

 The big 
challenging part now after eight 
months of Covid’s impact, we have 
entered into the second wave where 
major developed economies are 
entering into re-lockdown starting from 
the UK, major countries in Europe and 
some parts of Australia. Earlier most of 
the risk-driven currencies including 
Indian Rupee, Euro, Australian Dollar, 
etc. scaled higher due to large 
monetary and fiscal stimulus but 
whether the second round of large 
stimulus will be released if the second 
wave hit economic activities badly 
relative to initial period of Covid 
lockdown. We are anticipating that if 
the second phase of stimulus gets 
delayed may bring more volatility in
the riskier currencies notably euro. 
Under such an extremely uncertain 
environment, overnight currency risk

has increased substantially, and proper 
FX risk solutions will be mandatory for 
any export and import businesses. 

The widely 
used contract used by exporters and 
importers available in banks. They 
provide customized solutions on 
hedging duration as well as deep 
liquidity on the longer tenor notably 
above one year forward contracts. The 
only challenge these days is that due to 
Covid lockdown, Bank Treasury 
functions from 10 AM to 2 PM and 
beyond that any major event lined-for 
overnight can be problematic for 
hedgers after 2 PM. The alternative we 
have is a currency exchange platform 
which functions till 5 PM.

It is the 
alternative of forward contracts but 
longer duration liquidity and above 
one-year contracts are not available 
apparently. However, the biggest 
advantage is the timing window which 
starts from 9 AM is the extra cushion 
exporter and importer get from this 
platform at least in pandemic phase.

Option contract 
both available in banks and exchange.

As we covered major event risk in 
the next two months, now we turn to 
a specific phase to choose the 
proper financial instrument for forex 
hedging. Apparently in India, we 
have below instruments available 
for fulfilling the forex hedging needs.

1. Forwards Contracts: 

2. Future Contracts: 

3. Option Contracts: 

In banks exporter and importer can get 
the access of this instrument subject to 
banker consideration but in exchange 
any hedger can easily access it. One of 
the biggest advantages in option is the 
nature of the instrument. Prior to a day, 
if any hedger entered into the option 
market by paying some premium to 
hedge the overnight risk and if it comes 
on a favorable side, the hedgers can 
save substantial savings on the FX 
side. 

 Understanding the FX 
business exposures and implementing 
hedging decisions are the key in 
businesses whose operations are 
beyond domestic territory and the 
advantage part of FX hedging is the 
dynamics involved in the hedging 
process. If a company plans the 
hedging program professionally which 
can give an additional incentive in the 
bottom-line and that may help to 
expand in various inter-departmental 
verticals.

Conclusion:

Ayush Aggarwal is the CIO (Chief Investment 
Officer) at SMC Private Wealth and a Director at 
SMC Group. His opinions are carried out by 
prominent business channels like CNBC Awaaz. His 
articles have also been published by reputed groups 
like economictimes.com. He is also known for his 
knack of identifying high potential as well as 
fundamentally strong companies. HNI clients at 
SMC have gained significantly from the practical and 
far sighted approach of Ayush.

He is an avid reader and his love for reading keeps 
him abreast with latest happenings in financial 
sector. A graduate from the prestigious Delhi 
University, He is also an MBA from S.P. Jain Institute 
of Management and Research, Mumbai.
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The contentious debate of active versus passive is perpetual. Over the past 15 years, SPIVA® Scorecard results have reflected 
on the trends of active fund management vis a vis benchmarks, wherein statistics tilt the balance in favor of indexing. This 
recurring feature of benchmark outperformance is contributing to the adoption and growth of the passive investment space. 

India is participating in the global passive growth with assets crossing the USD25billion mark. Since 1999, S&P Dow Jones Indices 

has been contributing to Indian markets by sharing its global index expertise to offer passive solutions and educate investors on the 
benefits of passive investing. The SPIVA India scorecard made its debut in 2013, and the results bear similarities to global trends. 
One category that stands out in its potential for passive allocation is the large-cap space, which the benchmark S&P BSE100 has 
consistently outperformed (see Exhibit 1).

CORE AND SATELLITE - THE BEST OF
BOTH WORLDS

By Koel Ghosh
Head - South Asia
S&P Dow Jones Indices

INSIGHTSINSIGHTS

Exhibit 1: SPIVA India Scorecard- Percentage of Indian Equity Large-Cap Funds Outperformed by the S&P BSE100

Source: S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC. Data as of Dec. 31, 2019. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Chart is provided for illustrative 
purposes.
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The core and satellite strategy can be used to derive the best of both worlds 
by using a diverse selection of indices as the core that provides the benefits 

of indexing, complemented by an active strategy as the satellite, thereby 
using a combination of a strategic and tactical allocation approaches to 

portfolio construction.

Koel Ghosh is the regional head of South Asia for S&P Dow Jones Indices (S&P DJI). Koel leads the regional commercial efforts and actively educates and advocates for 
passive investing. She explores new markets and works with market participants to offer suitable solutions.

Her previous experience in the asset management and financial industries add to her in depth knowledge in that space. She contributed to the growing Indian asset 
management industry through her marketing and sales roles at IL&FS Mutual Fund and UTI Asset Management Company. At Thomson Reuters, she further extended her 
business development skills in the financial data industry. 

She additionally heads up the business initiatives in India and serves as Managing Director and Chief Executive Officer of Asia Index Private Limited (a BSE and S&P DJI 
venture). 

She was recognized by AIWMI as one of the top 100 women in finance in India in 2019. She is a Chartered Accountant.

Asset allocation models are critical to achieving a portfolio’s investment objective. Beyond asset class diversification, a 
combination of strategies can prove beneficial. This is where the core and satellite strategy assists in effective portfolio 
construction. A strong core provides stability and can contribute to risk mitigation and, ultimately, reaching the financial 
objective of the portfolio. 

Exhibit 2: Periodical Performance Comparison of Different S&P DJI Indices
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Source: S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC. Data as of June 30, 2020. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Chart is provided for illustrative 
purposes.

The core and satellite strategy can be used to derive the best of both worlds by using a diverse selection of indices as the core 
that provides the benefits of indexing, complemented by an active strategy as the satellite, thereby using a combination of a 
strategic and tactical allocation approaches to portfolio construction.

Indexing offers the benefits of diversification, lower costs, transparency, lack of fund manager bias, flexibility, and a variety of 
investment categories from which to choose. These options vary from standard market beta to factor-, theme-, or strategy-
based indices. Region and asset class can further widen the gamut of options. Exhibit 2 is demonstrative of the variance in 
performance of a standard Indian equity market benchmark versus fixed income index, a factor-based index such as low 
volatility, a sectoral index, and a global index such as the S&P 500® over different time periods. Portfolio and investment goals 
can be directional in their core allocation strategy using various indexing alternatives. An active strategy as a satellite can 
selectively explore the inefficiencies in the market and scope undervalued market opportunities toward the achievement of the 
overall portfolio objective. 
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circumstances are a graphic reminder 
that India can ill afford the costs of not 
having a focussed strategy of 
economic reform. For instance 
rewiring global value supply chains 
that have been heavily incumbent on 
China’s participation so as to reduce 
dependence of Chinese manufacturing 
and increase involvement by Laos, 
Vietnam and Cambodia  has been 
envisioned as one of the major changes 
of the Post Covid world economy. A 
noteworthy point though is that even 
prior to the present phase as China has 
scaled up the manufacturing ladder 
opportunities in the sphere there were 
opportunities for manufacturing across 
a number of segments in textiles, 
footwear, toys and other labour 
intensive sectors. However India 
which could have made a foray into 
these spheres and increased 
employment did not do so. According 
to a Crisil study (2016), “As China 
moves up the ladder of sophistication 
in manufacturing, it is slowly vacating 
space in low-end manufacturing.

“Capturing this low-end segment could 
particularly benefit Indian economy, 
since it has the potential of providing 
employment to low-skilled workforce. 
However, India seems to be lagging 
behind Vietnam and Bangladesh in the 
race to capture this space.”

The missed opportunities for growth 
and the lack of reform are inextricably 
linked in the Indian context and it 
present exigencies should tell us that 
this is a deadlock that needs to be 
broken. An adage that has been used 
repeatedly over the last few months is 
`Don’t waste a crisis,’ clearly reform

GEOPOLITICS AND REFORM IN THE
INDIAN CONTEXT: AN OVERVIEW

By Professor Piya Mahtaney
Economist / Author

INSIGHTS - ECOINSIGHTS - ECONBUZZ

Introductory Exposition
Over the preceding few months I have 
written about the various aspects of 
geopolitics in the Indian context the 
purpose being to lend a sense of 
perspective to the changing trends of 
the global economy accentuated as it 
were by COVID 19. Finding an upside in 
what is currently a rather difficult, 
uncertain and sometimes grim 
scenario has been my attempt, in other 
words citing the opportunities that the 
crisis has ushered in its wake has been 
an important aspect of my articles. The 
focus of this article for Econ Buzz has 
been to demonstrate that the ensuing 
gains conferred by India by the present 
shifts underlying the geopolitical 
landscape would be determined by her 
reform effort.

Once again India’s reform imperative 
has become the fulcrum of her 
progress, this was the case even 
before the pandemic but over the 
preceding six months this has become 
a stark inescapable reality. A resonant 
fact is that India’s trajectory of 
development and the extent to which 
its economy can leverage present 
geopolitical advantages will be 
determined by the pace, extent and 
effectiveness of reform. Reform in the 
context of the Indian economy 
encompasses a wide gamut of 
measures- policy and non policy that 
are prerequisite for facilitating 
higher levels of investment and 
capital formation that is entailed 
to address a wide gamut of imperatives 
which include infrastructure building , 
f inancia l  re form,  employment  
generation and other likewise. Much 
before the pandemic these priorities 
were long overdue but the present

can be fast tracked given both the 
sharp contraction in economic activity 
and present national security concerns 
which certainly entail building more 
resilience. Interestingly if we recall the 
economic experience of China which is 
during present times flexing its money 
and military muscle in a bid to become 
the next superpower it becomes 
evident that measures which 
spearheaded the country’s economic 
ascent were initiated at a time when it 
found itself enmeshed in poverty and 
grappling with binding constraints. 
However while this is not to imply in 
any sense an attempt to extol the 
Chinese economic model the flaws of 
which have become quite obvious 
there is no denying that one of the core 
themes of China’s approach has been 
to convert almost every situation of 
adversity into an advantage. This as 
we know they have done effectively. 

The moot point is that it is precisely the 
constraints that India is confronted 
with at this point that should propel it to 
implement measures that will enable it 
to tap the plethora of opportunities that 
exist. If poorer nations such as Laos 
and Cambodia and before them 
Vietnam have been able to move 
expediently in the direction of building 
the infrastructure required for scaling 
up then there should be nothing to 
prevent the Indian economy from doing 
so. To get a global and in particular an 
ASEAN perspective about the Indian 
economy I spoke to Mr. K Kesavapany 
who is a veteran Singapore diplomat, 
Ambassador S. Kesavapany has 
served in Indonesia, Moscow, 
London.  He  was Permanent  
Representative of Singapore in 
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Piya Mahtaney completed her second Master’s in 
Development Economics from Leicester University 
in England she embarked on a career in journalism 
with the Times of India. She was an assistant editor 
in Metropolis on Saturday, subsequent to which she 
joined as senior feature writer in Economic Times. 
As an economist that reported, analyzed and wrote 
on a wide range of socio-economic issues, writing a 
book about economic development and the 
emerging trends of globalisation seemed almost 
inevitable 

The books that she has authored are as follows:
• India China and Globalization (2nd ed), Palgrave 

Macmillan (England), December 2014
• Globalization and Sustainable Economic 

Development, Palgrave Macmillan (U.S), August 
1st 2013

• Institute of South East Asian Studies (Singapore) 
published an edition (August 2010) of my book 
India China and Globalisation.

• The first edition of India China and Globalisation 
was published by Palgrave Macmillan (England, 
2007)

• Globalisation Con Game or Reality was published 
by Alchemy Publishers, India (2004) 2004.

• The first book titled Economic Con Game, 
Development fact or Fiction was published by 
Pelanduk Publications (Malaysia) in 2002.

A resonant fact is 
that India’s 
trajectory of 

development and 
the extent to 

which its economy 
can leverage 

present 
geopolitical 

advantages will be 
determined by the 
pace, extent and 
effectiveness of 

reform. 

Geneva  
in London. Upon leaving the 
S ingapore  Fore ign  Serv ice ,  
Ambassador Kesavapany was 
Director of the Institute of Southeast 
Asian Studies, Singapore. 

Q1. What do you think are the 
f u n d a m e n t a l  d e t e r r e n t s  o r  
roadblocks in closer economic co-
operation between India and the 
ASEAN?

Q2. From what I understand a fair 
number of Indian companies would 
like to expand their economic 
interaction with Vietnam. Do you 
think this can play an important role 
in taking Indo-ASEAN ties to the 
next level?

Q3.  China has a significant role both 
as a trading partner and an investor 
in the ASEAN region. Do you 
envision that this would deter closer 
ties between India and ASEAN in 
some sense? 

and its High Commissioner 

The conventional parameters used for 
analysis of international relations have 
been gravely affected by Covid 19.The 
effects of the virus have and / are being 
felt in every sphere of socio-political, 
economic and cultural areas. Most 
importantly, communication and 
travelties between India and Asean 
have come to zero. Until a vaccine is 
found, the prospects for growth in 
trade will be retarded.

India and Vietnam have long ties of 
cultural and political ties. Even during 
the Cold War, these ties were constant. 
However, China is a near economic 
neighbour while India is a distant 
friend.

Attempts to create divisions between 
India and Southeast Asia will be 
fruitless. Equally fruitless will be the 
on-going attempts to form a coalition of 
Powers to contain China. The urgent 

problem is for all nations to combine 
and address the clear and present 
danger of the pandemic. 

India’s position in the changing 
geopolitical landscape will be a 
significant one, but the economic 
implications of this would largely 
depend on measures implemented in 
the domestic context to harness her 
potential, bridge infra structural
gaps, make the structural changes 
expediently and build capability and 
capac i ty.  Deepen ing  reg iona l  
economic integration will inevitably
be an important aspect of India’s 
external economic interaction and this 
is closely interlinked with the 
effectiveness with her domestic 
concerns are addressed. In this sense 
the next phase of globalization not just 
in the Indian context but for the world in 
general cannot be disembodied for the 
internal dynamic of reform. This is also 
true of trade policy, as explained in the 
Secretary General’s report to the 

Minister, OECD (2012), “Traditional 
trade statistics measure transactions 
each time goods and services across 
international borders and before being 
purchased by final consumers. Instead, 
measuring trade in value-added terms 
will identify better where income and 
jobs are created and provide a more 
accurate picture of bilateral trade 
balances. This work has a tremendous 
potential for refocusing international 
trade policy discussions and taming 
the rise of protectionism. At the same 
time, the emergence of a “new 
industrial policy” paradigm focusing
on innovation, technology and 
infrastructure also deserves special 
attention, analytical work and policy 
support to the extent that it may 
provide an effective pathway to 
consolidate growth.’’ Thus how 
expediently India can tap the 
opportunities conferred on her by the 
emerging geopolitical landscape would 
be profoundly shaped by her reform 
initiatives.
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Segment Particulars Due Date

BSE

All Exchanges

PMS

Income Tax

NSE

Depositary

MSE

All Stock Exchanges

CDSL

NSDL

All exchanges 

All Stock Exchanges

All commodity

exchanges 

BSE/ NSE/ MSE

MCX/ NCDEX

MCX

BSE

NSE/ BSE/ MCX/

NCDEX

All Equity &

Commodity Exchanges

All Stock Exchanges

Uploading of client funding reporting for the month of October, 2020

Contingency Drill / Mock Trading Session (Subject to circular to be issued by

respective exchanges)

PMS- Certification for Activity Report- through SEBI portal for the month of October, 2020

TDS Payment for the Month of October 2020 for Corporate and Individual.

Uploading of client funding reporting for the month of October, 2020.

Investor Grievances (Report) • CDSL & • NSDL

Uploading of margin funding file for the month of October, 2020. 

Disclosures by trading members and their group entities on their holdings in various listed

companies for the quarter ended 30.09.2020

Submission of CDSL consolidated concurrent & Internal Audit Report for the half Year

Ended 30.09.2020

Submission of NSDL Internal Audit Report for the half Year Ended 30.09.2020

Submission of half yearly networth certificate as at 30.09.2020.(Subject to circular to

be issued by respective exchanges)

Submission of half yearly Internal audit report 

Submission of half yearly Internal audit report 

Submission of half yearly ALGO system audit report as at 30.09.2020

Submission of half yearly ALGO system audit report as at 30.09.2020

Submission of half yearly ALGO Cyber audit report as at 30.09.2020

No. of STR filed with FIU-IND for the month of October 2020. (Including NIL STR)

Reporting of client level Cash and Cash Equivalent Balances and Bank account balances

Uploading of Clients’ Funds, collateral and other details lying with the member broker.

(Enhanced Supervision)

Uploading of day-wise Holding statement in the specified standard format to exchange

within 4 trading days of subsequent week

01.11.2020 to

07.11.2020

07.11.2020

07.11.2020

07.11.2020

07.11.2020

10.11.2020

15.11.2020

15.11.2020

15.11.2020

15.11.2020

30.11.2020

30.11.2020

30.11.2020

30.11.2020

30.11.2020

30.11.2020

Before

30/11/2020

Weekly basis

Weekly basis

Weekly basis

Kamlesh P. Mehta B.Com. FCA, DISA (Post qualification course in information system audit from ICAI) is a practicing Chartered Accountant by profession having an 
experience of 25 years in the field of capital market compliance consultancy, depository services audit, management consultancy, system audit and Commodity market 
compliance consultancy.

He is a Proprietor of CA firm M/s. KAMLESH P. MEHTA ASSOCIATES & Partner of MEHTA SANGHVI & ASSOCIATES located at Borivali, Mumbai. 

He along with his associated concerns specializes in Audit and Assurance Services of various compliance areas related to Capital Market Operations and system audits of 
broking industry.

He is also providing compliance calendar to Bombay Stock Exchange Brokers' Forum (BBF) and ANMI regularly and same is published in their journal. Recently he and his 
team had drafted compliance manual for commodity brokers published by Bombay Stock Exchange Brokers' Forum (BBF).
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SEBI NOTIFIES NEW TRIGGER DATE FOR CREATION OF SEGREGATED MUTUAL FUND PORTFOLIOS
On September 02, 2020, SEBI issued a 
circular revising the trigger date for creation 
of segregated portfolio of debt and money 
market instruments by mutual funds’ 
schemes (Circular). Through the Circular, 
SEBI has allowed mutual fund schemes to 
create a segregated portfolio for debt and 
money market instruments in case of 
restructuring of debt on account of stress due 
to the Covid-19 pandemic. 

Segregation of portfolio allows mutual funds 
to ‘side-pocket’ the exposure to the 
downgraded instrument(s) from the rest of 
the portfolio, which not only prevents the 
distressed units from affecting the liquidity of 
the remaining portfolio but also provides 
investors with an option to exit from the main 
portfolio while simultaneously retaining their 
claim on future recovery, if any, on the 
segregated units. 

The provision for creation of segregated 
portfolios was first introduced by SEBI 
through its circular dated December 28, 
2018, whereby SEBI had permitted creation 
of a segregated portfolio in mutual fund 
schemes in case of any credit event such as, 

downgrade of debt or money market 
instruments to ‘below investment’ grade, 
subsequent downgrade of such instruments 
from ‘below investment’ grade, downgrade 
of loan ratings, etc., by a SEBI registered 
credit rating agency (CRA). As per the 
December 2018 circular, on receipt of 
approval from the trustee(s) of the mutual 
fund, the segregated portfolio was deemed 
as effective from the date  of the credit event, 
i.e. downgrade of ratings.

On August 06, 2020, the Reserve Bank of 
India (RBI) had extended the debt resolution 
facility under its Prudential Framework for 
Resolution of Stressed Assets, 2019 
(Prudential Framework) to corporate 
persons under stress due to Covid-19 
pandemic. Further, with a view to prevent 
any impact of the Covid-19 pandemic on the 
viability of issuers, through its circular dated 
August 31, 2020, SEBI had permitted CRAs 
to not recognise restructuring by lenders as a 
‘default event’, if such restructuring is solely 
due to Covid-19 related stress or under the 
Prudential Framework. However, as per the 
December 2018 circular stated above, the 
option for creation of a segregated portfolio 

was available only in case of a credit event, 
i.e. downgrade of ratings by a CRA. 

Now by way of the Circular, with a view to 
address this potential imbroglio, SEBI has 
partially modified the trigger date for creation 
of segregated portfolio to the date on which 
an asset management company receives a 
proposal for debt restructuring, effective till 
December 31, 2020. Therefore, till December 
31, 2020, even if a default is not recognized 
by a CRA, and there is no consequent 
downgrade of ratings by CRA, mutual funds 
can create a segregated portfolio on receipt 
of a debt restructuring proposal under the 
Prudential Framework on account of Covid-
19 related stress. By addressing this 
complication, SEBI has protected the 
interests of the investors in mutual fund 
schemes.

Further, as per the Circular, information 
regarding the proposal for debt restructuring 
is required to be immediately reported by 
asset management companies to valuation 
agencies, CRAs, debenture trustees and 
AMFI, and the latter shall in turn disseminate 
such information to its members. 

REGULATORY PUREGULATORY PULSE

EXEMPTION FROM OPEN OFFER GRANTED IN THE LARGER INTEREST OF THE TARGET
COMPANY AND SHAREHOLDERS

Open offers provide an essential exit route to 
investors, and are generally triggered on 
account of acquisition of shareholding above 
a certain threshold or on acquisition of 
control in a listed company. In light of their 
relevance to public shareholders, SEBI views 
compliance with open offer obligations to be 
of utmost importance.

However, on a few occasions, SEBI has 
granted exemptions to acquirers from 
making open offers on account of pressing 
circumstances. In one such order, on 
September 14, 2020, SEBI granted an 
exemption from open offer obligations under 
the SEBI (Substantial Acquisition of Shares 
and Takeovers) Regulations, 2011 (Takeover 
Regulations) to Saravana Global Holdings 
Limited (Acquirer) in the matter of proposed 
acquisition of shares and voting rights in Indo 
Asia Finance Limited (Target Company), by 
taking into account the larger interest of the 
Target Company and its shareholders.

The Target Company is a registered NBFC 
with RBI, whose registration certificate was 
cancelled by RBI on account of non-
compliance with the minimum Net Owned 
Funds (NOF) requirement. The Target 

Company was unable to maintain the NOF 
requirement on account of economic 
slowdown and poor recoveries. To fulfill this 
requirement, the Acquirer, which is part of 
the promoter group and holds 0.01% of the 
current shareholding in the Target Company, 
proposes to infuse equity capital of Rs. 6 
crores through preferential allotment. This 
preferential allotment was approved by the 
shareholders of the Target Company through 
a special resolution.

This acquisition will take the Acquirer’s 
shareholding to 40% and trigger the open 
offer requirements under the Takeover 
Regulations. In its exemption application 
under Regulation 11 of the Takeover 
Regulations, the Acquirer stated that it was 
pumping in additional capital to fulfil the NOF 
requirements and ensure that the Target 
Company’s registration is restored, which is 
a pre-requisite for the Target Company to 
revive its operations and stop irreversible 
damages. Further, the Acquirer stated that 
even though the current market price of the 
Target Company is around Rs. 3.5 per share, 
the preferential allotment will happen at Rs. 
10 per share as the allotment cannot happen 
at a price less than the face value of the 

shares. Under the Takeover Regulations, the 
price of the mandatory open offer cannot be 
below the price of the preferential allotment. 
In view of this, the open offer would entail a 
huge further financial obligation on the 
Acquirer, which the Acquirer does not have 
the wherewithal to undertake.

In examining the exemption application, SEBI 
considered the fact that the preferential 
allotment is undertaken primarily to infuse 
capital to meet the NOF requirements, which 
is vital to revive the Target Company’s 
certificate of registration with RBI. SEBI took 
note of the fact that non-revival of the 
certificate will jeopardize the functioning of 
the Target Company, which will not be in the 
interests of the public shareholders. Further, 
it was noted that the proposed preferential 
allotment will not lead to a change in control 
of the Target Company. In light of these 
factors, SEBI granted an exemption to the 
Acquirer from the obligation to make an open 
offer pursuant to the proposed acquisition.

The exemption bespeaks of SEBI’s balanced 
approach in enforcing the securities law 
while protecting the interests of the public 
shareholders.
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REGULATORY PUREGULATORY PULSE

SEBI CONSULTATION PAPER ON LODR REGULATIONS, 2015

On September 11, 2020, the Securities and 
Exchange Board of India (SEBI) issued a 
consultation paper seeking comments from 
the public on the proposed amendments to 
the SEBI (Listing Obligations and Disclosure 
Requirements) regulations, 2015 (LODR 
Regulations). The key objectives of the 
proposed amendments are to strengthen
the corporate governance practices and 
disclosure requirements,  ease the 
compliance burden on listed entities, and 
harmonise the provisions of the LODR 
Regulations with the provisions of the 
Companies Act, 2013 (Companies Act). 
Some of the key proposals are mentioned 
below:

1. Corporate Governance Norms
Compan ies  wi th  d i f fe rent  market  
capitalisations have varying degrees of 
compliance requirements under the LODR 
Regulations. According to SEBI, it has been 
observed that once companies fall below the 
top market capitalisation category, they stop 
complying with the requirements applicable 
to such category. SEBI has proposed to add a 
new clause to Regulation 3 which would 
provide that the compliance obligations that 
become applicable to listed entities on the 
basis of market capitalisation shall continue 
to apply even when such company falls 
below the market capitalization thresholds for 
which the provisions apply, in order to ensure 
that these companies, which may return to 
the top market capitalization category in the 
future, continue to adhere to a high standard 
of corporate governance. Similarly, a new 
clause is proposed to be added to Regulation 
15 which would provide that once the 
provisions of Chapter IV become applicable to 
a listed entity, the same shall continue to 
apply irrespective of subsequent change in 
the equity-share capital or net worth of such 
entity.

The second change proposed by SEBI to the 
corporate governance norms is concerning 
the disclosure of the outcome of a board 
meeting in terms of the events, such as issue 
of dividend, buyback of securities etc., as 
specified in Paragraph A (4) of Part A of 
Schedule III to the LODR Regulations. As per 
the extant law, listed entities are required to 
disclose the result of the board meetings 
pertaining to the above-mentioned matters 
within 30 minutes of conclusion of the board 
meeting. SEBI has proposed to amend this 

requirement such that the disclosure would 
have to be made within 30 minutes of the 
board of directors approving such proposal 
even if the board meeting has not concluded 
by then. The rationale behind this proposal is 
that board meeting might stretch to the end of 
the day or even the next, which increases the 
changes of leakage of such information to the 
market and a prompt disclosure would help in 
preventing the same.

2. Compliance obligations of listed entities
In terms of the compliance obligations of
the listed entities, SEBI has proposed to 
remove the requirement of publishing an 
advertisement in a newspaper for certain 
information, as required under Regulation 
47(1)(a) and (c) of the LODR Regulations. As 
listed entities are required to provide such 
information on their own websites as well as 
the websites of the stock exchanges they are 
listed on, the requirement of disclosing such 
information through an advertisement in a 
newspaper was found to be a burden that 
could be dispensed with. SEBI has also 
proposed to modify the obligation under 
Regulation 39(3) wherein listed entities are 
required to inform the stock exchanges 
regarding loss of physical share certificates 
and issuance of duplicate certificates within 
two days of receiving such information. 
Instead, it is proposed that the listed entity 
may file a quarterly report on this issue.

3. Harmonising the LODR Regulations with 
Companies Act
In order to harmonise the requirements under 
the LODR Regulations with the Companies 
Act, SEBI has proposed that any change in 
the name of a listed entity shall be approved 
by its shareholders. According to the 
proposal, the explanatory statement in the 
notice seeking such shareholder approval 
shal l  include a certif icate from a 
practicingchartered accountant or company 
secretary that the proposed name shall reflect 
the activity the company does or proposed to 
do as required under Regulation 45(1) of the 
LODR Regulations. SEBI has further proposed 
to exempt such name changes from the 
requirement of an approval by the stock 
exchange, as the same is being approved by 
the shareholders.

In congruence with the requirements under 
Section 92(3) of the Companies Act, SEBI has 
proposed to add a new clause to Regulation 

46 which would require a listed entity to 
display the annual returns filed by the entity 
on its website. The proposal further requires 
listed entities to disclose all material events 
on their own websites as required to be 
disclosed to stock exchanges under 
Regulation 30(8) of the LODR Regulations. 
SEBI has also proposed to insert a clause to 
Regulation 46(2)(s) which provides that if a 
listed entity has a foreign subsidiary, it should 
upload the consolidated financial statements 
of such foreign subsidiary on the website of 
the listed entity. Based on the informal 
guidance issued by it to HCL Technologies 
Limited, SEBI has provided that if the foreign 
subsidiaries of a listed entity are not required 
to get their financial statements audited, such 
listed entity can upload the un-audited 
financial statements of such foreign 
subsidiary.

Further, SEBI has proposed to do away with 
the requirement under Regulation 26(4), 
which imposes an obligation on non-
executive directors to disclose their 
shareholding in the listed entity, including 
shareholding held on a beneficial basis, at the 
time of their appointment, as the same is 
substantially met with under Regulation 36(3) 
of the LODR Regulations. Regulation 36(3) is 
proposed to be modified to accommodate the 
disclosure of shareholding held on a beneficial 
basis. In order to bring congruity between the 
eligibility criteria of independent directors, 
SEBI has proposed to import the eligibility 
criteria given under Section 149 of the 
Companies Act to Regulation 16(1)(b)(V) of 
the LODR Regulations. However, SEBI has 
opted to maintain a lower threshold for 
pecuniary transactions as compared to the 
Companies Act. SEBI has also proposed to 
insert a clause to Regulation 24A which 
would require listed entities to submit a 
secretarial compliance report within sixty 
days from the end of each financial year.

The corporate governance measures 
proposed by SEBI are positive steps, which 
would improve the existing corporate 
governance framework applicable to listed 
entities. Further, these measures introduced 
by SEBI to harmonise the provisions of the 
LODR Regulations with those of the 
Companies Act would help in maintaining 
uniformity in the compliance requirements for 
listed entities, and help in reducing their 
compliance burden and costs.
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SEBI/ NSE/ BSE Recovery of assets of defaulter member and recovery of funds from debit balance clients of defaulter member for 
meeting the obligations of clients / Stock Exchange / CC -->> SEBI had specified Early Warning Mechanism to 
prevent diversion of client’s securities and consequential action(s) to be initiated by the SE(s), CC(s) and 
Depositories.~~SEBI has asked SE/CC to initiate measures for recovery of the assets not in possession of the SE/CC, 
before the appropriate court of law for liquidating assets (moveable and immoveable assets ) including that of the debit 
balance of clients within six months of the declaring the entities as defaulters. The regulator has noted that in certain 
cases, there is a shortfall of funds or securities with defaulter members to meet the obligation of clients/SEs and 
CCs.~~The recovery of assets would help in meeting the obligations of clients, exchanges, and CC as a recognized stock 
exchange acts as a first-level regulator in the securities market, in so far as trading on its platform by its members is 
concerned.~~Under the norms, exchanges can declare a member as defaulter when, among other reasons, the member 
has not been able to fulfill its obligations.

SEBI-PR SEBI Board Meeting -->> SEBI conducted a Board Meeting on September 29, 2020 wherein it passed the following 
resolutions: Amendment to SEBI( Debenture Trustee) Rules, SEBI (Issue and Listing of Debt Securities Regulations and 
SEBI ( LODR) Requirements), Amendments to SEBI ( Delisting of Equity Shares) Regulations, Facilitate setting up of 
Limited Purpose Repo Clearing Corporation, Amendment to SEBI Mutual Funds Regulations 1996, Amendments to SEBI 
AIF Regulations, Disclosure of Information related to forensic audit of listed entities and Amendment to SEBI (PIT) 
Regulations

SEBI Framework for monitoring of foreign holding in Depository Receipts -->> The framework for issuance of DRs’ by a 
Listed Company was notified by SEBI wherein Indian Depositories (ID) were required to develop a system to monitor the 
foreign holding, including held as DRs, as per the limits prescribed under FEMA and SEBI, and disseminate the information 
regarding outstanding DRs and available limit for conversion. For this purpose, IDs must have necessary arrangement 
with the Domestic Custodian/Foreign Depository and guidelines with respect to the same are provided as under: Listed 
Company to appoint one of the ID as the Designated Depository to monitor limits of DRs. The Designated Depository along 
with Domestic Custodian, other Depository and Foreign Depository (if required) to monitor and disseminate the DRs 
information and the same to be disseminated on website of both the Indian Depositories. Further, the Designated 
Depository shall act as a Lead Depository and the other depository to act as a Feed Depository. Procedure for the 
monitoring of limits, reissuance mechanism and monitoring of Investor group limits are prescribed in the circular.

SEBI Operating Guidelines for Investment Advisers in IFSC – Amendments -->> SEBI has amended the provisions of the 
operating guidelines for IAs in IFSC (operating guidelines) as under: Persons eligible for registration as an IA in IFSC: Any 
entity, being a company or a LLP or any other similar structure recognized under the laws of its parent jurisdiction, 
desirous of operating in IFSC as an IA may form a company or LLP to provide investment advisory services and the 
formation of a separate company or LLP shall not be applicable in case the applicant is already a company or LLP in IFSC. 
Services: Persons seeking registration under the IA Regulations read with these Guidelines shall provide investment 
advisory services only to those persons referred in Clause 9 (3) of the IFSC Guidelines and ensures to comply with the 
applicable guidelines issued by the relevant overseas regulator/authority, while dealing with persons resident outside 
India and NRI(s) seeking investment advisory services from them. The IA/parent entity to fulfil the net worth requirement, 
separately and independently for each activity undertaken by it under the relevant regulations. An IA to conduct annual 
audit in respect of compliance with IA Regulations and these guidelines from a CA/CS.

SEBI/BSE Amendments to guidelines for preferential issue and institutional placement of units by a listed InvIT and REIT --
>> SEBI provided relaxations to REITS and InviTs for preferential and institutional placement of their respective units. 
They can now raise equity capital through the institutional placement route two weeks after a previous such exercise 
where the earlier mandated gap was 2 months.Also changes have been made with respect to the pricing of units by REITs 
and InvITs for preferential issues. The units allotted on a preferential basis using the pricing method set out by the regulator 
shall be locked-in for a period of three years,All allotments arising out of the approval of the same unitholders need to 
follow the same pricing method. For the computation of the lock-in requirement, the units held by the sponsors and 
locked-in for three years in the past, in accordance with REIT and InvIT Regulations, shall be taken into account. The units 
locked-in pursuant to REIT and InvIT norms shall not be put under fresh lock-in again, even though they are considered for 
computing the lock-in requirement, in case the said units are free of lock-in at the time of the preferential issue.

SEBI Circular on Review of provisions regarding valuation of debt and money market instruments due to the COVID - 19 
pandemic -->> Discretion needs to be provided to valuation agencies engaged by AMCs/AMFI for recognition of default 
in case proposal of restructuring of debt is solely due to COVID-19 related stress. Any proposal of restructuring received 
by Debenture Trustees to be communicated to investor. Further, any proposal received by MFs from 
lenders/issuer/Debenture Trustees to be reported immediately to the valuation agencies along with the other material 
information, CRAs and AMFI. AMFI shall immediately disseminate the same to its members. Further, if the valuation 
agency, based on its assessment, is of the view that the proposed restructuring is solely due to pandemic then it may not 
consider the restructuring/non receipt of the dues as a default for the valuation of money market/debt securities held by 
MFs. Valuation agencies to ensure that change in terms of investment, financial stress of the issuer and the capability of 
issuer to repay the dues/borrowings on the extended dates are reflected in the valuation of the securities. If there is any 
difference in the valuation of securities provided by two valuation agencies, the conservative valuation shall be accepted. 
The above modifications permitted to SEBI Circular dated September 24, 2019 shall be in force till December 31, 2020.

SEBI/BSE Relaxation with respect to Validity of SEBI Observations and Revision in issue size -->> SEBI had given certain 
relaxations with respect to validity of SEBI Observations and filing of fresh offer document in case of increase/decrease of 
issue size beyond a particular threshold. There have been representations that in view of the prevailing conditions due to
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Covid-19, the relaxations granted in April 2020 for revision in issue size up to 50% shall continue till March 31, 2021. 
Secondly, the validity of the SEBI observations expiring between Oct 1, 2020 and March 31, 2021 shall be extended up to 
March 31, 2021, subject to an undertaking from lead manager to the issue confirming compliance with Schedule XVI of 
the ICDR Regulations while submitting the updated offer document to the Board. This circular shall come into force w.e.f. 
Oct 01, 2020.

NSE/ BSE Clarification on the contract note format -->> In view of the revised contract note format and guidelines, it is 
highlighted that Members shall have the option to send the contract note in combination with the tax invoice (Contract 
Note Cum Tax Invoice) or segregated aligned as per their internal policy. Members to follow above practice consistently 
for a minimum period of 1 year. Members opting to send “Contract Note Cum Tax Invoice” to incorporate additional fields 
such as IRN and QR code in the existing format as per the given guidelines and revised format enclosed as Annexure A and 
those opting for segregated to use Annexure B.

NSE/ BSE Guidelines/clarifications on Margin collection & reporting -->> The Exchange had issued guidelines/clarifications on 
Margin collection & reporting and has modified 2nd point of Q. no. 3 in Annexure A. If the client buys a share on T day with 
upfront margin and sells the same on T+1 day, client is required to pay separate upfront margin for sale trades as well, 
since Buy and Sell trades are executed on different settlements. However, member can choose to pay for the buy position 
of client (buy value – margin paid by the client) and collect the payout of shares on T+2 day in CUSA and the same can be 
delivered from CUSA on T+3 day towards pay-in for sale trade on T+1 day. Member can post the buy and sale value of 
shares to client ledger on execution of sale, which can be utilized for margin for subsequent client trades. Further, 
securities received in pay out and available in CUSA account (reduced by the appropriate haircut subject to min 20%) after 
adjusting any debit balances in client ledger shall be considered for reporting of margin.

NSE/ BSE Modifications in the STP messaging formats on account of implementation of the Stamp Duty -->> Appropriate 
changes to the messaging standards detailed since it has been decided that stamp duty would be incorporated as a 
separate field in the Straight Through Processing (STP) system with effect from January 01,2021~~Accordingly, STP 
centralised hub, and the STP service providers to make the necessary changes to their STP system to ensure the 
above.~~Members are directed to make necessary changes consequent to the above

NSE Expansion of Colocation capacity - Phase V -->> The Exchange informed that the capacity of the colocation facility is 
being expanded and a new Phase V is being introduced. Members/CaaS vendors intending to procure a rack need to 
submit their rack request via ENIT per the existing process. Those who have submitted a rack desire request via ENIT are 
also required to submit the rack allotment request. Racks shall be allotted only on receipt of rack allotment request as per 
existing process of FIFO. The new Phase V racks shall be available for making applications on ENIT from 10:00 am on 
October 01, 2020.

NSE/ BSE Disciplinary actions for Incorrect/Wrong submission of data towards Holding Statement -->> Members to ensure 
correct submission of data towards Holding Statement as Penalty may vary from warning to Rs. 1 L on case to case basis 
for incorrect submissions effective October 03, 2020.

NSE Provisional Order Rejection Reports -->> CC will now provide provisional order rejection reports along the with the 
reason for rejection provided by respective RTAs. This will provide opportunity to participants to seek clarifications from 
RTA and provide any details required by RTA to validate the orders. Further, participants to note that this will only be an 
additional facilitation provided by CC and decision by RTA to accept/reject orders will be final.

NSE Commodity Transaction Tax Reports -->> CTT01 for TM & CTT02 reports w.r.t Commodity Transaction Tax are revised 
effective October 05, 2020.

NSE Transaction charges for Tri Party Repo Market Platform -->> No transaction charges will be levied on the 
transactions done in Tri-party Repo Market (TRM) platform in Debt Segment of the Exchange from October 01, 2020 to 
March 31, 2021.

NSE Partial modification in market timings on RFQ Platform -->> Partial modification in market timings for T+0 CP and 
CDs only for trades executed on RFQ platform from 4pm to 2pm.

NSE Dissemination of New Indices in Futures and Options Segment -->> This has ref to dissemination of additional 
Indices in the Equity segment. Consequently, the broadcast of the indices will be made available to F&O members in 
NEAT+ terminals under the multiple index inquiry screen with the name as mentioned in the specified table. Members 
using NNF can configure their system to receive the index broadcast as per the Indices fact sheets in Annex 1.

NSE Dissemination of New Indices in Capital Market Segment -->> Exchange proposes online dissemination of specified 
Indices on trading system w.e.f. October 12, 2020. The values shall be provided in Index Broadcast window (Top Right 
corner) and in Multiple Index Broadcast screen in NEAT+ with the specified broadcast name and information also 
available on exchange website. Members using NNF can configure their system to receive the index broadcast. The fact 
sheet of the various Indices also provided in Annexure 1. Exchange shall provide the details in given Indices in in specified 
files and on Exchange website and extranet.

BSE Waiver of Authorised Persons Processing Fees for Derivatives Segments -->> The processing fees to be waived off 
towards registration of Authorised Persons in Equity F&O, Currency and Commodity Derivatives segment from October 
01, 2020 to December 31, 2020 to to increase the participation of intermediaries in the said segments. Further, Processing 
fees shall be levied as applicable towards same in cash segment and cancellation of registration across all the segments.

NSDL Access to e-CAS and value added services on IDeAS-Integration with Net/Mobile banking and DP/Broking 
website -->> NSDL's IDeAS facility offers access to NSDL e-CAS, download of NSDL e-CAS of last 12 months, view of
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latest balance of the demat account along with value based on the previous day closing price, view of transactions of 
demat account of last 30 days, access to NSDL's E-voting facility and download of Form 26AS. It has facilitated 
integration between the DP/broking/net banking/mobile banking portal and IDeAS website to facilitate Clients to access 
the aforesaid VAS. After secured login, DP/Brokers can provide a link on their website for accessing IDeAS facility. On 
clicking the link, the User will be redirected to IDeAS website after carrying out necessary authentication.

SEBI Guidelines for Investment Advisers -->> SEBI has issued guidelines on IAs: Existing clients taking advisory services, 
will not be eligible to avail distribution services and vice versa and new client can either take advisory or distribution 
services which can be chosen at the time of Registration. Further, clients to have discretion to continue holding assets 
prior to the applicability of this segregation and should not be forced to liquidate such holdings. IA to enter into an 
investment advisory agreement with its clients which will be mandatorily to cover the T&C provided in Annexure. Further, 
IA can include additional T&C without diluting the existing provisions. Such agreement with its clients including existing 
clients to be entered by April 01, 2021 and submit a report, confirming the same to SEBI by June 30, 2021. The guidelines 
detail about fees and qualification/experience. ~~ Existing Individual IA having more than 150 clients as on Sept 30, 
2020 cannot onboard more and must register as non-individual IA by April 01, 2021. IA to maintain records of interactions, 
with all clients for the period of 5 years. The adverse findings of the audit, if any, along with action taken shall be reported 
to respective SEBI as specified, IA shall use the investment policy as approved by board/management team for risk 
profiling and suitability analysis. Compliance with Client level segregation of advisory/distribution activities, agreement, 
and fees to be charged are aligned together and to be complied by April 01, 2021 and other measures to be complied by 
Jan 01, 2021.

SEBI-PR/ BSE/ NSDL Implementation of Section 51A of UAPA, 1967: Updates to UNSC’s 1267/ 1989 ISIL (Da'esh) & Al-Qaida Sanctions 
List – Amendment to 11 entries (10 Individuals and one entry in Entities and Groups) -->> MEA has forwarded 
updated UNSC list concerning ISIL (Da’esh), Al-Qaida, and associated entities and who are subject to the assets freeze, 
travel ban and arms embargo and the list is also to be factored under UAPA Act. Updation done through notification 
SC/14299 dated 10 September 2020 amending available information relating to 11 entries (10 individuals and one 
entity/group) in UNSC’s 1267/1989 ISIL (Da'esh) & Al-Qaida Sanctions List. RBI/SEBI Registered to ensure due diligence 
and restrain from doing business at the time of screening and existing registered clients and also report the same under 
UAPA and STR.

SEBI/ NSE/ BSE Alternate Risk Management Framework Applicable in case of Near Zero and Negative Prices -->> SEBI had 
prescribed the Risk Management Framework for the Commodity Derivatives Segment and in order to handle scenarios of 
near zero/negative prices, SEBI constituted a Task Force of CC(s) and market participants to review the risk management 
framework in such cases and following has been decided based on their recommendations: Alternate Risk Management 
Framework shall be applicable in cases of near zero/negative prices for any underlying commodities/futures. The 
commodities having the following characteristics may be in principle treated as permitted to the possibility of near 
zero/negative prices: - Commodities that need specialized storage space in physical markets, which, if not followed, may 
cause environmental hazards, or have other external implications AND Commodities that cannot be disposed of with 
ease. The CCs to ensure the readiness of their systems to implement the prescribed ARMF within 60 days. However, CCs 
who do not presently provide for the clearing and settlement services of any such permitted commodity, are not required 
to update their systems for the prescribed ARMF. This is subject to certification by their Risk Management Committee 
that none of the products being presently cleared by the CC are permitted to near zero and negative prices.

SEBI/ BSE System-Driven Disclosures (SDD) under SEBI (SAST) Regulations, 2011 -->> SEBI implemented the system driven 
disclosures in phases, under SAST and PIT Regulations and vide SEBI circular dated September 9, 2020, it required the 
capturing of PAN of the entities to be done by the Listed Company itself rather than through RTA(s). To align such practice, 
it has been decided to use the procedure for capturing the PAN of the promoters from Listed entities as specified for SAST 
regulations as well: Companies to provide the information including PAN of entities as per PIT Regulations to the 
designated depository. For PAN exempt entities, the Investor’s Demat accounts shall be specified by the company within 
10 days. Any update in the details, the company to update the same. In case of any subsequent update in the details of the 
entities, the company shall update the information with the designated depository on the same day and such changes to 
be informed by designated depository to other depositories on the day of receipt.

SEBI Write-off of shares held by FPIs -->> SEBI had issued an Operational Guidelines for FPIs and DDPs under SEBI (FPI), 
Regulations 2019 wherein write-off of securities held by FPIs who wish to surrender their registration was permitted only 
in respect of shares of companies which are unlisted/illiquid/suspended/delisted. However, it has been decided to permit 
said FPIs to write off shares of all companies which they are unable to sell as per the operational guidelines specified.

SEBI-PR/ SEBI Rationalization of Eligibility criteria and Disclosure requirements for Rights Issues -->> SEBI has decided to amend 
SEBI (ICDR) Regulations, 2018 to rationalize eligibility criteria and disclosure requirements for Rights Issues’ and key 
amendments include: Issuer shall be eligible to make truncated disclosures in terms of Part B: (a) where it has been filing 
periodic reports/statements in compliance with Listing Regulations as applicable, for last 1 year. (b) where 3 years have 
passed after change in management pursuant to acquisition of control or Listing consequent to a scheme of arrangement. 
All other issuers not satisfying Part B conditions shall make disclosures in terms of new set of proposed disclosures i.e. 
Part B-1 which would be more detailed than Part B but shorter than Part A. Threshold increased from Rs. 10 Cr. to Rs 50 Cr., 
for filing requirement of Rights issue draft offer letter with the Board for its observations. Mandatory 90% minimum 
subscription criteria shall not be applicable to those issuers where object of the issue involves financing other than 
financing of capital expenditure for a project, provided that the promoters/promoter group undertake to subscribe fully to 
their portion of rights entitlement. Issuer shall be eligible to make Fast Track Rights Issue, in case of pending show- cause
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notices w.r.t. adjudication, prosecution proceedings and audit qualification, however necessary disclosures along with 
potential adverse impact on the issuer are made in the offer letter.

SEBI Resources for Trustees of Mutual Funds -->> SEBI has issued guidelines on resources for Trustees of Mutual Funds on 
August 10, 2020. Further, on representation received from AMFI, it has been decided that compliance of the aforesaid 
Circular shall be applicable from January 01, 2021.

NSE Surveillance Indicator- update (Un-solicited SMS indicator) -->> Effective Oct 12, 2020, NSE will update SMS -
current and Information as category in surveillance indicator column in scrip master. This would be of tremendous help to 
Members to track the settlement hold up of payout after specified due diligence in earlier circular and risk management 
control in front end and surveillance systems.

NSE Margin and Collateral Reports (F&O, Currency derivative and Commodity Derivative Segment) -->> With regard to 
Margin Obligations to be given by way of pledge/re-pledge, following additional EOD reports shall be provided by NCL 
w.e.f. September 25, 2020: Client collateral benefit for TM (CC01)– It shall provide client level eligible and utilized value of 
client collateral re-pledged to NCL. Client collateral benefit for CM (CC02)- It shall provide TM and client level eligible and 
utilized value of collateral re-pledge to NCL. It will modify MG11 to include margin credit for client/TM level collateral re-
pledged to NCL. It will also modify Security release report where an additional column will be included for depository 
identification. File structure for abovementioned reports is provided in Annexure. Members to ensure integration with 
RMS and back office systems.

NSE Market Data - Changes in Multicast Tick By Tick Stream Broadcast in Currency Derivatives Segment -->> 
Members to note that all existing contracts in the CD segment are being redistributed across 2 streams. Accordingly 
Exchange has provided the updated Multicast IP address and port for MTBT broadcast. Members to refer the Master Files 
for MTBT in CD segment for details regarding tokens broadcasted in the individual stream. The prescribed changes shall 
be effective from mock of October 10, 2020 and will be available in the live environment w.e.f. October 12, 2020. Further, 
there are no changes in the broadcast parameters for Price volume (5 depth 1 second refresh), other related data, master 
updates and market open/close status message broadcast etc. in the CD segment.

NSE NEAT user id password reset and unlocking request through ENIT -->> The Exchange has announced that members 
can submit password reset and unlocking request for branch manager and dealer user ids along with corporate manager 
user ids in Cash, F&O, Currency Derivatives, SLB and Commodity Derivative Segment through ENIT from start of business 
hours of September 25, 2020. Accordingly, email requests for unlocking/password reset of user ids shall not be accepted 
after September 25, 2020.

 
NSE Discontinuation of CONTRACT ddmmyyyy.csv file -->> “CONTRACT ddmmyyyy.csv” file which provides list of newly 

generated contracts for the day in F&O, Currency Derivative and Commodity Derivative segments, is available in common 
folders of each segment on Extranet. Further, Members to note that the information available in above referenced file can 
be referred from segment wise contract .txt file (master file) which is also available in common folder of respective 
segments on Extranet and the Exchange will discontinue the dissemination of the same w.e.f. October 12, 2020.

NSE Non-Neat System Approvals - Reminder -->> With reference to NSE circular related to Non-Neat System Approvals 
dated September 14, 2020, wherein TM’s were requested to provide conformance regarding any Non-Neat Front (NNF) 
system registered with the Exchange by September 29, 2020. Members are once again reminded about the said circular.

NSE Modification of ETF Allotment Report on E-IPO Platform -->> NCL receives allotment information from RTA for 
subscription orders for ETF. This is shared with the participants through subscription allotment report for such orders. 
Further, the RTAs have informed about changes in allotment information for ETF subscription orders provided to CC, and 
accordingly, additional details will be provided to participants in the revised report (provide in annexure) as provided by 
RTAs, effective from September 22, 2020.

BSE Discontinuation of IML In Equity, Equity Derivatives, Currency and Commodities Derivative Segment. -->> 
Exchange proposes to discontinue IML application and support ETI as the only protocol for interactive communication and 
the latest version of ETI API is ETI API version 1.6.4 is available on the website. Availability of Market data (NFCAST) 
without IML: The IML application also serves the market data (NFCAST stream) to the members which helped in 
decompressing the market data and was forwarded to member application. To eliminate the dependency of the same, the 
Exchange has published the decompression logic to the members via API document ~~ Availability of shortage Auction 
facility through IML: The support of facility to participate in shortage auction will continue through IML. There will be a 
new IML exe to participate in Shortage Auction IML which can be used to avail the shortage auction facility. Exchange 
proposes to discontinue the IML application for interactive and market data in cash and F&O segment from 7th December 
2020 (30th November 2020 for Currency and Commodities Derivative Segment). For NFCAST stream via IML, no login is 
required and thus the member can continue to use IML for NFCAST stream even after 7th December 2020 ( 30th 
November 2020 for Currency and Commodities Derivative Segment). However, exchange will not support any new 
changes in IML for NFCAST stream after 7th December 2020 ( 30th November 2020 for Currency and Commodities 
Derivative Segment).

BSE Reversal Trade Prevention Check (RTPC) – in Equity Segment -->> Exchange has now been decided to introduce 
RTPC in the Equity Segment in line with other segment including PAN based Self-trade Prevention Check (STPC) and will 
be made applicable to securities exclusively available on BSE trading platform under X, XT, Z, P, Y, ZP and ZY groups and 
the check will be made live effective September 28, 2020.(Reference FAQ enclosed). The second leg of a reversal trade 
from same PAN shall be automatically cancelled at order matching at real time manner thereby eliminating the potential 
cases of trade reversals on the trading platform 
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Accordingly, a market wide mock trading has been scheduled on September 26, 2020 to enable the TM to conduct 
necessary testing of their trading applications Further, also made available for testing in the simulation environment.

BSE BSE eKYC services (Aadhaar & Video KYC based Investor On boarding Solution) on BSE StAR MF Platform - Update 
-->> Modified E-KYC process- Once Member gets UCC registered and if PAN Status is non- compliance, system will 
initiate eKYC to be completed by Investor and only subscription orders will be allowed as first order for eKYC. As a part of 
joint initiative between BSE & LIC MF, Member to place first order in LIC specified funds only. Once orders are placed, an 
Email/SMS with eKYC link shall be sent to the investor to initiate & complete the process. Investor will be directed to eKYC 
portal wherein they are required to upload documents for eKYC and investors are advised to complete on the same day to 
avoid any RTA rejection. Successfully placed orders will be kept ready for eKYC completion confirmation status and held 
till RTA cut-off timings. Once eKYC is completed by investor, the same will be sent to KRA for further processing and final 
EKYC status will be updated in the system. In case of mismatch, either eKYC might get rejected or investor need to re-do 
the entire process. In case investor has missed completing it, they can use the same link till 48 hrs. For this, member is 
required to initiate new transaction as the first order would be rejected by RTA due to non-completion of eKYC.

BSE Introduction of NACH E-Mandate through Net-Banking /Debit Card based authentication- Update -->> Members 
to note that majority of nationalized and private banks have enhanced the ENACH mandate limit to Rs. 10 lakhs and 
accordingly BSE STAR MF Platform has enhanced ENACH mandate limit to Rs. 10 lakhs. Further, if the destination bank 
of investor has not enhanced the limit, the mandate may get rejected on BSE StAR MF platform

BSE Extension of time for sharing information by listed companies relating to System driven disclosures -->> In terms 
of SEBI circular on Automation of Continual Disclosures under PIT Regulations- System driven disclosures (SDD), the 
listed companies are required to share certain information with designated depository by Sep 18, 2020. Subsequently, 
CDSL and NSDL enabled the listed companies to share the required information with them. On receiving certain 
representations from listed companies, SEBI informed the Exchange that it is extending the time till September 30, 2020 
for aforesaid purpose.

NSDL Temporary relaxation in processing of documents pertaining to FPIs due to COVID-19. -->> SEBI has decided that 
for the entities from jurisdictions which are still under lock down, specified relaxations shall be extended till the time lock 
down is lifted. However, in-transit applications to be processed based on SEBI circular provisions dated Mar 30, 2020: 
DDPs & Custodians may consider and process the request(s) for registration/continuance/KYC/KYC review & any other 
material change on the basis of scanned version of signed documents and for copies which are not certified, received 
from e-mail IDs of their Global Custodians/existing clients and e-mail IDs of new clients received from domains which are 
encrypted with TLS or similar encryption or password protected documents. Further, the above documents to be 
uploaded on KRAs and other intermediaries can rely on said documents. DDPs & Custodians to ensure obtaining the 
original and/or certified documents within 30 days from the date of upliftment of the lock down and if not received then 
the account needs to be blocked for any fresh purchase, and further if not received within 3 months appropriate action 
needs to be taken by SEBI.

NSDL SEBI circular on Recording of all types of Encumbrances in Depository system. -->> Depositories to place a 
system to record all types of encumbrances specified under SEBI (SAST) Regulations, as may be amended from time to 
time. Depositories to follow processes/other norms to stipulate the purpose to capture the said. This is separate from 
pledge/hypothecation whose processes/norms are separately provided in SEBI (Depositories & Participants) 
Regulations. The freeze/unfreeze instructions executed by the Participant for recording all encumbrances will be subject 
to 100% concurrent audit. DP shall not facilitate or be party to any type of encumbrance outside the Depository system as 
outlined herein and above-mentioned provisions to be implemented within 1 month.

SEBI Circular on Mutual Funds -->> Uniformity in applicability of NAV across schemes upon realization of funds- In respect 
of purchase of units of MF schemes (except liquid and overnight schemes), closing NAV of the day shall be applicable on 
which the funds are available for utilization irrespective of the size and time of receipt of such application. Trade 
Execution and Allocation- AMCs to formulate a policy in writing which details about specific activities, role and 
responsibilities of various teams engaged in fund management, dealing, compliance, risk management, etc., regarding 
order placement, execution of order, trade allocation amongst various schemes and other related matters. Such policy 
must ensure that all the schemes and its investors are treated fairly, and the policy must be approved by the Board of 
AMC and the trustees. Further, it must ensure the conditions prescribed in this regard and the applicability of such 
circular is January 1, 2021

SEBI/ NSE/ BSE Collection and Reporting of Margins by TM/CM in Cash Segment - Clarification -->> W.r.t. levy of penalty for non-
collection of other margins on or before T+2 days, it has been clarified that: If EPI is done / pay-in (both funds and 
securities) is made by T+2, the other margins would have deemed to have been collected and no penalty will arise. If 
client fails to make pay-in by T+2 and TM/CM does not collect other margins by T+2, the same will result in levy of 
penalty. It is reiterated that CC shall continue to collect upfront V aR/ELM mandatorily and other margins from TM/CM 
latest by T+2 and preferably earlier as applicable from time to time.

SEBI-PR /NSE/ BSE Regulatory measures to continue -->>  On review of the COVID-19 pandemic related situation, it has been decided 
that the regulatory measures introduced by SEBI including Revision of Market Wide Position Limit ( MWPL) and Revised 
position limits in equity index derivatives (futures and options),Increase in margins only in Equity segment ( F & O stocks 
short listed in risk management criteria of MWPL limit of 50% ),Flexing of dynamic price bands for F&O stocks in view of 
ongoing market volatility will continue to be in force till October 29, 2020. 
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SEBI-PR Clarification pursuant to Circular dated September 11, 2020 - Regarding Asset Allocation of Multi Cap Schemes of 
Mutual Funds -->> SEBI has clarified that MF(s) can rebalance their portfolio in the multi Cap schemes, it can be 
switched over to other schemes by unit holders, merge their Multi cap scheme with their Large cap scheme or convert it 
into another scheme category. Further, SEBI has given time to Mutual Funds till January 31, 2020.

SEBI/ BSE Listing and trading of units of InvITs and REITs on recognized stock exchanges in IFSC -->> IFSC Guidelines 
specifies the types of securities in which dealing may be permitted by SE(s) operating in IFSC. It has been decided to 
permit ‘Units of InvITs and REITs by whatever name called in the Permissible Jurisdictions’ as permissible security and 
such units must meet the following conditions to get listed on stock exchange operating in IFSC: Such InvITs and REITs 
which are incorporated/settled in Permissible Jurisdictions, as may be notified by the GoI from time to time and in this 
regard, GoI has notified the list of Permissible Jurisdictions. Such InvITs and REITs are regulated by the securities market 
regulator(s) in the Permissible Jurisdictions. Such InvITs and REITs are listed on any of the specified international 
exchanges in the Permissible Jurisdiction. SE(s) in IFSC shall evolve a detailed framework prescribing the initial and 
continuous listing requirements for such InvITs and REITs.

SEBI-PR SEBI to empanel Securities Market Trainers (SMARTs) for enhancing Investor Education activities -->> SEBI has 
invited applications from eligible candidates to be empaneled as SMARTs to enhance the Investor Education in securities 
markets. These programs to topics related to Basics of securities markets, rights and responsibilities of investors, 
understanding the risks and rewards of investing in the market, grievance redressal mechanism, etc. and would be 
conducted in vernacular languages along with English and Hindi. Individual SMARTs are expected to conduct 
programmes in their respective districts, so that investors in Tier II and Tier III cities get the benefit. Selection, Application 
form, guidelines, Reimbursement and Eligibility criteria related to Applicants who may be an individual/organization is 
detailed and also given on SEBI website . Last date for application is October 16, 2020.

SEBI -  REPORT FOR Extension of Timeline for submission of public comments on the Formats for Business Responsibility and 
PUBLIC COMMENTS Sustainability Reporting -->> SEBI had mandated top 100 listed to file Business Responsibility Reports as per the 

disclosure requirement proceeded from National Voluntary guidelines on Social, Environmental and Economic 
Responsibility of Business. MCA had constituted a Committee for finalizing Business Responsibility Reporting formats for 
listed and unlisted companies, based on the framework of the NGRBCs. SEBI as a part of theis initiative worked on the 
report which was released on August 11, 2020. The committee brought up the format for business responsibility and 
sustainability reporting which shall be applicable to top 1000 listed entities by market capitalization. The new format will 
be adopted by said listed entities on voluntary basis for F.Y. 2020-21 and mandatorily from the F.Y. 2021-22. Further, Public 
comments are invited on the aforesaid business responsibility and sustainability reporting format by October 18, 2020 as 
per new extended timelines.

NSE/ BSE/ NSDL Cyber Security Advisory - Prevention of DDoS Cyber attacks and Cyber Security preparedness -->> It has been 
observed that there was drastic increase in cyber-attacks on BFSI sector especially on institutes rendering financial 
services. To ensure continuous availability of services and prevent cyber-attacks, all participants to ensure the following: 
Review cyber security safeguards and fix the identified gaps on priority. Review security of internet/private 
communication links for trading and all services exposed to the customers and partners and are protected from cyber-
attacks including DoS/ DDoS attacks. Ensure enough safeguards for private networks from man in the middle type of 
attacks and shall use end to end encryption for communication channels/protocols. Ensure adequate redundancy and 
high availability for private networks provisioned for business operations availing services from multiple service 
providers. Review vulnerabilities and ensure safeguards for targeted application attacks. If employees/outsourced staff 
are working from home, ensure adequate safety and security measures before providing access. Continuously to monitor 
applications and services for their availability and good response time.

NSE/ BSE Internal Risk Assessment of Registered Intermediaries -->> This has reference to the guidelines on AML standards 
and CFT issued by SEBI/ Exchanges from time to time and the obligations of the Members under the Prevention of Money 
Laundering Act. As per the provisions all members to adopt necessary procedures to ensure compliance with AML/ CFT 
directives including undertaking client due diligence, record keeping, transaction monitoring and reporting etc. A 
template for Internal Risk Assessment of members has been prepared which involves data collection from intermediaries 
regarding how each registered intermediary is complying with AML/ CFT norms and also highlights processes that should 
be considered for effective risk management and this can be done through Client Screening, Surveillance and AML 
System. All active Members as on the date of the circular, who have executed trades from April 2015 to March 2020 are 
required to submit the data, consolidated across all Exchanges, as per the aforesaid template.

NSE Interactive Connectivity Parameters - Consolidated Circular -->> Providing the consolidation of all the previous 
circulars issued on Interactive connectivity parameters for trading and Trade Drop Copy facility and the members can refer 
to the annexures for details on the IP and Ports of the Capital Market, F&O, Currency Derivatives , Commodities 
Derivatives segments and SLBM of the Exchange for Interactive connectivity parameters for trading and Trade Drop Copy 
facility.

NSE Non-NEAT System Approvals - Timeline Extension -->> With reference to NSE circular related to Non-Neat System 
Approvals dated August 06, 2020, wherein TM’s were requested to provide conformance regarding any Non-Neat Front 
(NNF) system registered with the Exchange by September 15, 2020. Further, last date for submitting the confirmation 
have been extended till September 29, 2020 and no further extension will be done beyond the aforesaid date.

NSE Introduction of Captcha as additional Two-Factor Authentication (2FA) mechanism for Electronic Book 
Mechanism (EBP) -->> NSE had revised password policy and introduction of session logout for EBP and to enhance the 
security measures, an additional Captcha based authentication along with an OTP based 2FA mechanism has been 
introduced for login into EBP portal which shall be implemented w.e.f. September 24, 2020.
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BSE Master Circular Finance September 14, 2020 -->> Finance department of BSE Limited has issued various circulars on 
Direct Tax Matters, STT and CTT. Further, to enable the users to have access to all the applicable circulars at one place, a 
Master Circular in regards has been prepared up to September 14, 2020 and is enclosed as annexure.

BSE Framework to Enable Verification of Upfront Collection of Margins from Clients in Cash and Derivatives 
segments.(also separately issued for commodity segment) -->> This has reference to SEBI circular on Framework to 
Enable Verification of Upfront Collection of Margins from Clients across all segments on July 20’ 2020. Further, as per the 
said circular procedure to be followed w.r.t. upfront margin across all segments, w.e.f. October 01’ 2020: CCL to send at 
least 4 snapshots of client wise margin requirement to TM/CM, for information on intraday margin requirement per client 
in each segment, taken at random pre-defined time windows. Details of peak margin requirements (along with EOD 
Margin Files) will be provided to TM/CM in the files as mentioned in the annexures. Further, based on above files, 
members to report the margin collected at EOD and peak margin collected during the day. Further, margin reported will be 
compared as following and higher will considered for levying of penalty. Peak margin obligation will be adopted in phased 
manner as specified. Further, shortfall in collection of margins will be calculated by taking into consideration of the above 
and the member should be able to demonstrate the balance peak margin obligation has been funded from the member’s 
own funds. The changes in margin file formats are as annexed and reporting formats shall be effective from October 01, 
2020.

BSE Clarification pertaining to submission of disclosures along with the financial statements by listed entities for the 
purpose of compliance with SEBI CP circulars read with SEBI LODR Regulations, 2015 -->> SEBI has observed that 
some issuers of Listed CPs had not disclosed their CP obligations in the FY 19-20 financial statements, which was 
required under the provisions of the SEBI (CP) circulars read with LODR Regulations. In this regard, SEBI has advised that 
the issuer(s) of the listed CP to disclose detailed data regarding previous due dates for repayment of principal of CPs/ 
NCDs/ NCRPS along with the payments of interest/dividend for NCDs/ NCRPS and whether the same has been paid or not, 
while submitting half yearly/annual financial statements to the Exchange. The issuer should disclose information for all 
outstanding ISINs about previous due date for the payment of interest/dividend for non-convertible redeemable 
preference shares/ repayment of principal of non-convertible preference shares /non-convertible debt securities/CP(s) 
and whether the same has been paid or not. Further, if the issuer has paid any amounts in the current reporting period, 
which was due in the previous reporting periods, the same shall also be disclosed along with the financial results.

BSE Submission of undertaking pursuant to Standard Operating Procedure in the cases of Trading Member leading to 
default -->> With reference to submission of undertaking pursuant to Standard Operating Procedure in the cases of TM 
leading to default, members to submit the scan copy of the undertaking (in pdf ) by September 30, 2020 to the Exchange 
on the email id as given in the circular which will be used for the said the purpose only. Further, members are required to 
take an undertaking on a appropriate value of stamp paper duly notarized and to be signed by the designated director.

BSE Launch of BSE – BIS Standard Gold / Silver -->> BSE currently accepts serially numbered gold and silver bars of the 
specified quality standard of London Bullion Market Association approved refiners. The specified purity for the Gold and 
Gold Mini contracts is 995 with provision to deliver higher quality with proportionate premium, while for the Silver, Silver 
Mini and Silver KG contracts, the fineness is 999 and above with no additional premium. Based on the feedback received, 
BSE is issuing “BSE – BIS Standard Gold/Silver” -2020 Refiner Standards for the empanelment/ accreditation of Refiners 
to deliver on BSE’s various gold and silver contracts and detailed guidelines, Declaration & Undertaking and the format for 
the Refiner agreement with the refiner is annexed.

BSE Entities permitted to undertake e-KYC Aadhaar Authentication service of UIDAI in Securities Market – Addition of 
NSE to the list -->> GoI notified NSE as per the recommendation by UIDAI and SEBI to undertake Aadhaar 
authentication service of the UIDAI. In view of the same, NSE shall undertake Aadhaar Authentication service of the UIDAI 
subject to compliance of the conditions as laid down in this regard.

BSE Liquidity Enhancement Scheme (LES) in commodity derivative segment-Update -->> TM(s) to note that as per the 
provisions of SEBI circular SEBI/ HO/ CDMRD/ DMP/ CIR/ P/ 2016/ 97, effective from September 14, 2020 all the market 
maker orders shall be subjected to ‘Order To Trade Ratio Framework’

CDSL Stamp Duty Utilization Details -->> Stamp Duty Utilization details for the period from August 01- August 31, 2020 is 
placed in Billing folder of the DPs to enable them to reconcile the details of the stamp duty utilized.

SEBI Consultation Paper on review of SEBI (LODR) Regulations, 2015 -->> SEBI has proposed amendments to LODR 
Regulations to strengthen corporate governance and disclosure requirements, to ease the compliance burden on the 
listed entities and to maintain consistency in the LODR Regulations, correlate it with Companies Act and maintain gender 
neutrality. ~~Key Highlights: There are certain provisions applicable to a defined set such as top 100/500/1000 listed 
entities based on market capitalization which being very dynamic, entities stop complying once Mcap goes below 
thresholds ,hence proposed that such provisions relating to defined sets must continue to apply irrespective of any 
change in the M-Cap. ~~Currently, corporate governance provisions are applicable to listed entities with paid up capital 
of more than 10 Cr. and net worth above 25 Cr. It was observed that such listed entities stopped complying with such 
provisions once it fell below the said threshold thus proposed that listed companies must continue to comply with such 
provisions even irrespective of Mcap.~~ It has been proposed a listed entity cannot dispose its shares in its material 
subsidiary resulting in reduction of its shareholding to less than or equal to 50% or cease the exercise of control over the 
subsidiary without passing a special resolution.~~ The listed entity has to disclose the financial results to the Exchanges 
within 30 minutes of board’s approval of financial results rather  than  after the  board meeting to avoid any 
leakages.~~It has been proposed that top 1000 listed entities (instead of 500) based on Mcap (FY March 31) to
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formulate a dividend distribution policy which shall be disclosed in their annual reports and on their website.~~ It is 
proposed that the listed entity shall submit a compliance certificate within 30 days from the end of the F.Y. instead of half 
yearly ~~The Public comments are to be mailed on specified ids latest by October11, 2020 

SEBI/ BSE Automation of Continual Disclosures under Regulation 7(2) of SEBI (PIT) Regulations, 2015 - System driven  
disclosures -->> SEBI has decided to implement the system driven disclosures for members of promoter group and 
designated persons in addition to the promoters/directors of the company (collectively referred as entities) under PIT 
Regulations. The system driven disclosures shall pertain to trading in cash and F&O instruments by the entities. The 
Depositories/SE to make necessary arrangements such that the disclosures pertaining to PIT Regulations are 
disseminated on the websites of respective SE(s) w.e.f. October 01, 2020. The system would continue to run parallel with 
the existing system i.e. entities shall continue to independently comply with the disclosure obligations as applicable to 
them till March 31, 2021. As currently done, the disclosures generated through the system shall be displayed separately 
from the regular disclosures filed with the exchanges. This circular supersedes the earlier circulars dated December 01, 
2015, December 21, 2016, and May 28, 2018 w.r.t. implementation of System driven disclosures under PIT Regulations.

SEBI Circular on Asset Allocation of Multi Cap Funds -->> SEBI has issued guidelines regarding categorization and 
rationalization of Mutual Fund Schemes on October 06, 2017. Further, to diversify the underlying investments of Multi Cap 
Funds across the large, mid and small cap companies and be true to label, SEBI has modified scheme characteristics by 
stating that minimum investment in equity & equity related instruments should be 75%(25% each in large, mid & small cap 
companies) of total assets. Further, all the existing Multi Cap Funds shall ensure compliance with the above provisions 
within one month from the date of publishing the next list of stocks by AMFI, i.e. January 2021.This will lead to churn for 
portfolio rebalancing and shift to small and mid cap investments.

SEBI/ NSE/ NSDL Entities permitted to undertake e-KYC Aadhaar Authentication service of UIDAI in Securities Market – Addition of 
NSE to the list -->> GoI has notified NSE as per the recommendation by UIDAI and SEBI to undertake Aadhaar 
authentication service of the UIDAI. In view of the same, NSE shall undertake Aadhaar Authentication service of the UIDAI 
subject to compliance of the conditions as laid down in this regard.

SEBI Operating Guidelines for Portfolio Managers in IFSC -->> ‘Operating Guidelines for PM(s) in IFSC: All the provisions 
applicable to PM shall also apply to PM setting up IFSC subject to operating guidelines. ~~Registration process for grant 
of certificate of registration shall be as per PMS Regulations. An entity, being a company/LLP which has the minimum 
prescribed net worth can act as a PM in IFSC, in the either of the forms- SEBI-registered intermediary (except as TM/CM) 
or corporate/LLP or any other similar structure recognized under the laws of its parent jurisdiction. Operational 
Compliance: Certification Requirement- Principal officer/employee having decision making authority related to fund 
management and who are resident outside India may have certification which is accredited by a Financial Market 
regulator in that foreign jurisdiction but NISM certification shall be mandatory, if Indian securities markets are being 
traded. Minimum Net worth: USD 7.5L. Client Eligibility to avail PMS: IFSC - PM shall provide PMS only to those persons 
referred in IFSC Guidelines-Clause 9(3). Minimum investment amount- USD 70,000. Segregation of funds- PM operating 
in IFSC shall keep the client funds in a separate account to be maintained by them in the IFSC Banking Unit (IBU) as 
permitted by RBI. Fee- Application fee- USD 1500, Registration fee for certificate- USD 15000 and registration fee every 3 
years from date of certificate- USD 7500.

SEBI/ SEBI- PR/ BSE Re-lodgement of Transfer Requests Shares -->> Cut-off date for re-lodgement of transfer deeds is fixed to March 31, 
2021. Further, the shares that are re-lodged for transfer (including those request that are pending with the listed company 
/ RTA, as on date) will now be issued only in Demat mode.

NSE Client Margin Reporting (Cash, F&O, Currency Derivative and Commodity Derivative Segment) -->> CC shall send 
minimum 4 snapshots of client wise margin requirement to TM/CM/ Custodians w.r.t. intraday margin requirement per 
client/ TM/CP and such snapshots would be taken in pre-determined time windows. The formats of the file containing the 
intra-day margins enclosed as Annexure. The client wise margin file shall contain the EOD margin requirements and the 
peak margin requirement of the client/TM/CP, across each of the intra-day snapshots and the revised file format for 
MG12/MG13 are provided in Annexure. Further, (a) EOD margin obligation shall be compared with the respective 
client/TM/Custodial Participant margin available with the TM/CM at EOD and (b) Peak margin obligation across the 
snapshots, shall be compared with respective client/TM/Custodial Participant peak margin available with the TM/CM 
during the day and higher of the shortfall in collection of the margin obligations at (a) and (b), shall be considered for 
levying of penalty. The above changes in file formats and reporting formats shall be effective from October 01, 2020 but 
peak margin obligation of client across snapshots, shall be adopted in a phased manner starting from 25%,50%,75% and 
100% by Dec 2020,March 2021,June 2021 and Sept 2021 respectively.

NSE Change in the link to access Member Portal -->> Members to use specified to access new member portal application 
w.e.f. September 7, 2020.for Extranet, UCI. The preferred browser to be used is Google chrome.

NSE Non-Neat System Approvals - Reminder -->> TM(s), Empaneled Vendors and Application Service Providers to ensure 
that any NNF system should not have the default option of providing preference to any trading venue at the time of placing 
orders. For TMs offering more than one trading venue, a provision of all exchanges should be made available and a trading 
venue should be chosen while placing each order and TM’s to provide confirmation in this regard. Further, TM’s are once 
again advised to submit their conformance on Member Portal and comply with the requirement, latest by September 15, 
2020.

NSE/ BSE Submission of undertaking pursuant to Standard Operating Procedure in the cases of Trading Member leading to 
default -->> SEBI had issued a Circular on SOP in the cases of TM/CM leading to default and in view of the same, all
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members are advised to provide a list of all its bank accounts and submit an undertaking enabling the Exchange/CC to 
instruct the bank(s) of the members to freeze the bank account(s) for debits in the cases of TM/CM leading to default. 
Further, such undertaking must be submitted by September 30, 2020. Further, members to note that for all new bank 
accounts, members are required to submit the additional undertaking within 7 days of the opening of the account.

NSE/ BSE Investor Awareness regarding margin by way of pledge of securities -->> Members to create awareness amongst 
clients/investors w.r.t. procedure of pledge/re-pledge and upfront margin collection for Cash Segment~~Members to 
ensure compliance display the following on their respective websites homepage prominently indicating Securities can 
only be pledged through DP as collateral towards Margin w.e.f. Sep 1, 2020.~~Investors to update their mobile no. & 
email Id with their Broker/DP and receive OTP to create pledge.~~Upfront Margin of 20% on transaction value for cash 
segment.~~Exchange FAQ and continuous guidelines to be referred by investors~~Investors to verify monthly CAS 
issued by NSDL/CDSL.

NSE Collateral-Yes Bank Limited -->> Members to note that fresh/renewals of Bank Guarantees and Fixed Deposit Receipts 
issued by Yes Bank Limited as an empaneled bank shall be accepted. Further haircut in respect of shares of Yes Bank 
Limited provided as collaterals shall be revised from 100% to applicable haircuts as per the extant rules of NCL.

NSE Liquidity Enhancement Scheme in Gold Mini Options -->> With reference to NSE circular on Liquidity Enhancement 
Scheme in Gold Mini Options dated June 15, 2020, market maker orders will be subject ‘Order to Trade’ as per the 
provisions of the SEBI circular dated September 27, 2016.

BSE Enhancements in Trading System for Equity segment -->> Rationalization of Client Types- Going forward, only 2 client 
types will be available, namely CLIENT & OWN in Equity segment. Facility to provide valid CP code or INST when placing 
orders for custodian settled trades. Modification of CP code possible only for fully pending orders (partially no CP code 
modification) through the existing order modification process. Post trade modification available as specified. Further 
along with other enhancements to facilitate CP code, Trade file for TM shall undergo changes to incorporate CP code 
related fields. No change in the existing ETI API, IML API and IML .exe versions as the existing versions shall support the 
given enhancements. Annexure attached herewith for the format of participant master file and updated file format of trade 
and order log file for TM's along with sample files. Front, Back office, Surveillance systems to initiate changes as 
specified. Availability of simulation environment to test these enhancements shall be communicated separately. Changes 
will be effective Nov 02,2020.

BSE Classification of Options - SPAN Risk Parameter. -->> ICCL is planning to modify the SPAN Risk Parameter file for 
Type-Option and revised flag as OOP for the Commodity Derivative Segment and the said changes shall be implemented 
w.e.f. October 10, 2020.

BSE Single Sign On for members- Upgrade -->> TM(s) to note that a mandatory version upgrade is available for Member 
Single Sign On and all members to migrate to the upgraded version. Further, existing SSO portal will be de-commissioned 
by 30th September 2020 and access to the applications at the Exchange will be available only through the upgraded SSO 
portal from 1 October 2020 and members can refer to the schedule provided for migration to the new portal.

CDSL TEMPLATE FOR INTERNAL RISK ASSESSMENT OF DPs -->> A template for Internal Risk Assessment of DP(s) has 
been prepared which involves data collection from DPs regarding how each DP is complying with AML/CFT norms and 
highlights that should be considered along with other details about process and data through screening, surveillance and 
AML System. DP(s) to fill up the template and submit the same. Further, Main DP should consolidate the data pertaining to 
its live connected branches with Main DP and submit the same by EOD of September 21, 2020. File Name will be DPID_DP 
Short Name_IntRiskAssessment.xls and should be emailed to vijayk@cdslindia.com, manalib@cdslindia.com and 
heenaj@cdslindia.com.

CDSL CORRIGENDUM TO MASTER CIRCULAR FOR DEPOSITORIES DATED OCTOBER 25, 2019 ON PRESERVATION OF 
RECORDS -->> To align the provisions of the D&P Regulations, 2018 with that of Master Circular for Depositories dated 
October 25, 2019, Section 4.6 (i) - Preservation of Records shall be replaced with Depositories and DP(s) to preserve the 
records and documents for a minimum period of 8 years. Paragraph 2 of SEBI circular MRD/DoP/DEP/Cir- 20/2009 dated 
December 9, 2009 stands partially modified as: In terms of Regulations 54&66 of the SEBI (D&P) Regulations, 2018, 
Depositories and DP(S) to preserve the records and documents for a minimum period of 8 years

CDSL MARGIN PLEDGE / MARGIN RE-PLEDGE IN THE DEPOSITORY SYSTEM -->> SEBI has advised to create awareness 
among investors with regard to procedure of pledge/re-pledge of securities and placing them as collateral with their 
TM/CM and TM/CM shall, inter alia, accept collateral from clients in the form of securities, only by way of ‘margin pledge’, 
created in the Depository system.

Compiled by Rekha Shah with Team Power Updates, Analyze N Control
The firm specialises in helping Broking houses in Operational process set up and also has softwares focussed on compliances - 
regulatory search engine - www.circularsnorders.com and has a state of the art client screening product duly integrated with 
Anti Money Laundering and Surveillance product.
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being and not merely the absence of disease 
or infirmity. This definition was further 
revised in 1986, to Good Health is a resource 
for everyday life, not the objective of living”. 
Health is a positive concept emphasizing 
social and personal resources, as well as 
physical capacities. Today in 2020, truly 
health as a concept has a much wider 
spectrum and that entails a wholesome Life 
Wellness. Life Wellness is an actively, 
handcrafted, goal oriented process of 
becoming aware of your surroundings and 
your inner self. This awareness enables 
decision making power that further fuels 
choices towards, a healthy, completeand 
fulfilling life. Wellness is away from just being 
disease free. It’s a holistic way towards 
accepting and living life meaningfully and 
being aware of not just your physical self but 
your mental, emotional and spiritual self. It’s 
a process of accepting change, accepting 
new ways, defining new ways, and 
becoming a catalyst of your own growth. A 
higher conscious self, focussed on inner-
wellbeing, which is constantly evolving and 
striving towards achieving equilibrium and 
full potential in oneself

Mr. Virus version 2020 

Let’s begin with some pre COVID era cliché 
now that it has become the most important 
phenomenon in the present COVID impacted 
world. A few months ago, not just the spread 
of a virus but a never seen before, a global 
humbling phenomenon began to surface, 
shadow our lives, take shape and emerge as 
a reality in the whole wide world. Truly, the 
world woke up to a sudden, oblivious, forced, 
but a diligent mind-set tuned to thinking 
about life in a more meaningful way. A life 
away from the, oh so regular thoughts of 
w e a l t h ,  e n j o y m e n t ,  f a s h i o n ,  t h e  
extravaganza and above all, a life surrounded 
around the constant thoughts of building 
wealth and the power attached to it. If you 
ask why, well the culprit is a tiny but mighty 
to say the least Mr. Virus, who brought the 
world economy to a standstill. Perhaps a 
sharply focussed Mr. Virus, aiming to qualify 
its prey as just a living mortal with low 
immunity, it did not matter to it whether it 
was the Mr. President of the world’s 
strongest economy or a global icon Mr. 
Amitabh Bachchan. And now that we 
thought it was all about physical immunity, 
Mr. Virus is hell-bent to prove all theories 
wrong, by becoming guest in the body of the 
god himself, Christiano Ronaldo. Well the 
mighty Mr. Virus has the power to effect, 
infect and impact anyone or everyone. Thy 
Lord, Full Stop. 

Therefore, how humbling is this, when the 
yardstick of one’s existence is neither money 
nor fame or power but a generous 
combination of your precious inner, mental, 
emotional, strength, on the strong base of 
scientific immunity. In the midst of a global 
pandemic, mounting infection rate and 
deaths all across, in our own thoughtful 
ways, we as humans, started dwelling upon 
and asking deep questions like, how 
important it is to live every moment of one’s 
life? How important it is to find “Real 
Purpose” of your Life? Or how important it is 
to just be Alive? 

I quote, World Health Organization, it defined 
health in 1948 as “Health is a state of 
complete physical, mental, and social well

YOU DO EVERYTHING &
ONE DAY YOU JUST DIE!

By Poonam Vijay Thakkar
Life Wellness Coach & Mentor of Change (Niti Aayog)
Founder #SupportSaturdays 

FEATUREFEATURE

Bravery

Survival

 is a higher virtue; you can’t become 
brave in life if only good things have 
happened to you! This world pandemic has 
given us a vision ahead on how the life needs 
to be lived and cherished and if you manifest 
a brave self by deeply combining your inner 
energies that when the magic starts 
happening within you. Mr. Virus, has taught 
us that there is so much more to just living 
life. Building life wellbeing is truly an art of 
handcrafting a life that you can cherish while 
living it. Simply put, what’s the point of 
having an ice-cream, if it is not giving you 
sugar rush led happiness in the moment, the 
heavenly experience of happiness that it 
must give to our senses right at the moment 
of while having it or what’s the point of 
stacking millions in your bank account, if it’s 
not able to give you an experiential joy of 
feeling happy right in the moment. Life is lived 
now, at this moment and every such moment 
is becoming the building block of a well- 
crafted future. Bravery is in accepting the 
flaws and in correcting them by learning to be 
physically, mentally and emotionally fit, 
strong, content and happy channelizing your 
inner strength towards a wholesome 
experience of being truly alive. 

 the other side of the story is also 
about “Survival” and your “Time on the 
Earth”, Corona or no Corona, I wonder, does it 
even matter? To understand these questions 
let’s dwell deeper into the phenomenon of 
mindful living but with some data.Any non-
COVID death in COVID era, is a wakeup call, 
there is no age, no time, no relevance, no idea 
literally for one to plan for the “Last Day”. If at 
all there is something in our hands then that is 
“Today” when we are alive, at this moment, 
when we can think, feel and breath, it’s this 
time to connect with as many human beings 
as we can, enrich our lives with experiences, 
make memories, make a difference in 
whatsoever manner we can, be of help to 
unknown, uplift others, just be human to 
anyone and everyone!Your 9 to 7 job is not 
“Your LIFE”, though it an integral part of your 
very BIG life! It’s the purpose that needs to be 
figured out and then to be fit into your greater 
circle of influence. It’s the Purpose of living 
and it’s the purpose of thriving and creating a 
magnetic field where everyone around you

Truly, the world woke 
up to an obviously 

forced but a diligent 
mind-set of thinking 
about life in a more 
meaningful way. A 

life away from the oh 
so regular thoughts 

of wealth, 
enjoyment, fashion, 
the extravaganza 
and about all the 
monies and the 
power attached

to it.
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feels empowered because of your presence 
in whatever little manner you can make it 
visible. 

 says wellness has perhaps been 
one of the most popular words around the 
world. Excerpts of a 2020 Deloitte Survey 
says, 54 % Gen Zs and 57% millennials in 
India said they were stressed all or most of 
the time. They were concerned about family 
welfare, long-term finances, and job 
prospects. Many took time off work due to 
stress, though some of them told their 
employers it was for a different reason. This 
is a serious matter as over 50% of the 
majority of our workforce are stressed. There 
definitely is a lot that is keeping well-being 
elusive, even for our young workforce. The 
time is ripe for across organizations and in 
families to understand what can be done to 
address Emotional and Mental Health. From 
workforce point of view, for millennials and 
Gen Z, work from home is working fine, but a 
stark contrast has been found by LinkedIn’s 
#WorkforceConfidenceIndex, 42% remote 
workers in India are concerned about 
working long hours and balancing 
personal/professional lives while dealing 
with high level of stress. 

 did you know that we have 3 
brains? Yes, you undoubtedly know about the 
brain in your head, but science has 
discovered that the microbes in our gut and 
the electrical signals from our heart are read 
by the brain and can dramatically influence 
our mood and behaviour as well as our mental 
and physical health. Your Mind is just like the 
CPU of your computer, battery of your phone 
or the bullet in your Gun! Now it’s up to you 
how you want to use it. Human Mind is a 
power house, only if we knew how to 
optimize our own potential. And a powerful 
agile mind is not needed by select few, but all 
to make the most of our lives or crush your 
problems, the first thing you would ever need 
is a Strong Mind. An elite Olympic athlete 
over and above skill set and talent is always 
looking for the mental edge, a busy
super professional juggling dozens of 
responsibilities is only looking for that mental 
edge, or if you’re currently feeling a bit “off” 
or “stressed out” like so many others, all you 
need is a mind power strategy to empower 
you to be your best you and overcome 
momentary hurdles that exist in our head due 
to temporary failures. 

 no need to challenge, 
we all know no one could ever have predicted 
a world pandemic of this stature and this 
magnitude. Did we fail, no we did not, we 
sailed through and are sailing through this 

Research

Three Brains,

Power of Negotiation,

rough patch. Very similar to the Jan 21, 
2008,worldwide stock market devastation. 
The mayhem of life and death in the 
professional world that heralded the death of 
white collared professionals who were 
forced to end their lives due to financial blood 
bath, a saga that rippled and travelled 
countries to countries, a fleet of businesses 
that were forced to shut shops and countless 
people who became jobless before it was the 
dawn. How disheartening this could be 
because nothing was in your hands!I search 
for one expert who predicted the 
Pandemonium of 2020, to be this calamitous 
for the human kind on the mother earth. 
Forget about the industries or businesses the 
life in its most meaningful meaning is - 
“Ambiguous”. There exists a most definite 
reason for turbulences, because the flow has 
to move on, the energy is constantly moving 
on, fast, slow or racing within the amour of 
your very existence, it’s speeding and 
moving ahead to reach its goal. When we go 
through troubled times we use the 
indispensable 'Power of Negotiation'. We 
don’t give up with negotiate with a situation. 
It is crucial to learn how to negotiate with 
your own life. It's a superior art, life -skill. In 
stock markets we say never put all your eggs 
into one basket, divide your risk! Life is also 
same, keep searching your reasons for your 
being more than a mere existence in life, be 
engaged, and learn how to negotiate in life, 
build multiple doors for yourself and try to be 
human because of the simple reason that 
animals cannot speak, humans can! 
Speaking helps, discussing helps, it cannot 
be emphasized more that “Expression of 
Thoughts”, a simple “Conversation” could be 
the most important “shied” we as humans 
have to wade through dark clouds that 
sometimes can blind us into thinking - “It’s 
time to Quit or its Over”. 

 
Ikigai is a a concept of Japanese Secret of 
reason for being alive or the purpose of life. 
As they say, the purpose of life is to find a 
purpose in life. In Indian mythology and in 
ancient language in Sanskrit we say, "Aham 
Brahmasmi" meaning I’m the ABSOLUTE. I 
have the colossal amount of inner- power that 
lies within me to Build and Re-build. I must 
respect my master that is “Me” and I must 
follow the true light of abundance and bliss 
that is hidden within Me!

 is all about 
abundance, feeling of abundance and 
generating constant thoughts of abundance 
within the realm of your current life realities. 
Life Wellness is the harmonious trinity of 
Physical, Mental & Emotional Health and the 

The Japanese & Indian Lens of Purpose

Trinity of Life Wellness

true integrated science behind immunity that 
is created from within in a human body. Not 
necessarily a physically healthy person is 
mentally or emotionally healthy too and vice a 
versa. But an optimum life demands 
equilibrium in all spheres to lead a life of 
fulfilment and content. 

Mr. Virus is a wakeup call for humankind. A 
wakeup call that has forever changed the 
ways of living for us. This has put humanity 
under the test of various kinds of pressures 
be it emotional, financial, mental, physical or 
spiritual. A 21st century phenomenon of the 
survival of the fittest, a wakeup call telling us, 
that you might end up doing everything in life 
to reach abundance the “one day” in future 
and “one day”un-alarmingly you will just die 
leaving everything behind. Perhaps this is the 
life’s biggest mystery that this one day can 
never be predicted, so every day is that “day” 
giving us an opportunity to live today. It’s a 
wakeup call for us to start appreciating 
minimalistic life and chasing true bliss.

Jaan Hai Toh Jahan Hai!
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that it’s a goal for all to achieve
and accomplish… a part of their 
organizational culture. 

It’s encouraging to read statistics how 
today’s leaders, organizations and 
employees are more than easy on 
welcoming, onboarding, and work with 
diverse teams. However, we are quite 
far from our goal and probably that’s 
why we are still talking about this 
today.

A Leaders has 4 aces in his deck of 
cards that he must use to bring in 
diversity in his workplace 

It’s high time that 
leaders accept that we fail to walk 
the talk. Let’s start having open 
discussions with the hir ing 
managers about importance of this 
areas and how urgently this needs 
to be addressed. Appraise them of 
this unconscious biasness. Not to 
forget how rejection at the hiring 
stage and that too for being different 
can affect people and their families a 
great deal. With AI venturing into 
the selection process, I am sure this 
area won’t be neglected and 
keywords will be more accepting of 
this terminology, diverse talent and 
thus shortlisting more and more 
candidates 

Many candidates 
however skilled they may be ,shy 
away to apply with organizations 
despite knowing that the system is 
quite worthy of their expertise 
,simply because they are unsure of 
their acceptance in those high tower 
buildings and polished titles. An 
effort to incorporate signs of 
diversity in the marketing creatives

a. Communication: 

b. Visual Relevance: 

Diversity without 
Inclusion is like 
sowing seeds
of different 

flowers on an 
agricultural land 

and watering 
only FEW 
SEEDS.

mountains, river, sea and ocean, all 
have their own contribution and stay 
unique and true to their purpose and 
what they bring to our lives. Any 
imbalance creates a disharmony in 
nature and affect all of us. 

Beyond a checkbox- Inclusion and 
Diversity 
This article will take us through the 
pockets of diversity and inclusion. We 
will peep through the ways we can pin 
up the holes and create an ecosystem 
of a more diverse pool of talent in
our organisations to accommodate
the 4th industrial revolution. With 
digital transformation and artificial 
intelligence on the driving seat lets 
makes this change and understand 
how these energies together can 
explode into a whole big gamut of 
opportunities acting as a catalyst for 
both professional and personal growth 

Diversity and inclusion is an 
organizational requirement and is 
definitely beyond checking the box that 
gives organization the liberty to flaunt 
their superficial support for the cause 
.Well just as there are 2 sides of the 
coin , there are organizations that stand 
by the cause and support it whole 
heartedly and is indeed commendable. 
However we need more of such 
companies .

Having a different color, belonging to a 
different gender ,having a different 
orientation , coming from a unique 
ancestry & ethnicity ,mastering 
different skill sets, harboring a different 
perspective doesn’t make anyone less 
skillful , less intelligent , less eligible or 
less capable to take an honored seat 
next to you .They are as much a part of 
the whole as everyone of us are . Just 
like the 5 elements that make the earth. 
Air, water, fire wind and space that 
creates a natural balance. All 4 of them 
together originate from space and also 
return to space. The highlands, 
lowlands and plains, rocks and 

Organizations are no different. It is 
important to create a well-rounded 
culture Hiring diverse employees is the 
solution to have a perfect balance and 
the fulcrum lies with the leadership. 
There is more than one way of doing it. 
The paint brush is in the hands of the 
leader of the organization .The picture 
they color is the picture that stays with 
every vertical and discipline within the 
organization year on year until the new 
awakened leadership adds a dash of 
color to this picture …the color of 
diversity and inclusion that filters down 
as the vision and goal of any 
organization. The employees are bound 
to align themselves to these goals to 
achieve what the company brand 
stands for. This is where inclusion and 
diversity need to be weaved in, right 
into system of the organization so

BEYOND A CHECKBOX-
INCLUSION AND DIVERSITY

By Archanna Gaarg
Founder & CEO
Power Talk with Archanna

FEATUREFEATURE
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organization. It brings down the 
attrition levels within the organization 
and definitely the cost involved in 
onboarding and training a new recruit 
to stay aligned with the organizations 
mission, vison and goals.

Another way of creating a strong foot 
hold in the area of diversity and 
inclusion in any organisations is to 
have a diverse board. The policy 
makers themselves become the key to 
unlock this road block. This changes 
the entire mindset of the team. A 
strong leader with a progressive 
approach develops leaders that can 
bring policies into action and that’s 
when we can see the change coming 
in. This is your contribution in bringing 
together the UN sustainable goals into 
practice and for many to follow your 
footsteps. 

As I bring this to a close there is only 
one thing that comes to my mind, that 
in a country like India where we have 
28 states and where regional 
languages change after few 1000 
kilometers and still stand strong under 
the tricolor, its times for all of us to 
come together and embrace diversity 
and inclusion with an open heart and be 
the change makers to take this to the 
world and make world a better place to 
be in for everyone.

their area of expertise .Emotional 
intelligence of the leaders make a 
huge contribution here and help 
bring the entire system to work in 
tandem with each other and to 
synergize their energies in a way 
that it helps employees achieve 
both personal and organizational 
goals.

The answer is no. “Diversity without 
Inclusion is like sowing seeds of 
different flowers on an agricultural land 
and watering only FEW SEEDS”

- Archanna Gaarg 

To build an inclusive brand ,leaders 
need to be on their toes all the time .It’s 
a culture that starts with them
and percolates down to everyone
in the system For it to stay there
it’s important to include diverse teams 
in decision making process. To 
encourage them to run on an 
autonomous mode. To let them know 
that they have the back of their leader. 
To let them know that they are a 
valuable part of the whole, to let them 
know that their contribution is valuable 
and they are being heard and 
recognized for their work and team 
spirit. Our team is our intellectual 
capital .They build our business .It is 
more than important and wise for us to 
build their careers, nurture their 
leadership instincts by instilling right 
mindset in them 

This improves the productivity of the 
employees in more them one way and 
uplifts the mood of the office and keep 
energy within the teams very positive 
as everyone becomes very receptive 
and encouraging of the ideas and 
perspectives of everyone else in the 
team.

Growth and achievements of personal 
and organizational goals is the product 
of diversity and inclusion. It also sets in 
a sense of respect and mutual 
admiration of one another in the
team which is a good sign for any

Is Diversity at work the be all and 
end all of the game?

of your organization will definitely 
motivate many to make an attempt 
and take that first step to put forth 
their candidature for your perusal 
.After all everyone deserves a 
chance or even more. Creating a 
connect with people by exhibiting 
your thoughts is a great way. The 
right image that embraces diversity 
can be your first call to action on 
your organization’s social posts to 
let  people know that  your 
organization supports diversity 

 Word of mouth is the most 
economical and fast spreading 
technique of sending out the 
message to your target audience. 
Open discussions with the current 
employee base makes them ready 
to embrace diverse talent which 
helps create a very positive and 
welcoming ecosystem for the
new team before they are 
onboarded and works wonders for 
d iverse teams with in  the 
organizations. Discussions on how 
different perspectives can bring
in multi layers growth in an 
organization opposed to linear 
growth patterns help more and 
more people to embrace diversity. A 
clear understanding in these 
matters among employees go a long 
way aligning the employees to the 
company’s goals . Every employee 
grows with the growth of the 
company. A more diverse team 
helps bring in more ideas, fosters 
innovation and lead to business 
growth and cultivate a workplace 
culture that inspires diversity 

 Studies 
show that diversity in teams 
enhance performance of fellow 
colleagues thus better chances of 
everyone to look forward to better 
positions within the organization 
and grow alongside other collogues 
in the system. This makes it 
important for teams to be subjected 
to performance audits to help
them understand how diversity
in community help them stay 
innovative, shine out and excel in

c. Leverage the current employee 
base:

d. Performance Management:
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`Today we live in the ‘e-age’, an era that 
began with technological revolution. One 
of the greatest find of this revolution was 
the ‘internet’. The internet was originally 
introduced for mere communication 
purposes, however over time it has 
become one of the most widely used 
modes for carrying commercial activity. 

On the internet, commercial activities are 
carried out by companies on their 
respective webpages. Just how in the real 
world we locate a place by its address, in 
the cyberspace webpages are located 
through Internet Protocol (IP) address on 
the internet. IP address are numerical in 
nature and lengthy, which make it not 
catchy and difficult to remember. With 
increasing popularity of internet, there was 
a need to introduce a friendly alternative to 
IP address – Domain names. Domain 
names are user-friendly form of IP address. 

Domain names consists of two parts: top 
level domain and second level domain. Top 
level domain can be seen in the right most 
part of domain names and are divided into 
two: generic top-level domain (gTLD) like 
‘.com’ and country code top level domain 
(ccTLD) like ‘.in’, ‘.au’. Function of the gTLD 
is to provide information as to type of 
organization while ccTLD provide 
information about location. Second level 
domain are what we see on the left-hand 
side like ‘amazon, zara’. In order to get 
domain name, you need to register it with 
respective registries. 

Domain name system is currently 
governed by ICANN. The gTLDS are 
governed directly by ICANN through its 
registries, while ccTLDs are governed by 
respective governments.

Moving away from its initial function, 
domain names have come a long way. 
Domain names have played pivotal
role in modern day e-commerce. The 
identification of goods and services as the 
goods services of a specific company is 

indispensable to modern day commerce. 
Domain names are electronic signs on 
virtual storefronts. 

In real world, logos, 
names, taglines of 
business that act 

as business 
identifiers are 
nothing but 
trademarks. 

Trademarks helps 
the consumer 

identify the source 
or origin of the 

goods or services. 

married couple: can’t stay with one other 
but also can’t stay without each other. 

Since the business are concerned about 
establishing their identity over the internet, 
picking a suitable domain name is not easy. 
One of the ways resorted to by the 
businesses is to use their trademark as 
domain name. The reason behind this that 
a trademark which is already well 
established to identify the business in real 
world would foster the establishment of 
the identity of business in cyberspace. It 
would also make it easy for customers to 
locate the business on the internet by 
simply typing out the trademark. Thus, the 
trademark in form of domain name can be 
used to identify the business in the virtual 
world. For example, the software company 
Prism Cybersoft Private Limited, uses its 
trademark ‘Prism’ for its domain name i.e. 
Prism. in making it easy for its customers 
to identify with the brand even in the virtual 
world. The use of trademark in a domain 
name is equivalent to using TM on a 
billboard or in advertising. 

In other scenario, where domain names are 
not registered trademarks but posses all 
characteristics of trademarks can be 
protected under law of passing off under 

1Trademarks act 1999.  

Since both trademarks and domain names 
have different registration systems, quite 
often there arises a dispute where both 
parties have legitimate use and right to 
domain name. This happens when one 
party has trademark over the name in 
question and the other party has registered 
domain name for the name in question. 
Such situations occur more frequently then 
what we assume as the only requirement 
of domain name registration is that it 
should be available. 

The interesting relation between the two 
has led to number of mischiefs in this field 
like cybersquatting, typo-squatting, and 
reverse domain name hijacking. 

In real world, logos, names, taglines of 
business that act as business identifiers 
are nothing but trademarks. Trademarks 
helps the consumer identify the source or 
origin of the goods or services. Trademarks 
in India are governed by the Indian 
trademark act. TM gives the holder an 
exclusive right to use the mark in exclusion 
to others and allows them bring legal 
action in case of infringement.

In cyberspace, the function performed by 
trademarks in the traditional commerce is 
performed by domain names.

Domain names help the customer reach 
the website of particular business. 
Popularity of e-commerce has not only led 
domain names to act as business 
identifiers but also is considered as most 
important by the traders since it is the 
name that attracts customers.

Though trademark and domain name 
perform similar function in parallel 
universes, they are interrelated. The 
relationship between them is like an old 

BATTLE OF THE ADDRESSES

TECH-SPEAKTECH-SPEAK

By Legal Intern
Prism Cybersoft Private Limited.
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TECH-SPEAKTECH-SPEAK

Cybersquatting is one of the most common 
mischief. It is intentional registration of 
well-known trademark in name of third 
party with intention to either sell it or 
prevent the trademark holder from gaining 
access to it or to divert traffic. In layman’s 
term, it is an act of extortion wherein a 
third-party, having no genuine right in the 
trade name/trademark, fraudulently 
registers a confusingly similar domain 
name with a view of trading in on the 
reputation and goodwill of a bonafide 
proprietor. It often leads to consumer 
frauds, impairs electronic commerce and 
deprives the trademark owners of revenue 
and consumer goodwill. The main purpose 
is to make easy money by selling domain 
name at sky-high prices.

2The classic case of McDonalds  will help 
us understand this better. In 1994, a 
journalist preparing an article on domain 
name policy realized that mcdonalds.com 
was available. He registered the domain 
name. The fast-foodchain McDonalds 
pressured the networks solutions Inc. into 
taking action against the journalist. Finally, 
the company had to pay $3500 for 
retaining the domain name. 

Another interesting case is that of MTV. In 
3MTV Networks v. Curry , MTV Networks 

(MTV) sued one of its former “VJs,” Adam 
Curry, for trademark infringement based 
on his use of the Internet domain name 
“mtv.com.” Curry had originally developed 
the Internet site using themtv.com domain 
name in order to publish a daily 
“cybersleaze report” which provided 
gossip regarding developments in the rock 
music and entertainment industries. He 
registered mtv.com under his own name 
and refused to assign the domain name to 
MTV after  h is employment was 
terminated. Curry began using the domain 
name “metaverse.com” pending trial and, 
in March 1995, relinquished mtv.com in a 
settlement with MTV. Even years later, this 
practice has still been continued by 
offenders. In 2019 TATA sons faced similar 
problems with deceptively similar domain 
name filed by Ramadasoft. 

Another way domain name registration 
is misused is when domain name 
similar to well-known trademark or domain 
name is registered. This leads to 
misrepresentation that both endorse same 

goods or services thereby deceiving the 
consumers. This kind domain name 
registrants are banking on the fact that 
consumers do make simple typing errors 
when typing/searching for well-known 
trademark on cyberspace. This is 
apparently done in order to pass of the 
goods/services of another by using their 
goodwill. Such registrants are careful 
enough to register a name with a very 
minute change like changing a letter or 
adding extra alphabet that it would go 
unnoticed from the eye of consumer. This 
kind of mischief is called typo-squatting. 

In 2013, the popular photo-sharing site 
4Pinterest  brought an action against

a serial Chinese cybersquatter. He had 
registered domain names containing
the brand names of start-ups and 
emerg ing  Amer i can  compan ies ,
including www.pinterests.com and 
www.pinterest.de. In this case, Pinterest 
complained that pinterests.com was 
registered improperly and unlawfully, 
as it copied the Pinterest logo and the site 
was used exclusively for dumping 
advertisements. Judge Richard Seeborg 
awarded Pinterest $7.2 million in damages 
and legal fees, while also issuing an 
injunction against Jin to hand over the 
domain names he'd been sitting on, 
including pintesrest.com, pinterests.com, 
pimterest.com, and pinterest.es.

Recent mischief in sea of domain-
trademark is reverse domain name 
hijacking. It is an attempt by a trademark 
holder, having bad faith, to take control of a 
domain name from another, who has not 
breached the trademark laws, and who 
has a legitimate interest in the domain 
name. the main ingredients of such 
mischief is that trademark owner knows 
that domain name owner has legitimate 
interest in it, resorts to legal action in bad 
faith and has intention to harass the 
domain name holder. Thus in this case, as 
opposed to cybersquatting and typo-
squatting, person who is subject to 
harassment is not trademark holder but 
the domain name holder. 

The case of Religare Health Insurance 
Company Limited v/s Name administration 
Inc 2019 is classic example of reverse 
domain name hijacking where Religare 
was found guilty of mischief. Another case 
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retail limited that runs the Indian electronic 
chain Croma filed to get domain name 
Croma.com used by the respondents. 
Respondents had been using the domain 
name decade prior to when Indian 
electronic chain began business. 
Respondents had legitimate interest in 
domain name and it wasn’t registered in 
bad faith. And Infiniti retail was found 
guilty of reverse domain name hijacking.

The development of Internet has changed 
the lifestyle of man. Using this advanced 
technology for in numerous causes has 
made it a striking feature in different 
aspects of human life. Domain names have 
become most important elements of 
cyberspace. The functional similarities 
between the domain names and the 
trademarks have brought them together in 
the virtual world. But this interrelation 
between the domain names and 
trademarks has also resulted in conflicts 
between them, especially with the growth 
of e-commerce.

Keeping in mind complexity of relation 
between trademark and domain name, I 
would recommend domain name 
registrants to conduct a trademark search 
prior to filing for domain name so as not to 
infringe. I would also advise, trademark 
owners who wish to secure a domain 
name already in use to make amicable 
settlement as opposed to hijacking. 
Trademark owners should conduct
domain name searches every few months 
to make sure no one benefiting out their 
goodwill by the way of typo-squatting or 
cybersquatting. 
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ocial Distancing” is what is being 
preached across India to combat the Severyday increasing threat of Covid-

19. Everyone is taking strictest possible 
measures in their capacity to ensure that the 
battle against the virus is won. Infact on 
March 24, 2020 Indian Government took the 
much-needed measure and announced a 21 
days complete lockdown in the country.

Indian judicial bodies are nowhere behind 
they have launched their act on virus by 
shutting down either partially or completely. 
However, it is pertinent to mention here that 
this development will definitely have a 
substantial impact on the Limitation Period 
prescribed under various statutes. This 
uncertainty about what will happen have a 
potential to affect negatively to people who 
were accessing their future liability, 
especially those for whom the clock is 
running in form of any type of litigation.

The Law of Limitation in India comprises of 
The Limitation Act, 1963 and the a few other 
special laws in form of limitation provisions 
incorporated within specific legislations.

The Law of Limitation prescribes for a 
period/timeline, during which a suit can be 
filed, or an appeal can be made in the relevant 
courts/tribunals. Limitation law periods apply 
on suits and appeals before all courts in India, 
including taxation matters ,Direct and 
Indirect taxes.

The resultant impact of all these limitation 
laws provides for the period after which a 
legal action cannot be brought to a judicial 
platform. This period is called the limitation 
period and any legal suit brought to the courts 
or the tribunals after such a period is barred 
by limitation. i.e time barred . The Law of 
Limitation applies automatically.

The Law of Limitation in India comprises of 
The Limitation Act, 1963 and the a few other 
special laws in form of limitation provisions 
incorporated within specific legislations.

The Law of Limitation prescribes for a 
period/timeline, during which a suit can be 
filed, or an appeal can be made in the relevant 
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proceedings within the period of limitation 
prescribed under the general law of limitation 
or under Special Laws (both Central and/or 
State) shall be extended indefinitely, from the 
15th March, 2020

Indian Judicial system quickly and efficiently 
shifted from its old school approach to a new 
technological approach with virtual courts 
and e-filings to ensure that the justice 
delivery system is not stagnant. Some of the 
courts in the country had already adopted e-
filing as an addition to physical filing of cases. 
However, the pandemic has expedited the 
adoption of technological measures for filing 
and hearing of cases. The decision of 
embracing technology not only reduced the 
footfall in court premises, which eventually 
saved a large number of people getting 
affected by the Covid-19 but also balanced 
out loss of judicial time as far as possible.

The Law of 
Limitation in India 
comprises of The 

Limitation Act, 1963 
and the a few other 
special laws in form 

of limitation 
provisions 

incorporated within 
specific 

legislations.
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courts/tribunals. Limitation law periods apply 
on suits and appeals before all courts in India, 
including taxation matters, Direct and 
Indirect taxes.

The resultant impact of all these limitation 
laws provides for the period after which a 
legal action cannot be brought to a judicial 
platform. This period is called the limitation 
period and any legal suit brought to the courts 
or the tribunals after such a period is barred 
by limitation. i.e time barred . The Law of 
Limitation applies automatically.

FEATUREFEATURE

Due to the nation-wide lockdown, the 
Supreme Court took cognizance of the issues 
pertaining to period of limitation, and passed 
an order providing much need relief to 
litigants. Due to Covid 19, litigants across the 
country have been unable to reach judicial 
platform, high court, supreme court and 
different courts to enforce their legal and 
fundamental rights.

The Supreme Court, therefore, took suo motu 
cognizance of the difficulties faced by the 
litigants due to lockdown and passed an 
order pertaining to the Law of Limitation as a 
relief measure.

The impact of this order of the supreme court 
is that the limitation period of all 
petitions/applications/suits/appeals/other 
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evered by many, understood by 
a few, the Bhagavad Gita is the Rmost fascinating introduction to 

the spiritual path. It appears in the 
middle of a battlefield, not a hermitage. 
It celebrates the experience of God in 
ordinary, everyday activities. You do 
not have to forsake the world for a life 
of dry asceticism and self-denial. You 
can continue to enjoy your wealth, 
business, and family, yet live a life of 
inspiration and detachment. In 
addition, you will be free from the 
stress and trauma you now go through. 

Krishna, the enlightened One, was the 
guru in the Bhagavad Gita. When 
Krishna played the flute, everyone 
flocked to him. The flute is a hollow 
bamboo with seven apertures. It 
represents the human being. The five 
senses, mind and intellect are the 
windows to your personality. Krishna, 
t h e  e x p e r t  f l a u t i s t ,  b r o u g h t  
mesmerising music from the flute. The 
ordinary person only succeeds in 
making noise! The Bhagavad Gita gives 
the technique of living which enables 
you to attract the whole world with the 
music of life.

The Bhagavad Gita is a dialogue 
between two close friends, a style that 
encourages questioning, reflection and 
exploration. Each time you read it, you 
discover more and are able to integrate 
it in your life to transform into a better 
person.

The Bhagavad Gita is a scientific 
handbook that takes you from spiritual 
infancy to the heights of Perfection. 
Unlike general perception, it is easy 
and has answers to every kind of 
person in any situation. It has inspired 

generations of people, from ordinary 
citizens to sportspersons, rulers and 
celebrities. It resonates with everyone. 
Each verse has valuable insights to life. 
One of its many gifts is its mind-
stretching quality. If you think assertive 
is the way to go it speaks of 
gentleness. If non-action seems to be 
the way it emphasises the importance 
of action. If you think grasping will help 
you it counsels you to let go. Lose it to 
gain it. If you adopt simplicity it tells 
you to enjoy the vast kingdom of the 
world. If you go for opulence it says 
more is less. The more you have, the 
less you enjoy. If you espouse 
passivityit says fight, but with love!

DASSERA: THE TRIUMPH OF
GOOD OVER EVIL
By Jaya Row
Founder, Vedanta Vision &
Managing Trustee, Vedanta Trust

PHILOSOPHY & PHILOSOPHY &
SELF MANAGEMENT

How old is the Bhagavad Gita? It is 
timeless. It comes alive today as much 
as it did when it was first spoken, 
perhaps 5000 years back. The inner 
space of doubt, indecision, sorrow and 
depression is one we all experience. 
The Bhagavad Gita speaks only to a 
person who has set aside pride and 
certainty. Krishna waits for that 
moment in Arjuna, and in you. 

You are gifted with the freedom to 
choose. But do you know what to 
choose? Do you seek tradition or shun 
it? Do you uphold values or go for a no 
holds barred pursuit of wealth? These 
are the dilemmas we face, brought on 
by confusion. You need to pause and 
reflect on the mysteries of life. Find 
clarity.

Everyone is born with a unique talent, a 
special gift. What is your passion? 
Discover it. You have tremendous 
potential. But because you get involved 
and entangled in trivial, insignificant 
things of life you miss the grandeur and 
magnificence that lies within. You 
develop a myopic vision and wallow in 
mediocrity. The Gita helps expand your 
mind. Shed the small-mindedness and 
embrace a cause. Identify with a larger 
goal. Then you take off into subtler 
realms and shake off the clutter. Japan 
was devastated after World War II. It 
rose from the ashes to become an 
economic power because every 
Japanese worked for the country. 
What will we not achieve if we all think 
of India first!

Open your heart to the power of 
oneness even when the illusion of 
separateness appears more real. View 

The Bhagavad 
Gita is a 
scientific 

handbook that 
takes you from 
spiritual infancy 
to the heights 
of Perfection. 
Unlike general 

perception, it is 
easy and has 
answers to 

every kind of 
person in any 

situation. 
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the Spirit within, the fluctuations in the 
world will not affect you. But you are 
looking outward, to the enticing, but 
transitory objects of the world. Hence 
the roller coaster ride of life. Just as the 
deer was not what it seemed, sense 
objects do not confer happiness. They 
are like the mirage, giving way to 
disappointment and frustration. The 
Gita guides us to the abode of infinite 
Bliss within. 

Just a little knowledge of the Bhagavad 
Gita will protect you from great sorrow, 
says Krishna. Listen to it with an open 
mind and it will give you a rich reward 
of immense success, tremendous 
happiness and growth to your infinite 
Stature.

others as extensions of yourself. In the 
Ramayana Kaikeyi was perfectly happy 
until the thought of otherness polluted 
her mind. She asked that Rama be 
banished for 14 years and her own son, 
Bharata, be made king. In the end she 
lost everything, including the son for 
whom she embarked on her disastrous 
path. X-ray through superficial 
differences and zero in on the one 
among the many. The rewards are 
enormous. 

Sita, in the Ramayana, was happy and 
untouched by the adversities of life as 
long as her focus was on Rama, the 
Spirit within. She was at peace, 
whether enjoying the luxuries of the 
palace or enduring the rigours of the 
forest. Her problems began when her 
attention shifted away from Rama to 
the golden, fleeting deer. The deer 
represents passing, tantalising sense 
objects. As long as your attention is on 
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e’ve all craved, we’ve all 
treasured every last morsel Wof it.... yes... let’s talk about 

raw cacao. As any tastebuds that’s 
ever indulged in it knows, it truly is one 
of the most sinful nut that mother 
nature ever created! But let’s delve into 
what cacao is. We’ve all heard about it 
being healthier than chocolate as is the 
latest trend, but very few knew of its 
history and benefits.

All chocolate is made from the cacao 
bean. Cacao is chocolate. All the 
antioxidant value, mineral benefits, 
neurot ransmi t te r  re juvenat ing  
properties, and overall healthy giving 
qualities of chocolate are found in 
cacao. Chocolate comprises just one 
ingredient- cacao- not the butter, not 
the dairy, no chemicals, that’s just the 
of extra stuff.

Cacao is the seed of a fruit of an 
indigenous American jungle tree. Carl 
Linnaeus, the Swedish scientist- 
thought cacao was so important that 
he named the genus of the tree himself 
- Theobroma Cacao - the food of Gods. 
It was originally and largely spread 
across the western portion of The 
Amazon. Cacao is evergreen. The 
Cacao tree produces fruits all year long. 
Cacao flowers are best pollinated by 
six different types of midgets. Once 
pollination is completed, each flower 
develops into a pod fruit which are 
typically red, orange, yellow or blue in 
colour. It takes six months for them to 
ripen. Each fruit contains anywhere 
from twenty to fifty almond like seeds 
or beans. It is these seeds that we call 
the food of the gods or cacao beans. 
More than anything else, cacao 
supports the heart in a literal, 

metaphysical and spiritual sense. 
C a c a o  s u p p o r t s  a  h e a l t h y  
cardiovascular system, opens the 
heart, returns us to our natural state of 
feeling instead of excessive thinking, 
and reconnects us via intuition to the 
mystery of mother nature’s herbal 
wonders. Like all superfoods, cacao 
straddles the line between a food and 
beneficial medicine. It is one of nature’s 
most fantastic superfoods due to its 
mineral content and wide array of 
unique properties. Since many of the 
special properties of cacao are 
destroyed by cooking, refining and 
processing, planet earth’s favourite 
food is still unknown to most of us.

source of magnesium. It supports the 
heart, increases brainpower, causes 
strong peristalsis, relaxes menstrual 
cramping, relaxes muscles, increases 
flexibility, helps build strong bones and 
increases alkalinity. Iron, chromium, 
manganese and zinc are also 
abundantly available in cacao. All 
cooked and processed chocolate 
contains rancid omega 6 fatty acids 
that cause an inflammatory reaction 
when one eats cooked chocolate. 
Therefore the finer and less processed 
the cacao is, the happier the consumer 
will be, in terms of health. Cacao 
contains significant quantities of 
essential amino acid- tryptophan, a 
powerful mood enhancing nutrient. 
Once in our bodies, tryptophan reacts 
with vitamin B6 and vitamin B3 in the 
presence of magnesium to produce 
serotonin. Enhanced serotonin 
function typically diminishes anxiety 
and literally improves our neurological 
and physiological ‘stress-defense’ 
s h i e l d .  C a c a o  c o n t a i n s  a n  
extraordinary type of soluble fiver. The 
fiber is so perfect for the human 
digestive system that cacao can be 
blended, crushed, and micronized and 
will still help clear the intestines and 
bulk up bowel movements.

Contrary to popular belief, cacao is a 
poor source of caffeine. However, 
cacao does contain theobromine 
which has a similar chemical reaction 
within the human body, as that of 
caffeine. Theobromine, like caffeine, 
belong to them chemical group known 
as xanthine alkaloids. Chocolate 
produces some caffeine, but not 
nearly enough to explain the attraction 
that an individual feels towards 
chocolate.

Cacao is the seed 
of a fruit of an 

indigenous 
American jungle 

tree. Carl Linnaeus, 
the Swedish 

scientist- thought 
cacao was so 

important that he 
named the genus of 
the tree himself - 

Theobroma Cacao - 
the food of Gods.

THE FOOD OF THE
GODS - RAW CACAO

Priti K Shroff
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HEALING TEMHEALING TEMPLE

By Ritu Zaveri
Yoga Teacher & Writer

C a c a o  c o n t a i n s  t h e  h i g h e s t  
concentration of antioxidants of any 
food in the world. These antioxidants 
include polyphenols, catechins, and 
epicatechins. By weight cacao has 
more antioxidants than red wine, 
blueberries, acai and goji berries. 
Cacao seems to be the number one 
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healthy aspects of the seed are 
completely destroyed. Keeping this in 
mind, let’s use the benefits mother 
nature’s packs as seeds for what it 
really is instead of contorting it to suit 
our satisfaction.

HEALING TEMPLEHEALING TEMPLE

Cacao is indeed a marvel in itself, 
abound with benefits for human 
consumption. However, over the years 
it has been greatly processed, 
emulsified and sweetened for the 
benefit of consumers. In the process, 
literally all the minerals and essential 

When buying cacao, look for the 
following to make sure you are getting 
the highest quality ‘bang for the buck’.

1)   Low microbe Count
2)   Pleasant and tasty
3)   100 % Raw and certified organic

Prisim Healing Institute is an alternative health center that believes in healing one individual at a time. 

We have various complementary therapies that help an individual to reach to their optimal health.

• 10 Day Detox Programme
• Brahma Satya Energy Healing
• Aura Scan & Analysis
• Aura Cleanse & Chakra Alignment
• Crystal Healing Workshops & Crystal Grid
• Yoga & Zumba
• Sujok & Acupuncture

• Sound Therapy
• Art Therapy & Zentangle
• Emotional Catharsis
• Fairy / Angel Card Reading
• Healing Meditations - Chakra Meditation,

Naadabrahma etc.

• Numerology
• Hypnotherapy / Past Life Regression
• Clearing of Spaces
• Reconnective Healing & The Reconnection
• Heartlight Ascension
• Raw & Vegan Foods by Prana Kitchen
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